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INTRODUCTION

Nonionizing radiation is an important factor in the life of every
:::tesber of an advanced technological society. This is particularly true
0f _~~2:lerican society with its space program, its sophisticated weapons
3:'5tems, its highly developed electronics products, and the world's most
3.c v a:nced national communications system-all of which use non~C'I'.lZL"'lg radiation, generally in the microwave and radio frequency
r:l2~=s. Most Americans are probably unaware of either the pervasive:l:::ss GI nonionizing radiation or the controversy surrounding its status
2S ~ ?ollutant and a health hazard. In the last decade, however, both
~e scientific community and the United States Congress have begun to
;:ay Dore attention to this form of energy and its impact on our lives.
~f ~=-=r ;-ecently, their concerns have begun to trickle into the general
?u::,lic domain, popularized by a series of articles in the New Yorker by
?.aui Brodeur, recently expanded and published in his book, The Zapping?! America.! Unfortunately, America's inventors and entrepreneurs move much more swiftly than its scientists, politicians and
publicists; while the latter investigate and deliberate, the American
public is presented with an array of consumer products such as CB
radios and microwave ovens. Once again, progress threatens to roll
right over the regulators, leaving them to clean up the mess, as has been
the case with air and water pollution.
The purpose of this Article is to assemble the available informa1.

BRODEUR.
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tion on radio frequency and microwave radiation in a systematic way,
and to present it accurately as both a primary agent of progress in the
second half of the twentieth century and a potential threat to man's
environment. The Article attempts to assess the immediate need for a
regulatory system that would control nonionizing radiation in the public interest and offers a critique of the existing system, or lack thereof,
for controlling such radiation. It makes a plea for a legislative solution
and offers some suggestions for dealing with what may be the most
complex yet in a line of pollution problems that tax the individual talents of both the scientists and the policymakers, as well as their ability
to bridge the gap between their two spheres of action.

II.

BACKGROUND

The following background h"1formation is provided in some detail
because nonionizing electromagr:etic radiation constitutes a very complex pollution problem, and 6e subject is one on which little has been
written for the lay person. Those articles that do exist tend to oversimplify the scientific disputes s.nc neglect the questions concerning governmental efforts to control I:cnionizing radiation. The first portion of
this Article attempts to ove:come these deficiencies. Part A describes
nonionizing radiation, disi:ir:g:i.shi.."1g it from ionizing radiation, with
which it is sometimes corr:::.sed. ?art B identifies the sources that emit
this radiation and the be:::l~iiIS :::al derive from its use. Part C describes
the harm t1:at individuals2.nc. society may incur from present and continued use of these sour:.::;:::;. ?i:.-:::.jy, Part D outlines current governmental research and r~gsator:' 2.c:;vities in the field of nonionizing
radiation.
A. Descrir'"'Jion 0/ No.r.;"oni::ing 3~:dion as a Biologically Active
Agent.
The elec:romagnet:c :;::;e:::~T.:.::n can be divided and subdivided in
many ways, but the me's, '::::asic ":'ivision as to biological effects is that
between the ionizing 2.J.1.:l :lOniOTJ1"71ng portions of the spectrum. The
zone designated as ultraviolet :-adiacion (UV)2 separates the higher fre2. Some authorities refer to the wbole ~;pec-J"Um of nonionizing radiation generally as "radio
frequency (RF) radiation" or the "::aCio-wave ~and." e.g., "[a)ccording to another system of classification, the radio-wave band illduu..--s ail conerent radiation even at wavelengths below . . . 0.3
mm, which would include laser ;adiation." ~1ARHA 1.
T!-J~ E:"EC';'ROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM
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quency, shorter wavelengths of ionizing radiation from the lower frequency, longer wavelengths of nonionizing radiation.) Ionizing
radiation (also known as high-energy radiation) is so named because
"[t]he primary effect of its interaction with living matter is ionization"4--the production of electrically charged atoms or molecules.
This process causes physical and chemical changes within the cells of
the radiated biological matter that may ultimately lead to mutations,
malignancies, diseases and the like. In contrast, nonionizing radiation,
because of its lower frequency, does not possess sufficient energy per
quantum to ionize molecules. 5 The exact manner in which nonionizing
radiation interacts with biological material is not fully understood at
the present time, but, like all issues related to nonionizing radiation, the
subject is highly controversiaL Nevertheless, experiments and practical
experience have demonstrated that there is an interaction that can be
L'lJl:. . ious to human health. 6
B.

Tlze Benifits of Nonionizing Radiation Use (Sources
E.'Cposure) .

of Human

L Early Uses. Shortly after the discovery of nonionizing radia,ion fields, experimenters noted that when the body is exposed to these
tieljs it experiences a heating sensation. 7 In the early part of this cen;::1:"")., w.'llS knowledge was put to medical use in a teGhnique called radio2:a-;"e31Y, \vhich relied on the deep-heating capabilities of radio
'Y3.':eS. ~ Simultaneously, other scientists and inventors, notably Gu~je~-no Marconi, were rapidly adapting this newly discovered electro-=:2g:J.eIic energy to communications, resulting in the development of
7.";:-ele~S telegraph, telephone and radio broadcast. 9

::'evelopments in the ionizing radiation field were also proceeding
J.Dace. Because of the rapid adaptation of this form of radiation to
y..i.i.:-suTead medical use, physicians and others soon discovered its ad'.'e.:-se ~:rects on human health. 1O Perhaps because of the concentration
0,- i:ledical research efforts in this field, there was relatively little re3. ·F aT' or higher frequency ultraviolet radiation (UV) produces biological effects similar to
u:;"se of ionizing radiation, while 'near' UV is more like nonionizing radiation in this respect.
B.....«Ac-iSKl 11.
...i.
Id.
5. }'1ARHA 1.
6. 1977 Hearings 11-12 (statement of De. Stefen O. Schiff).
7. See, e.g., Hearings on S 2067 at 354 (report of Warren H. Donnelly); BRODEUR 17 (experiments of Nikola Tesla and Jacques Arsene D'Arsonval); MARHA 2. See generally BRODEUR 131 (a layman's history of developments in radiation).
8. Hearings on S 2067 at 354.
9. BRODEUR 1-5.
10. /d. 17-22.
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search into the bioeffects of nonionizing radiation II until the late 1950s,
when the Depatiment of Defense sponsored the "Tri-Service" research
program. 12 The new interest stemmed from the widespread proliferation in the post-war period of electronics devices. The result was an
increase in nonionizing radiation emissions and growing concern about
the health risks associated with the new equipment-particularly with
the operation of radar systems. Radar was first developed by the British in the mid-1930s and was further developed by the military during
World War II. The armed forces and their contractors have been improving it ever since, rapidly increasing its power output. There has
also been a constant increase in the number of radar installations, both
military and civilianY

2. Spectrum Distribution of [/.j'es. Considering that radio broadcasts, communications systems and radio-diathermy were virtually the
only manmade sources of noniopizing electromagnetic radiation prior
to World War II, the growth in ;:.he number of sources and the variety
of applications iIl the post-war period has been phenomenal. These
uses span the spectrum of nonioillZi:lg frequencies and may be roughly
divided into four classes (in desceacing frequencies): light-like radiation [near UV, visible and i::::-arec}; i4 microwave radiation [300 MHz
(megahertz)-300 GHz (gigah;:lUl}; radio frequency radiation [30 kHz
(kilohertz)-300 MHz];15 a=.c lOWe: ~requency radiation, including
very low freq'.lency radiaticr: '-:,C=:"-_ [3-30 KHz] and extra-low frequency radiation (ELF) (c:se~ C:1.:::::-era to 3 kHzV 6
This Article will concen::-::ue ?~arily on the radio frequency-microwave range of electro!:12.~"""t:!J.c :J.c.:'arion. The development of new
sources of rad.iation h"1 these ~:-e:.::;:.tencies has been particularly rapid.
Also, incidents such as the :;....-:-:.c:atlon of the Moscow Embassy have
brought the question of i::c:-e:.lSiLg~xposures into the public eye, reI I. There was SOfie prelirnina..-y ,:::seaTcn 0n ale oioeffects of nonioniLing radiation in the
1930s, but this research was abrupllv :::::nmateri "y World War II. These programs were not
reinstigated after the war becau.>e SUCll C=rc!!. was once again overshadowed by the intense
research on ionizing radiation prompted ::'y :be radiation health disaster-and radiobiology research boom-in the aftermath of Hirosni.!:la and Nagasaki. See MARHA 2-3; Tyler 6-7.
12. Tyler 7. See text accompanying :Jme -4 in/ra.
\3. BARANSKI 14-15.
14. Hearings on S. 2067 at 36-:-66 (!'!:!?Ort of Warren H. Donnelly).
IS. BARANSKI \3; MARHA 4. But see Tell, Environmental Nonionizing Radiation Exposure: A
Preliminary Analysis ifthe Problem and Continuing Work within EPA, in ENVIRONMENTAL ExpoSURE 49. Tell extends the "microwave" spectrum down to 30 Mhz, beginning the "radiofrequency" spectrum there.
16. MARHA 4; OTP, FOURTH AN~UAL REPORT, Figure 4. These frequencies are also referred to as the "audiofrequency radiation band," but should not be confused with sonic-sound
wave radiation.
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vealing the extent of scientific uncertainty in this area. Thus, much of
the citizen concern and the bulk of recent scientific research deals with
this portion of the spectrum, and it is in this area that information and
legislative reform are most needed. Although it is true that certain
health effects may be somewhat frequency-dependent,17 many of the
observed adverse effects may be induced by exposure to electromagnetic radiation in either of these frequency ranges. 18 However, because
all nonionizing radiation is usually lumped together for administrative
purposes, and should properly be dealt with on this broad level for
legislative purposes, some mention must be made of the higher and
lower ends of the nonionizing spectrum as well.
3. Sources ofLight-like Radiation. One source of light-like radiation that has attracted particular attention due to its potential danger to
health is the UV radiation used in mercury vapor and mercury arc
lamps.19 These lamps provide general illumination for highways and
parking lots, stores, auditoriums and gymnasiums?O Ultraviolet radiation is also commonly used in sunlamps and germicidal lamps. A third
a:)~lic3.~ion of light-like radiation that spans the frequency range of this
portion of the nonionizing spectrum is lasers. First developed in the
late: ';50s and early 1960s, this technology and its uses have developed
q:::ite rapidly in a very short time?1 Lasers are used in range finding,
s1lTYeying, computer memory devices, communications, weapons, surge:-:-y, welding and drilling,22 as well as in laser art shows.
4. Sources ofExtra-low Frequency Radiation. At the other end of
:ie 5C.l1e, ia the ELF range, are the 60 Hz electric fields that surround
1'::':: :cIi.:Ioversial but increasingly common extra-high voltage (EHV)
23 Another projected use of ELF
?OWf.;:; ~:"'"'1es strung across the nation.
;;:~ec::;-om3.g:netic energy is a Navy communications system known as
?:-'Jj~ct SEAFARER (formerly Project SANGUINE), designed to
_,

~"'ler

Ii.

: 9. :;<1". e.g., RADIATION PROTECTION ACTIVITIES 1976 at I 06. For a brief general discussion
::;f 8e ;n:lcIica1 applications of radiation in all zones of the electromagnetic spectrum (ionizing as
weli .!:> ;:lOffionizing), see Hearings on S. 2067 at 350-55 (report of Warren H. Donnelly). See also
B",RAl'<SKI 16. Table 3.
2u. Personai communication with Henry J.L. Rechen, Division of Electronic Products, Bu:eau of ~adiological Health, FDA, HEW (Dec. 13, 1977).
2l. Hearings on S. 2067 at 365 (report of Warren H. Donnelly).
::::. /d. 352.
23. EfIY refers to voltages above 345 kilovolts. RADIATION PROTECTION ACTIVITIES 1976 at
105. EHV lines carrying 765 kilovolts of power are already in use, and lines carrying 1100 or 1500
kilovoits are proposed. Marino & Becker, High Vollage Lines, Hazard 01 a Dis/once, ENVIRONMENT, "Sov. 1978, at 6.
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transmit signals to submerged nuclear submarines from a mammoth
antenna system buried six feet underground in the American Midwest. 24

5. Sources of Radio Frequency and Microwave Radiation. Microwave and radio frequency radiation uses range from walkie-talkies and
burglar alarms to the huge earth terminals of satellite communications
systems (SA TCOMS), our highest-powered sources. 25 These uses may
be classified into five major categories: 26 defense; transportation-communications; medical; industrial; and commercial and consumer products. These classifications should make it clear that products producing
nonionizing radiation are an integral part of American life at the individual, national and international levels. In the defense category are
high-powered military radar tracking weapons and guidance systems27
such as the PAVE PAWS 28 radar inst.111ations under construction (and
under increasing environmental scruuny by citizens) at Otis Air Force
Base on Cape Cod, Massach1l5el~s, and at Beale Air Force Base in
Yuba County, California. In addition to these radars, the military uses
marine and aerial navigation I3.Cars. .:...lthough the military has its own
communications iil.stallations, it ;:L50 relies on other government and
general use communications networks.
In the field of civilian transpor:ation and communications, "microwave serves broadcast stations. :::cr:":TI.unication common carriers, aviation, marine, railroad, motor ::::::'~=:-:', public utility, forestry, other
business, and municipal ane. .:ltal;: 2gencies including police and fire
departments. It carries voice, :;:~e!:y~e, :eiemetering, facsimile, and digital data, serves mobile and ODe:::- ccmrol .functions, and relays TV programs."29 The prL'l1ary mec.ic::U :lse is =·or medical diathermy, but other
medical uses include electo-:aagwauon (cautery), nerve stimulation
(including dental application5 i. 2IlC C:lilcer therapy (still in the experimental stage). The major 1""cllSw.~al JSe of radio frequency and microwave energy is in induction ;rna ..:tieiectric heating systems, which are
24. BRODEUR 75; McClintock, Rissman & Scott. Talking to Ourselves, ENVIRONMENT, Sept.
1971. at 16; McClintock & Scott, Sanguine. ENV!ROl'lMENT, July-Aug. 1974, at 27.
25. EPA, RADIQl.OGlCAL QUAUTY ~F O:-iE !:'WIRONMENT 193 (1976).
26. Of course, there is some overla? :lmong ::aLegories. For example, radiation-emitting communications devices are an important cor::l?Onent of the defense and, to some extent, the consumer
electronics categories.
27. See generally BRODEUR 239-41.
28. PAVE PAWS is an acronym for ?recision Acquisition of Vehicle Entry Phased Array
Warning Systems radars.
29. FCC, 32D ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE F1SCAL YEAR 1966 at 47 (1966), quoled in Hearings
on S. 2067 at 353 (report of Warren H. Donnelly).
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employed in countless industrial processes. 30 Consumer uses generally
involve lower-powered emitters, but they are extremely varied. The
most publicized and one of the fastest growing is the microwave oven;31
among the most ubiquitous is the ignition system of the internal combustion engine automobile. 32 Other emitters include radars of private
boats and planes and citizen-band radio antennas. 33

6. Future Uses. Projected and hypothetical uses of nonionizing
electromagnetic radiation stagger the imagination. It might be used for
transmitting power to an unmanned helicopter in flight,34 new types of
computer communications,35 collision avoidance and automatic braking systems in cars, beaming energy from solar power generators in
space,36 or any process triggered by motion-from setting off shoplifting alarms to controlling the thickness of latex applied to the backs of
carpets. 37 Any new applications would be in addition to the proliferation of existing sources. In 1976, the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) ;J.oted that radio frequency and microwave sources alone are est~El.:ned to be increasing at the rate of fifteen percent annually. Within
cer:ain frequency ranges, such as those allotted to radio and television
sIJ.Llcns, spectrum crowding is a problem. While the growth rate in the
TI:lsoer of new stations may be starting to level off,38 existing stations
aTe il::creasing their power outputs in an attempt to reach larger audiences :lIld avoid interference. 39
-=-~us, in the last thirty-five years man has significantly changed his
?b.:!SlCal environment, producing a "type of man-made radiation [that]
22S :10 counterpart in man's evolutionary background; it was relatively
::::::;~~"ble prior to World War 11."40 Unfortunately, as is the case with
::0

.i'~!,

~..

S2~.

generally MARHA 60-68.
e.g., EPA, RADIATION PROGRAM STATEMENT 17 (1976) .
.'~. --;-::::1. supra note 15, at 62.
_.. KADL-\.TION PROGRAM STATEMENT, supra note 31, at 17.
,'--<-.
i'iearings on S. 2067 at 353 (repon of Warren H. Donnelly).
'" :·:~V. Growth o/,ificrowave Systems and Applications, in ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE 85So.
~·o.

Siaser, Space Solar Power: An Optionfor Power Generation, in ENVIRONMENTAL Expo:05.
:3~
gearings on S. 2067 at 87 (repon of Warren H. Donnelly).
:38. b [945, there were six television stations and 930 radio stations in the United States. By
:%9, the ::nu-nbers had increased to 847 and 6,442, respectively. OTP, FIRST ANNUAL REPORT
Figure
39. RADiATION PROGRAM STATEMENT, supra note 31, at 15.
40. OTP, FIRST ANNUAL REPORT app. A, at 1.
SuRE

=-

Electromagnetic fields do occur in nature, primarily in the form of pulsed electromagnetic
waves ahead of a cold front or during electrical storms. MARHA 43, 59; if. Browne, Experts Debate 'he Amount 0/ Microwave Radiation that Can Cause Danger to Health, N.Y. Times, Dec. 27,
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many forms of chemical pollution, scientific research on the biological
effects of this agent has not kept pace with technological developments
and with the proliferation of emissions sources.

C.

A drerse Effects of Electromagnetic Radiation on Man and His
Environment.

Nonionizing electromagnetic radiation (NEMR) can affect human
health adversely in two ways. First, these electromagnetic waves may
penetrate the human body and interact with the living system. Second,
such radiation causes interference with, and physical degradation of,
electronic systems.
1. Biot1fects. (a) Thermal t1fects and the American protection
gUIdelines. One of the few points on which there is widespread agreement among researchers is that exposu:-e to high levels of nonionizing
radiation causes "thennal" effects (reJ.c~ions induced by the heating of
tissues).41 Ifuncomrolled-that is, outside of the medical therapy context-these effects can be hazardous. A!TI1ed with this knowledge, in
1953 the United States Air For;:;~ ,:ldC'Dted a standard of 10 mW /cm 2
for occupational exposure to nOrrlCT1;"';g radiation. 42 At the time, very
little research had been done C chis cCiuntry on the bioeffects of this
radiation, and much of the for,:::p :iter:lt~re was either untranslated or
unexamined. Thus, the stanGJ.fu ':;.;2.5 oased largely on theoretical projections of the thermal effects :22t ·:-..'e:-~ calculated, and to some extent
demonstrated, to be nazardo1.2.s ..i.: ~eve~:s of 100 m\V /cm 2. A safety factor of ten was incorporated43 ::.: ~ve :1': :~e standard. With this background, the milit:lfY conduc:ec. :.:5 f;:;ur-year Tri-Service Research
Program, which consisted pri::la....-i.ly of :l1l investigation of the nature of
thermal bioeffe~...s. The progr:u:l :,,::::c~uG.d no studies of possible effects
from low-level power densities ;:,f :lonionizing radiation. In retrospect,
1977, at 23, col. 2 ("[o]thers [scientlstsi ;aIG. . :hat L'le man-made 'electronic smog' already
enveloping Americans is millions of urnes :nore tilteru.e :.han any natural microwave radiation").
41. This heating results from the conve:-Slon 0f .lD~rbcd energy into "electronic excitation"
causing "molecular vibration and rotation." ~A, RADIOLOGICAL QUALITY OF THE ENFIRONMENT IN THE UNITED STATES, 1971 at :-~ ;~ci"::).
42. Ten milliwatts per centimeter scua.r::d--a measurement of the amount of power that
passes through a square centimeter of SV<ll:e .J.urtilg each second.
43. Tyler 7. See also BARANSKI li,}·:;-3. Incorporation of a "safety factor" of one order of
magnitude or more is a ccmmon practice in settirlg protection standards for environmental pollutants. These safety factors are supposed to cover any number of scientific uncertainties, including
margins of error in experimental evide:J.ce or :heoretical calculations, and the differential response
of individuals to the same level of environmental stress. Cf Society of Plastics Indus., Inc. v.
OSHA, 509 F.2d 1301, 1308 (2d Cir. 1975) (quoting testimony of Dr. Kraybill, National Cancer
Institute, supporting the use of a safety factor of 100 when setting health standards for pollution
agents that are noncarcinogens).
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one Navy scientist summed up the program and its effects as follows:
Although Tri-Service research addressed essentially only the problem of thermal hazard, the idea that the sale hazard was thermal
became dominant, and in the early 1960's, an air of complacency
settled over this country. At the end of the Tri-Service Program in
1960, United States research decreased to a very low level and remained there for the next decade. 44

Meanwhile, research efforts in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe continued at a steady pace, and the Soviets, concerned with
"nonthermal"45 as well as thermal bioeffects, developed a maximum
safety standard of 10 ~ W /cm 2 exposure,46 averaged over the working
day.47 This Soviet standard is stricter than the only existing American
exposure standard by a factor of 1000.48 This fact was one topic of
consideration when, in the late 1960s and the 1970s, spurred by a strong
national environmental movement and by the congressional hearings
that resulted in the passage of the Radiation Control for Health and
Safety Act of 1968,49 United States scientists increased their research
in~o :~e question of the bioeffects of nonionizing radiation.
Over the years, there was some refinement in knowledge of therGal ~=ects. For example, thermal effects were classified as either pri:na:-:' or secondary. Primary effects are caused by the heating of the
irr:l.cl3.ted body itself, in either a generalized or localized fashion, or by
:::c ":lctivation of thermoregulatory compensatory mechanisms."5o
S:::::onc.ary effects are those that may result from the heating of organs
lb.:;., control body processes, such as the glands, the liver, the kidneys
51
.9.riCi :lJ.e nervous system.
:::xperiments on mice, rats, rabbits and dogs proved that exposure
~0 ':e-:-..,· .J.igh-power densities leads to death of the irradiated animals,
.;:: :;ee text accompanying notes 69-92 i'!fra.
- k . ' ::::llcrowatt (JJ.W) is 1/1000 of a milliwatt (mW).
-;2i, sta.'1dard was adopted in the Soviet Union in 1958, accompanied by higher maxiSUlliS :or lesser ex?Osure times: 100 JJ. W /cm 2-2 hrs./day; I mW /cm 2-15-20 min./day. An
=cirional safety factor of ten was introduced for a general population exposure standard of I
~';-';~ <)01 mW/cm2).
,18. in 1966 the United States of America Standards Institute (USASI), now the American
;-"atl0nal Standards Institute (ANSI), a private organization, adopted the 10 mW /cm 2 standard,
:.'1e recommended exposure level used by the military since 1953. ANSI C95.1 (1966), (reaffirmed
and mo<iiiied slightly in 1974). In 1971 this standard became the Occupational Safety and Health
A.imimslralion (OSHA) Standard, 29 C.F.R. § 1910.97 (1976). See RADIATION PROTECTION AcTIVITIES ;976 at 92. OSHA's "standard" has since been declared unenforceable; it is therefore
only a guideline. See text accompanying note 202 i'!fra.
49. 42 U.S.c. §§ 263b-263n (1976).
50. BARANSKI 73. An example of an "activation of thermoregulatory compensatory mechanisms" is an increase in blood flow as the heat is dissipated without a rise in temperature. Id.
5!. Jd. 73-74.
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and that the lethal power density varies with respect to the species and
the radiation frequency. At lower, but still lethal power densities, the
survival time before death lengthens. 52 Of course, man is not immune
to this lethal phenomenon, but it should be noted that "[m]an is characterized by the high efficiency of his thermoregulatory mechanisms."53
One author's extensive literature search of publications from all nations
in the years 1938 to 1972 uncovered only one report attributing a
human death to microwave overexposure (from a high-power radar
source), and that attribution was later denied. 54 The only recorded injuries from acute exposure found in the same survey were microwave
cataracts. 55
This points to one of the many problems that have plagued nonionizing radiation research-the problem of extrapolation or "scaling"
from animal experiments to allow predictions about bioeffects on man.
Because it is ethically impossible ~o experiment on humans with power
densities known to be potemially dangerous, it is important that scientists develop methods of "scaii:lg," t::at is, of predicting levels of radiation hazardous to human h.;::!llD. :;:om results obtained at various
frequencies and power densi::;;:, in "",;limal experiments. Such extrapolations are "particularly bOLi:ersowc Ll1 the field of microwave radiation"56 because of the difrerc::lces in. heat regulation between man and
furbearing anL.'Ilais, in respc:::se :::f 3lli::::::lals of different sizes to different
radiation frequencies,s7 a:lc :"""1 ~3.t>oratory experimental conditions and
average human exposure cc::;·ii:io!:S.5S
Despite these and o:n.::- :::::-:;ble:r.s in nonionizing radiation research, 59 considerable know,-;;;::?:: _1.25 been accumulated on thermal
bioeffects since America's :::-SI :;:~:;osure guideline was formulated on
the basis of a cmde them-v.' ::::;:c.ce:::li 7'S!.-- :he thermal interaction of radiation with human tissue. ~-::..s '::"-:ner research has shown that the
threshold level for theITiJ.~ jlOe.:i~--:s is lower than the 100 m W /cm 2
level of known adverse e::I~..s Gll -::vmch the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) ::-aSe!l ~:.s occ:lpational exposure standard-a
standard subsequently adopteQ vy :b.e United States Air Force and the
52. /d. 78-79.
53. /d. 88 (footnotes omitt<'d). 5~ Welss &: Mumford, Microwave Radiation Hazards, 5
HEALTH PHYSICS 160, 162-63 (1961).
54. BARANSKI 157.
55. /d.
56. 1977 HEARINGS 83 (statem~nt of Danid Cahill).
57. /d. 200-01 (statement of Dr. John Os~pchuk).
58. /d. 7-8 (statement of Dr. Stefen O. Schill).
59. See discussion of other difficulties ~'lat attend all scientific research on nonionizing radiation at text accompanying notes 93-145 infra.
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Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).60 EPA has
reported three ranges of microwave power densities: first, greater than
10 m W / cm2 (high level), in which distinct thermal effects predominate;
second, 1 mW/cm2 to 10 mW/cm 2 (intermediate range), in which there
are weak but noticeable thermal effects as well as direct field effects and
other effects of an uncertain nature; and third, less than I mW /cm 2
(low level), in which thermal effects are improbable. 61
Specific documented bioeffects associated with thermal reaction
include cataract formation, heat stress, cardiovascular effects, testicular
effects, brainwave pattern changes,62 bums and necrosis of the skin,
lesions of the nervous system,63 subcutaneous burns,64 hemorrhaging of
internal organs65 and birth defects.66 These radiation effects are increasingly probable as power densities rise above the "threshold" for
thermal effects. The presence of metal implants in the body (such as
meta~ pins in bones) may concentrate the absorption of radiation at the
loc~lcion of implantation, inducing thermal effects from lower power
deICsities than would ordinarily cause such harm.67 In addition, researen into the bioeffects of lasers and other light-like radiation has
cocLl:nented the fact that cataracts and other serious eye damage, u1cerab:m or burning, and blistering and infection of the skin are associated
:l1e;-::nal hazards. 68
(b) Low-level (Unonthermar) o/fects. Currently the most basi.:: c:'..!'Cstion is whether or not there are "nonthermal" or "athermal"69
",;

:-ec >late 48 supra.

c". O;=FlCE OF RADIATION PROGRAMS, EPA, REVIEW OF RADIATION PROTECTION ACTIVI-=-:,,~ :'..-.i.it 81 (1975). See also BARANSKI 83-84 (a similar division proposed).
:,2. RADiATION PROTECTION ACTIVITIES 1976 at 90 (citing Cleary, Uncertainties in the Evalu,c'-JOn :J'me Biological Effects 0/ A-ficrowave and Radiqfrequency Radiation, 25 HEALTH PHYSICS
- ~)4 (

!9-3».

c2. =:ean'ngs on S. 2067 at 367 (report of Warren H. Donnelly).
:,..;. 3 .•. ;;"-\"SKI 51.

:,,,. .__,i 35. See also Browne, S'.lpra note 40.
See Hearings on S. 2067 at 367 (report of Warren H. Donnelly); id. 714-15 (statement of
:c-1erben: P. Schwan); BARANSKI 107. See also Palm, Electronic Smog, New Haven Advocate,
Sarl. ::. i 9 7 8. at 10, col. I. (reporting pain and severe traumatization of a woman's uterus from a
"::':J~r T' IUD when she walked past a microwave oven; the article did not note whether or not
~'J." o.e:1 '.va~ functioning properly).
68. Hearings on S. 2067 at 364-66 (report of Warren H. Donnelly).
69. A:though such terms as "nonthermal" and "athermal" are widely used, many scientists
object to them because the terms are confusing (though they themselves employ the terms). Eg.,
3 ,'\.R.-\;-.iSKl 51; REVIEW OF RADIATION PROTECTION ACTIVITIES 1974, supra note 61, at 82; Tyler 9.
M.uha offers the following criticism:
The majority of authors understand this concept to mean the effect of electromagnetic
waves of a field intensity so low that they do not produce a significant increase in the

=',.

-j
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mechanisms that produce adverse health effects in persons chronically
exposed to NEMR of 10 mW /cm 2 or less. If such effects do exist, then
it must be determined what they are and how they are produced. The
first problem-identifying health effects-is more important to the
policymaker, but it is the second that caused American scientists to halt
their own research on nonionizing radiation and that was partially responsible for their dismissal of Soviet and Eastern European research
in the field. 70 As one researcher and commentator described the situation, "It has been said that present physical laws do not account for any
'nonthermal' effects and unless new laws are discovered, there can be
no possible effects of electromagnetic radiation on biologic systems.
This statement is slightly contrary to good science."71 It may be more
than "slightly" contrary to good science. Knowledge of mechanisms or
physical laws explaining phenomena is obviously very important, particularly for its predictive value. But to say that there are no effects
when effects are in fact observed, si.:.Tply because the effects cannot be
explained, is like saying no apples fell until Newton discovered the law
of gravity. For a long while Amaica.'l scientists could not have observed such effects because, be.:ieving only thermal mechanisms had biologic effect, they did not experi:ntm at below-thermal levels. Their
Soviet counterparts, believing :hey iaJ. discovered such effects, set their
exposure standard accordingly.72
Recently, scientists ha ',;e ce'let0p<!d several theories of possible
mechanisms for direct (nonther:::nail lmeraction of microwaves with biosystems. 73 In addition, the ~_'::l"ed States and the Soviet Union have
concluded a research agrees~:r•. ...:.::...0. the United States is trying to reptemperature of 2.n irradiated obiec:. C::13 lS u; :ourst: a highly unobjective definition and
does not provide any explanation"; J'oe jasl~ ;:;f the phenomenon.
MARHA 47. Some 2.UUlOrs do use a !TIore ,m,=v-:: definition with. the result that "non thermal"
effects have been noted :It power denswt;::; :>oove :0 .-nW /cm2 • See Hearings on S 2061 app., at
%4. (report of experiment by R.L. ':::':"~e!"ner :mu C ..".. Van Ummerson). Nevertheless, it can
generally be said tha: at high power ::leDSJtlt:S :he=al ;!:f~cts predominate, while at low densities
reactions are primarily ilvnthermal :n ::aiUIe. MARHA 4L
70. Other reasons for the rejection ;:of ::Us research include problems with dosimetry, 1917
Hearings 64 (statement of Sherwin Garunen. ana with rranslations and reporting standards of the
experiments, Tyler 7. Also, in the i.,,"Iltxmam area o( effects on the central nervous system induced
by low-level radiation exposures, some: ';;;''!Slem scientists tended to distrust Soviet conclusions
based on behavioral (pavlovian) exoenm1!!lls. pernaps caused by a lack of familiarity with the
methodology used in conditioned-re::iex <!:t~r"illlents.. See BARANSKI 115.
71. Tyler 9.
72. The Soviet safe exposure limit was ':lased !argc:1y on "the results of evaluation of clinical
symptoms of microwave professional exposure, as compared to an analysis of working conditions." BARANSKI 177 (relying on Z. GORDON, VOPROSY GIGIENY TRUDA I BIOLOGITCHESKOGO
DlETJSTVIJA ELECTROMAGNITNYCH POLEI SYERCHVYSOKICH TCHASTOT (1966». These clinical
symptoms are set forth in the text accompanying note 84 infra.
73. See, e.g., BARANSKI 66-72.
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licate and corroborate some of the Soviet experiments. 74 So far these
efforts have produced mixed results. 75 In general, however, evidence is
increasing that low-level bioeffects do exist. These effects include nervous system and behavioral effects,76 including a reduction in learning
facility;77 desadaptive effects;78 damage to the chemical barrier that
prevents blood toxins from entering the brain/ 9 inhibition of lymphocyte development (part of the immunological systemY:;O; and, possibly,
genetic defects, birth defects 8 ! and general effects on growth and aging
processes. 82
In addition, Soviet surveys of occupationally exposed persons have
identified a chronic exposure syndrome based on subjective evidenceworkers' complaints. 83 This syndrome includes headache, eyestrain
and tearing, fatigue and weakness, vertigo, sleeplessness at night and
drowsiness during the day, moodiness, irritability, hypochondria, paranoia, either nervous tension or mental depression and memory impairs;:nt. After longer periods of exposure, additional complaints may
!Jlclude sluggishness, inability to make decisions, loss of hair, pain in
muscles and in the heart region, breathlessness, sexual problems and
e'ie.:::l a decrease in lactation in nursing mothers. Clinically observed
e=e~ts in persons voicing these complaints include trembling of the eyelies, fulgers and tongue, increased perspiration of the extremities,
rast... M and, at exposures in the I to 10 m W / cm 2 range, changes in e1ect::oe.:1..::ephalogram (EEG) patterns. 85 Researchers also have noted a
::lOT:; specific response-preconvulsive discharges and convulsions or
;~
"

/977 Hearings 669 (statement of Donald I. McRee).
S<'e :d; id. 85 (statement of Daniel Cahill).
Set" Rowe, National Environmental Radiation Strategy and Plan of EPA, in HEW, 5TH
.·'."'.~'-·.~L ;>.iATlONAL CONFERENCE ON RADIATION CONTROL, PLANNING FOR PROTECTION 262
,CO"",; . .see general£v BARANSKI 100-05.
-'. "',.,.RANSKI 10 l.
-:-~. L'esadaptivity is found experimentally when animals that have ceased to respond to a
::aticuiaT ;onvironmental stress over a period of time by adapting to it again respond in character.:stic :asnion to this stress after being irradiated with microwaves at low-power densities. For
·!.",..:um"",,. ;-abbits exposed to infrared radiations responded initially with a rise in blood pressure .
.~-'rer several sessions of exposure to the stimulus, they no longer exhibited this response. Yet after
i::-atiiauoD with 1 m W /cm 2 of microwave power (which does not by itself induce any change in
biooJ(l ?ressure), the rabbits again responded to infrared exposure with a significant rise in blood
!Jressur~. This was true even on the third day after the microwave irradiation. BARANSKI 118.
:9. 1977 Hearings 7 (statement of Dr. Stefen O. Schiff); Browne, supra note 40.
30. 1977 Hearings 7 (statement of Dr. Stefen O. Schiff). See also EPA, RO\DIATION PROTECTION ACTIVITIES 1975 at 131 (1975).
81. Hearings on S. 2067 at 713-14 (statement of H.P. Schwan); BRODEUR 89-91.
8:2. See Tyler 12.
83. MARHA 30 (1evels of exposure not indicated).
84. ld.
85. BARANSKI 163.
c.
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shock-upon intravenous administration of a drug 86 that produces no
effect in a normal adult male. 87 Regenerative processes seem to cause
most of these subjective and objective effects to disappear within several weeks after radiation exposure ends. 88
Finally, after surveying the literature on eye pathology, one Eastern European expert concluded that microwaves cause eye defects
(such as retinal lesions, lenticular opacities and lenticular defects) at
sufficiently low levels to warrant the setting of exposure standards
lower than 10 m\V /cm 2 •89 Other extensive experiments suggest that
"nonthermal" mechanisms may be involved in cataractogenesis90 and
that effects are cumulative. 91 These experiments indicate, however,
that the threshold for this response may be well above 10 mW /cm 2
and, encouragingly, that these opacities may regress upon termination
of microwave exposure regimes. 92
(c) Uncertainties-parameters of nonionizing radiation. In
this country, experimentation on C2:onic low-level effects is, in many
areas, still in the preliminary stage. B~cause of the rapid expansion of
knowledge about the properties of :.'.1e electromagnetic waves themselves, earlier experiments mUSi be :-e~va1uated and often repeated in
light of new knowledge, either .:::or::roll.L.'1g for certain newly identified
variables and distorting infiue:J.ces ~r llsing new, more sensitive, measuring devices. Indeed, the ,g::-:.::;n ccease in experimentation in this
field has raised many new questiolli but has answered few of the old
ones.
Many of these questions :::;:-)2CeQ .exactly which parameters of this
86. 500 mg of c,,"7diazo;e (Metrazo;J :ll :'J ::21 ,aLae (I milliliter every 30 seconds).
87. BARAMKI 163-64.
88. MARHA 30-31.
89. BARA,NSKI h7-63 ("for pr ..)ion2O::c. :::e:-1o<1, .;; occupational exposure a safe limit of I
mW /cm2 or less should be observed":i. ,';:,:" Cu. : "c, ;"'S:-icson AB in Sweden recently lowered their
safe exposure limit from 10 to 5 m-w, =.:: ;;" '';""", ,)1 retinal lesions found in workers in one
factory"). Sweden has since lowered :[5 O"::::':Dailonal :;undard again to I mW /cm 2. See Dodge &
Glaser, Trends in Nonioni::ing EJeclromtJ,![neIlC .~l1on iJiofO/fec/s Research and Related Occupa,
tional Health Aspecls, 12 J. ;"'!JCROW"V= ?::lWEi<. 3;c, 322 Table 1 (1977).
90. Hearings on S. 2067 app., at c~ iI':?On em experiment by R.L. Carpenter and CA. Van
Ummerson).
91. fd. app., at 1010-13, 1044 (report on e=riment by R.L. Carpenter).
92. fd. app., 1013. BUI if. Z. CU.";E?., P. BROWl' & M. BROWN, BIBLIOGRAPHY Or REPORTED BIOLOGICAL PHE:-iOMENA ('E~EC7S') .~:-iD CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS ATTRIBUTED TO
MICROWAVE AND RADIOFREQUENCY RADL"T101'O: COMPILATION AND INTEGRATION OF REPORT
AND SEVEN SUPPLEMENTS, SEPTEMBER 19'"6 app., at 174 (1976) (lists "cataractous lesions" as a
nonreversible effect of heating of the lens of t..'le eye by microwave/radio frequency radiation).
This Appendix is reprinted from an earlier ~ibliography and lists all effects of microwave and
radio frequency radiation reported in the world scientific literature in that comprehensive index
through 1971.
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pollution agent influence its interactions with biosystems. The more
parameters that are deemed to have a significant impact, the more difficult it is to formulate proper safety standards for health protectionone of the goals of the current American research program. 93 This program has identified nine variables whose impacts need to be determined: power density, intensity and relative phase of all field
components, specific frequency ranges, waveform characteristics, exposure regimes, specific occupations, level of control over exposed populations, individual differences (age, sex, health, specific predisposing
factors) and presence of other environmental stressors. 94
The present United States guideline-lO mW /cm 2-specifies only
power density. Nonionizing radiation research to date suggests not
only that this threshold may need to be changed because of the possibility of chronic low-level effects, but also that an accurate standard
would need to be keyed to these eight other parameters as well. For a
sU2?J.ary understanding of the significance of these other variables,
cO!ls,dcr the discussions below, which deal with discoveries made in
r::::e:lI experiments concerning these variables.

.'iLV

(i) Power density. This parameter is the only one generconsidered with respect to the health impact of nonionizing radia(ii)

'n

Intensity and relative phase

of all field components.

:b.e :-adio frequency band the two components of the electromagnetic

£'::~-:.:,

E (electric) and H (magnetic), may be differentially absorbed 96,t:e ::D:lgnetic component gaining in influence as frequency decreases
:2:0 :ie low megahertz and kilohertz range. 97 Exposure standards for
''::~:> :-a::lge should perhaps be expressed as values for E and H rather
~-:a:l 2S a simple power density. This may be particularly true for the
.. ~e.lr-iield zone" close to the antenna;98 although E and H have a de=::::G ::-ehtionship in the far field (radiation field),99 this relationship is
.;~. :-t15 is an interagency research program fonnerly coordinated by the Office of Telecom:=uIllcarions Policy (OTP) through the Electromagnetic Radiation Management Advisory Counci See Lext accompanying notes 146-55 it!fra. The other goal of OTP's program was to
a=Jmpiish this first goal (health protection) while "assuring optimal use of radiating equipment
ana avoi<1i.llg unnecessary limitation or withdrawal of equipment." OTP, FIRST ANNUAL REPORT
L

9.1.

oS.
96.
97.
98.
99.
are also

fd.29.

See notes 42--43 supra and accompanying text.
MARHA 79.
Tyler 12.
BARANSKI 30.
'"The electric and magnetic components of a field are mutually perpendicular and both
perpendicular to the direction of propagation." MARHA 5. The magnitude of the compo-
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distorted in the near field. loo
(iii) Spec!fic frequency. Discovery that certain radiation-induced bioeffects appeared frequency-dependent led to the development of the theory of resonance. A resonant frequency or frequency
range is the range in which there is maximum penetration and absorption of the radiated power by the irradiated body. Resonance depends
on the size, shape and orientation of the irradiated body. Resonance is,
generally speaking, species specific, 101 and individual body organs have
their own resonance ranges (dimensional resonance). 102 It is postulated
that the "whole body" resonant frequency range for man is in the VHF
range at about 68 MHz for a 1.75 meter man.W3 This closely corresponds to the frequencies used for FM and television broadcasting, 104
for some common radar guidance s),stems lO5 and for CB and mobile
radio communications. I06 General lb.ermal effects may also vary with
frequency because of the di:ferent electrical properties of the tissues
(for example, water content).IG7
(iv)

Waveform .:..'i::::oc!eristics. Research to date indi-

nents varies sinusoic:ally along the direcClCm of ?fopagation, and the sinusoidal parts repeat periodically. Id. The f:u f.eld relationship ,nen is vue: in which there is a polarization of the E and H
vectors.
100. Id. 9. See aLm id 14-15; B."K.".'-SK; :j0. ;::ven in the far field. and in the microwave as
well as in the radio fcequency ra:l.?e. ==j" ::lower censity measurements may be distorted by
reflection, dispersion and interfere:1ce ::; 'j,ed :cy ,~e presence of other conducting Objects in the
vicinity of the source (such as teiephonr. li:~e~. :Jel.3.; fences and the like) that influence the configuration of electromagnetic fields. [:::-:""c.. :::e '::'lclogical target or targets themselves may cause
such field distortions. BARANSKI 43.
101. 1977 He:::rings 210 (statemem u;' ~JT . .'oiL,., M. Osepchuk).
\02. This phenumenon occurs c,.r.ell :.:l.e ~lmeI!SJOn of the irradiated body or organ is an integral multiple of half of the wave !e,,-sli:.. ;;.:w.'iill;·~i.an'::ing waves" in the irradiated body or organ.
MARHA 30-31.
103. OTP, FOL'R7H ANNUAL :<""?()R.-:- ::C".
104. 1977 Hecri1!l!s 2:0 (statement...oi::-r. .. onn M. Osepchuk). The FM Band is 88-108 MHz;
VHF-TV-30-300 :vl.Hz.
IDS. Airport instrument landing ::lo.ars 0!"'rate at 110 MHz.
106. 1977 Heari'lgs 234 (J.nsw= ;0 7T'enea..rmg questions by the Institute for Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
107. Several authors have no led :1lat .... iliie there is more general concern with the higher microwave frequencies, the lower frecuenev, longer waves may actually be more dangerous. These
waves penetrate more deeply j;}l0 ~e bo.iy and.. for Ll-tis reason, there is no surface heating sensation to warn persons that they are bewg e;;posed to high levels of such radiation. See BARANSKI
115-16 (specifying frequencies of a :eVr :negaheru as perhaps the most dangerous and identifying
industrial equipment, radio coII'~-nucicaLion, racionavigation, and broadcasting (AM) as falling in
this range). See also MARHA 29 ("But longer-wave irradiation . . . generates the highest temperature in deep-lying muscles"). But s~ id. 41 ("[I]t may be said in general that tissue heating increases [on the surface"] with frequency. M'L"ly other effects are also more pronounced at the
higher frequencies").
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cates that, particularly at low radiation levels, pulsed waves (as in radars) may be significantly more effective in producing certain adverse
reponses than continuous wave radiation of the same average field intensity. !Os This indicates that the current practice of averaging power
densities of pulsed fields in relation to a power density safety standard
may be insufficient for purposes of health protection. One commentator notes that "whether this enhanced effort is due to the pulsing, repetition rate or peak power is still unclear; certainly there is a need for
additional information in this area."I09
(v) Exposure regimes. The exposure regime may be determined by the character of the radiation as indicated above; thus expos"clre is continuous with fixed continuous wave radiation, such as that
from a twenty-four hour radio broadcast tower, while it is intermittent
fros :1 scanning radar (pulsed). It has been postulated that the irradiatic!} ::::/cle rate, that is the time interval or rhythm of repetitious interrr:ine=.t exposure from, for example, a scanning radar, may be an
iSDonant factor. I IO
Ii' further experimentation should indicate that all of these factors
2r:: ;::lportant, then the question of exposure standards could become
con:plicated indeed. It might be desirable to develop a table of combi1::':'::C::::'5 of repetition rates correlated to peak powers and wave ampli~U,;::~S of various ~verage power densities, E and H phases, and
~-rec'.2e:lcies relative to their differential effectiveness in producing bioi,,:g:~i changes. Such a formidable undertaking could be accomplished
;)!l:'! :::.fier yeal"s of experimenttion.
(vi)

Spec!fic occupations.

(vii)

Level of control over exposed populations.

(viii)

Individual d!lferences. These areas of investiga-

::cn :d represent an attempt to link the adverse effects that result from
""3.ciaricn of defined parameters to the persons who are potentially subsuch radiation. Identification of occupationally exposed groups
and the conditions of exposure involves surveying personnel, observing
~eir physical environments and measuring radiation levels therein. III
The determination of individual differences, however, requires a com-

jec~ iO

108. This phenomenon is fairly well documented and is difficult to explain solely on the basis
of "thermal" mechanisms. MARHA 42. See Hearings on S. 2067 app., at 969 (report of experiments of Russell L. Carp.:nter).
109. Tyler 12.
llO. BARANSKI 43.
Ill. EPA is presently performing environmental measurements to determine conditions of
exposure of the general population (as opposed to specific occupational groups). In this case the
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bination of many research techniques, including retrosp~ctive epidemiology, which is very difficult because "the methods of measuring
exposure are faulty and the scientific basis of the specific medical consequences of exposure is in its infancy." I 12 Researchers must also confront the basic problems that attend any study of low-level effects, such
as the problem of locating an exposed population of a size sufficient for
statistical significance and the problem of making causal connections
between radiation and health effects that may have resulted from some
other pollutant, drug or event. I \3 The literature includes only a few
experiments directed at or useful in identifying the most sensitive populations.
(ix) Presence of other environmental stressors. It is generally accepted that the biological i=pact of a given power density of
NEMR increases when temper3.!ur;; :i:ld humidity are high; thus ANSI
recommends appropriate adj'.is~:rre:lt of their safety standard under
these adverse environmental concliuns to avoid possible heat stress of
employees. 114 There is also e'!ice:1ce indicating that radio frequency
and X-radiations act synerg:::>tically on a biological object, producing
more severe adverse reactiCI~S Lnail ,-':ould be expected from independent actions of Ihe two stresses. - '5 SLlluarly, experiments combining exposure to electromagnetic raCi::ri.ion with diverse chemical substances
such as caffein, I 16 adrena:iI:.;;::: - :DG some medicines 118 produced biological responses indicati.t:gor:;::.:-gis..ic :nteractions. Finally, a question
has arisen conccGling the j'o-;:.::T;::c:.s cf multiple frequency nonionizing
radiation fields.! 19 Some ;~S;;::i.:-~je::-S 2ave suggested that the combined
action of muhif::-equency2::~c:..s :5 =:lOTe dangerous than the mere addition of their power demit:;;:; c;.-OU:Li. i:.-:l:::ly. 120 The question is very complex because of the possibie =:::-;;cUt::lCV dependence of some effects.l2l
It is also imponant bec2.~ .l:o :...J.;! :lumber of radiation sources increases, complex fields :n:i V :::ecome :b.e norm of general population
level of control over the exposed popUlauon 1" o6v iously nil. See text accompanying notes 127-45
infra.
112. 1977 Hearings 342 (statement vi" :Vlaj. La"'Tence Larsen, M.D.).
I \3. See id. 5 (statement of Dr. St:!fen O. Schiff) (referring to ionizing radiation, but applicable to nonionizing radiation or ch~mj=i ?OilUlantS as well).
114. ANSI C95.1 (1974).
115. MARHA 43-44.
116. BARANSKI 93.
1l7. 1d.94.
118. MARHA 44.
119. Tyler 12.
120. MARHA 44.
121. BARANSKI 152.
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exposure conditions.
2. Interference Ejlects. The second sort of hazard posed by the
presence of nonionizing radiation in the atmosphere and by spectrum
crowding is mutual interference between systems. Such intereference
ranges from the merely annoying, such as interference with television
or radio reception from nearby radar installations,122 to the potentially
fatal, such as interference with electronic cardiac pacemakers, sensitive
life support systems in hospitals or critical communications systems
such as aircraft guidance systems. 123 Another possibility is that stray
signals could trigger certain systems-for example, radio-detonated explosives.1 24 Interference may occur at levels much lower than those
accepted as necessary to produce bioeffects. 125 Given these facts, some
government staff members at the Bureau of Radiological Health have
suggested that "the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with sensi~ive electronic instrumentation, rather than directly with biosystems
~J.y be the primary factor in deciding if a specific level of radiation is
t2.zardous." 126
3. Environmental Measurements. In order to evaluate the extent
'-'f I.he health threat posed by a particular environmental pollutant and

determine the type of regulation, if any, that is needed, it is necessary
::nonitor ambient. levels and to define exposure patterns. Several
2;?,::::lcies have small-scale projects monitoring the "environments"
.::::.CeA their respective jurisdictions. These include the Federal Com=:11:l1cations Commission (FCC),127 the Federal Highway Safety ComL)
c0

See BRODEUR 224.
REVIEW OF RADIATION PROTECTION ACTIVITIES 1974, supra note 61, at 90.
:.:4. Rowe, S'dpra note 76, at 262. See Wilford, Stray Radio Signals Postpone Launching, N.Y.
7;'.:TIes. ::-iov. 22, 1977, at 23, col. I (describing how stray radio signals from an unidentified source
·,;.,ere ":"er-.-elved, prior to takeoff, on the command-destruct system of a rocket at Cape Canaveral).
;2~
This may be true in the case of interference with pacemakers. A study conducted by the
?DO': and Drug Administration's Bureau of Radiological Health (BRH) found that the most sensiuve ::>acemaker tested registered no output signal upon exposure to nonionizing radiation as low
a.,j 1 5 mW/cm 2, which corresponds to the exposure level three feet from a microwave oven
ieaki..'lg at five m W /cm 2 . A pulsed wave stopped the pacemaker as low as .3 f.L W /cm 2 Ruggera
&: Swicord, Electromagnelic Compatibility, Electromagnetic 1nteiference and Susceptibility as Reicled to ."'fedical Devices, in ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE 74-75. Five mW /cm 2 at any point five
or more from the oven is the maximum allowable post-purchase leakage for microwave ovens
under the BRH standard. 21 C.F.R. § 1030.IO(c)(\) (1977). But see 1977 Hearings 213 (statement
of Dr. John M. Osepchuk) ("The potential for interference is a pacemaker susceptibility problem
raL.~er than a radiation hazard, is essentially nil for modem microwave ovens, is less for microwave ,wens than many other legitimate radiation sources, is considered an insignificant problem
by the medical profession, and is to be under effective control by FDA").
126. Ruggera & Swicord, supra note 125, at 71-72.
127. 1977 Hearings 1153-54.
. .

=
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mission l2 !l (in the Department of Transportation), the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), which is conducting a joint project with the National Bureau of Standards,129 and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) in the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. It is EPA's Office of Radiation Programs
(ORP) that is currently conducting the major environmental measurements work.
ORP's measurt.~ments are conducted from a mobile van equipped
with a computer controlled instrumentation system. The van has been
travelling around the country since 1975 measuring power densities in
the broadcast frequency bands. These frequencies were chosen because
radio and television broadcast antennas are considered to be the major
S0urce of ambient levels of radiation in urban areas. By the end of
1976, EPA had completed measurements in more than two hundred
loot ions in Boston, Atlanta, Miami, Philadelphia, New York, Chicago
and Washington, D.C.l3O The rcs1l1ts of the preliminary analysis of
d~ta collected from seventy-two sites in .A_danta, Boston, Miami and
Philadelphia indicated that the D2.)UmUm power density at any site
Slimmed over all seven broadcast :::and..s "N2.S 2.5 jJ. W /cm 2 . Four sites
(about six percent) fell within the range 1-2.5 jJ. W /cm 2 • The maximum
value measured at any of the 200 sites was approximately 10 jJ. W /cm 2 •
Extrapolations froD measureme:::s 3::Lde L.~ these four cities suggest
that less than one percent of the ?CDul2.t:icn is exposed to ambient values greater than 1 i-1 Vv'/cm 2 131-we~~ ~elow Ihe ANSI and OSHA advi2
50ry standards of 1D ill W / cm ,'v:" ~x~:::Js.Iional exposure.
1:s. The: Regulations :llld Standards Bran.::! ui :ne ~lg:].way Safety Commission is measuring
c:cctromagnetic (EM) neids to e,i:lluate the ;C<)SSlDlillV 0i :nl.:rfe:rence with automobile safety de·~:..:c" eo ..!?. ac(idental trigg.t::~ng ofa microwave 0ne:-at.eri air-oag mechanism. Personal communi(-1:I,'n "ith Janet Healer, OTP (Dec. 6, ,9-:--_
12<), The FAA project has two goals: ::rsL :0 .::neck measuring techniques and instrument
,-,!!br~tiuns; and second. to :::leasure the ;",V"lS ol''':i::,>dR oroduced by air traffic control radars
>nJ present in airport environments and aiIC::lli :merioTS. ::-;'TP, FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT 48-49.
The project staff found severe :imitations in some 0'- :.~ ::ommercially marketed monitoring de,
;:.:es. I J. a pp_, at C-16.
1.\0_ R.-\DL-\TION PROTECTIO!'< ACTIVIT:E5 ,c-;6 :u OJ. The project surveyed 15 to 30 sample
\l:C~ per metropolitan area. Janes. Tell, Atnev j: ':-::aruun. Raaioftequency Radiation Levels in Ur~JJf .-1rC:l1.', 12 RADIO SCI. 49-50 (Supp. !T-~
S,nce the completion of that portion ,2)1' :':'"le .>mdy. E:PA has conducted similar measurement
'"r,eys in Houston, Denver, Las Vegas., San :::nel!o, Los Angeles, Seattle and Portland, Oregon.
\k-"urements in San Francisco are schedUled :0 :x completed soon. These measurements will
,ufnplete Phase I of EPA's monitoring progr:illl. and the agency will then direct its attention to the
Me.), with higher than average exposure levels. Person;,.1 communication with David Janes, Office
0( R.lJiatiun Programs, EPA (Oct. 2, 1978).
131. RADtATION PROTECTION ACTIVITIES 1976 at 95. The 1 I-lW /cm 2 standard has been rec"t:>1:1ended as a general population exposure standard for the U.S.S.R. Janes, Tell, Athey & Hanl:..... rJpra note 130, at 50.
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Various cautions are in order, however, with respect to these measurements and any conclusions drawn from them. First, the authors of
the EPA analysis warn that there may be some bias in the data because
the criteria for site selection were "qualitative and evolutionary," with
selection based on such factors as "population and source density, site
accessibility, and the time available for field studies." 132 The latter two
criteria lack scientific merit, but it would be necessary to examine the
site data itself to reach any conclusions regarding the nature and extent
of the bias thus introduced. Second, power density values for the AM
broadcast band (0.5 to 1.6 MHz), although collected, I33 were not included in the analysis "since current u.S. exposure standards do not
appiy to frequencies below 10 MHz."134 This seems a curious reason
for excluding these results in view of the fact that the purpose of the
measurement program is to determine the need for standards to control
exposure. 135 One possible explanation might be that these frequencies
ar~ thought harmless.136 Since the data were collected, however, perh:!ps they will be included in future analyses. Third, the field measure:TIcDlS were conducted at a height of 6.4 meters above the ground.
:;~owledge concerning exposure levels at 6.4 meters may be of value
si=ce many people work on the second and third floors of buildings and
consequently are subject to levels of exposure found at this height. 137
1"11-;; EPA authors also suggest that "barring constructive interference of
re:"iected waves, one would expect ground level field intensities on the
2.ve:-age to be somewhat less than those measured at 6.4 meters." 138 Of
::::()":2:-Se, there may well be constructive interference, and some poten:i::.l:~: 5ignificant sources of microwave and radio frequency radiation
<'::;;;,x'sure operate closer to ground level. For example, power density
~;;: :J.ivalents very close to walkie-talkie and CB antennas can exceed 10
::::, ~..7v'. ::m 2.139 Thus, in some places power densities may actually be
higiler at ground level. It would make more sense to make at least
:;2:=e 'Jf the measurements at five to six feet above ground level-the
- . . '"

J~"1es,

Tell, Athey & Hankin, supra note 130, at 54.

1.1. 49 .
. '>~.

.Id. 50.
fd.49.
:3tl. If these frequencies are believed to be harmless, there would appear to be no reason for

~35,

measuring them. See note 107 supra for the contention that low frequency radiation may be at
;east as harmful as higher frequency (radio and microwave frequency) radiation.
i37. The authors add that "[v]alues on the lower floors inside buildings should be lower still
due to building attenuation. However, one cannot generalize that values inside buildings will be
low':!r than those reported here." Janes, Tell, Athey & Hankin, supra note \30, at 55.
138 . .!d.
139. .!d.
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level of adult human heads. 140
In some cases, the experimental team also carries the equipment to
the top stories of tall buildings and measures exposure values in these
offices. The results, while predictable, have been somewhat disturbing.
Maximum power densities in these locations are as high as 97 I.l W /cm 2
in one Miami skyscraper, with other measured values ranging well
above the Soviet occupational exposure standard of 10 I.l W /cm 2.
These high values result from the fact that many FM radio and UHFTV transmitters are mounted on the tops of buildings. Consequently,
persons working and living in taller, neighboring buildings may find
themselves in the main beam of these antennas. 141
In conjunction with this field work, EPA, with the assistance of the
Navy's Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC),142 is
performing a nationwide source and frequency distribution analysis.
The study is designed to test the 'lake of the existing data base for
determining the impact of federal g!1ic.eiines or standards and to identify sources with potential for produccg certain radiation levels at various distances from source anteLl13.s. ;.;:; EPA's initial analysis of the
most powerful sources in the ccu::n:::J L.Jdicates that, as of early 1976,
there were eighty-six sites capable of producing power densities of 10
mW /cm 2 at a distance of apprcxlm2.tely one mile from the source.
When they lower=d the key v2.l~e cO ~~) i-L W /cm 2 (the Soviet occupational exposure standard), L'1vestig3.tors found 2,368 sources with radiation capabilities of one mile. ':=:?_"'. ic.entifies 10 I.l W /cm 2 as the
probable lower extr~me of tl!e --=-~:::;e c;: a.:ceptable power densities for
environmental criteria." 144
The results of the meaSUre2l:!:llS2 :.3.tl buildings and the preliminary high-powered source anai:1 s1s .;..acic:ue that a decision to set a general environmental exposure '),;Dc2sG at 10 I.lW /cm 2 would be
disruptive if not accompaniec :rv !- J?SIem Df exemptions for existing
sources. One EPA. staff nem.::'er ::::.laue {he following projection with
res pect to UHF-TV antennas. ==-~ ueml:v mounted on tall buildings in
140. Because clothing serves to some eX=I as an msulator against NEMR by decreasing the
amount of body absorption, L'le head is :.:sualiv me ?art of the body most vulnerable to radio
frequency and microwave radIation. M.-..R:-£-\ :::S-::6.
14\. RADIATION PROTECTION ACT1v:7:ES :'''76 :!t 95.
142. The ECAC in Annapolis, Mar:.;land :5 me ;:nost comprehensive data system in the United
States on radio frequency and microwav~ radiation sources. However, it does not cover equipment operating in the amateur. citizens, lanJinobile, aircraft or commercial maritime frequency
bands. Id. 100.
143. This study covers SATCOMS. radars and all CW communications except broadcast
transmitters covered by the other EPA monitoring project described in text accompanying notes
127-41 supra. RADIATION PROTECTION ACTIViTIES 1976 at 95.
144. RADIATION PROGRAM STATEMENT, S'Jpra note 31, at 16.
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urban areas:
In the case of UHF TV allocations with maximum effective radiated
powers of 5 MW [megawatts], a distance of 212 feet corresponds to
an exposure of 10 m\V /cm 2 in the main beam while if we relax the
exposure level to the Russian standard of 10 I-L W /cm 2 we find that
the distance has increased to 1.2 miles. In crowded metropolitan areas such an increase in effective exposure area from something less
than a square city block to 4 \/2 square miles could indicate that in
some cases certain portions of the general population are routinely
exposed to levels exceeding the Russian exposure standards. 145

This projection assumes a 360 degree radiation. Furthermore, it does
not deal with attenuation or attempt to estimate the number of persons
exposed to such situations. Despite these shortcomings, it does point
out ihe need for actual measurements more extensive than the present
r:::.nGom samples of tall buildings if such projections are to be evaluated. Similarly, fuller analysis is needed to determine the extent of the
dlsi;lption that would result from setting a standard for general population exposure lower than the present 10 mW /cm 2 • It is certain, howeve:-. that even though a lower standard might cause some disruption at
:~:;:: ?fesent time, that disruption will only increase with delay.

Present Governmental Activities in Nonionizing Radiation
Protection.
In order to analyze the need for changes in institutional structures
c;: :::::hority to deal with the nonionizing radiation problem, it is im::'=-:2.:lt to understand the existing governmental activity in the field.
-:-:'::ese activities are summarized in order to define the initial context in
-,,-:::.::: :llly new legislation would have to be implemented.

Federal Agencies.
(a)

Agencies with coordination and oversight functions.

(i) Department of Commerce-The National Telecommu •
.r::c.:;:ions and I'!formation Administration (NT/A). NTIA is a new
:!ge::lCY within the Department of Commerce that has taken over most
c,r the functions formerly exercised by the Office of Telecommunica:ions Policy (OTP). OTP, formerly located in the Executive Office of
t:!:e President, served as coordinator of the bioeffects research effort in
tne United States from 1972 to 1977. In 1972 it adopted the "five-year
plan" submitted by one of its advisory committees, the Electromagnetic
Radiation Management Advisory Council (ERMAC). While the undertaking of this program clearly lay within the purview of OTP's au145. Tell, supra note 15, at 60.
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thority, it was not a necessary part of its functions. Those functions
included the review, management and assignment of radio frequencies
(including microwave frequencies) for government use, and service as
presidential adviser on telecommunications matters and as liaison between the government (as spectrum-user) and the FCC. 146 Examples of
the sort of policy issues with which OTP concerned itself include interoperability, privacy, security and emergency readiness of the various
government communications systems. 147 Thus, OTP's "Program for
Control of Electromagnetic Pollution of the Environment: The Assessment of Biological Hazards of Nonionizing Electromagnetic Radiation" was largely an ad hoc undertaking. 148 The importance of this
undertaking is put into perspective by the following description of the
program:
Unlike the major space effort, y:.'hich was managed by a single
dedicated agency, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), or even the national c::or. in pursuing the biologic effects of ionizing radiation, w~"1ich jas been conducted by several
agencies, but predominantly f"Jnceo :md controlled by the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC), t-'".ere :5 :J.O single agency whose major
responsibility is the support of ,es.::3Icb in the nonionizing radiation
area. Therefore, our present re:,earcllei'orts are supported by 13 different federal agencies. . . .
To help coordinate this :;:;:l1.;..:.a:i~ency effort, the OTP established
a Side Effects Working GrCL:? -XiI:: ::r:esbers from each of the concerned agencies. . . . Eacl: ::':;<::1c: :""1 Ihe Working Group provides
the Group with a compleLe lC;;: ':l- -:::elI ,esearch activities, so that an
overall pict:.lre of the en:i:c:: '-;;:!e:-:il ,:,;'ogram is available. This is
probably one of the first :i=:.es .it c::i.storv ~hat there has been such a
clear picture of :he activities 0;" ;lli ::je i3erent federal agencies that
are working in a single a;~' .,"

This high-level coordi1D.uon

OI ~.J.e

::lonionizing radiation research

146. Reorg. Plan ~o. 1 of i970, 3 C_"'3. ;95' ,9"70 Compilation), reprintedin 47 U.S.c. § 305
note (1976); Exec. Order No. 11,556. .:: =.:::'.C';'. ::S ;1 0 ;0 Compilation), reprinted in 47 U.S.c.
§ 305 note (1976).
147. Reorg. Plan No. I of 1970, J C.:.R. :0>5,1 0 70 Compilation), reprinted in 47 U.S.c. § 305
note (1976); Exec. Order No. 11,556. § :ie). .3 C-F.R. J58 (1970 Compilation), reprinted in 47
U.S.c. § 305 note (1976).
148. A spokesman for OTP at the Se:J.ate Committee hearings noted OTP's mission to promote the use of telecommunications in :De ?ublic 1!lterest and added that "[i)nsuring that the use
of nonionizing electromagnetic (EMR) energy does not hann man or his environment is an integral part of this responsibility." 1977 Hearings 60 3 ;.sLatement of William S. Thaler). While this is
the responsible and, this author believes, me correct roie for OTP or its successor to assume, it is
not specifically mandated. The FCC, wrucil has a parallel role with respect to nongovernmental
use of the spectrum, has not interpreted its public interest responsibilities in the same manner. See
text accompanying notes 214-16 i'!fra.
149. Tyler 9 (footnote omitted).
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program was lost when a 1977 presidential reorganization plan '50 abolished OTP. Under the plan, certain functions reverted to the President
for redelegation as the President deemed desirable; these functions included "the preparation of Presidential policy options including, but
not limited to those related to the procurement and management of
Federal telecommunications systems."151 While under one interpretation this language would cover the OTP bioeffects research project,152
in fact the program was included among the OTP functions transferred
to the Secretary of Commerce and delegated to the new NTIA under
the Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information. 153 Because the bioeffects research program was developed as an adjunct to
OTP's spectrum management duties, there was some logic in transferring the two in tandem-it is NTIA that now controls government frequency allocations. 154
Although the five years covered by the original research plan were
ever (and ERMAC's job arguably completed), ERMAC also survived
the transfer to become an advisory committee to the new NTIA.155
::K:\L,\C has not yet developed a new "five-year plan" for NEMR research, but the agencies are proceeding with their individual activities
as <)l-,tili'led below.
(ii) Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The non;cI:2i:1g radiation activities of EPA are divided between the Office of
s..~search and Development (ORD) and the Office of Radiation Pro;r:'2s (ORP).156 The former office conducts bioeffects research at the
:-:e~~::: Effects Research Laboratory in North Carolina. This research
3:':::'-:::0r::s the activities of ORP, which include the environmental mea':::;':~~.::::1:;!!J.ts program discussed above l57 and the exercise of other radia158 In the
::C:l ;J!"ctection authorities transferred to EPA at its creation.
::;::llionizing radiation area, EPA claims no regulatory or enforcement
':;.::.:1ority; it does claim authority to issue "guidance" aimed at control:5i.;. 3.eorg. Plan No.1 of 1977, 3 C.F.R. 197 (1978).
:'::. Jd. § 5(B)(1), 3 C.F.R. 198 (1978).

See note 148 supra.
:53. See Reorg. Plan No. I of 1977. § 4.3 C.F.R. 197. 198 (1978).
154. Tne Office of Management and Budget, however, received the authority to "arbitrat[e)
. L'ltt:ragency disputes about frequency allocation." Presidential Message to the Congress
T:-ansmitting Reorg. Plan No. I of 1977, 13 WEEKLY COMPo OF PRES. Doc. 1009, 1011 (July 15,
1977).
155. See 44 Fed. Reg. 1442 (1979).
156. 1977 Hearings 91 (statement of Dr. William Rowe).
lS7. See text accompanying notes 127-45 supra.
158. See Reorg. Plan No.3 of 1970, 3 C.F.R. J072 (1966-1970 Compilation), reprinted in 42
V.S.c. § 4321 note (1976).
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ling ambient levels of radiation and exposures thereto of the general
population. EPA spokespersons say that this authority is derived from
the former Federal Radiation Council (FRC) whose functions were
transferred to EPA in 1970. 159 These functions are set forth in a single
section of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 160 that provides, inter alia:
The Administrator [of EPA] shall advise the president with respect to
radiation matters, directly or indirectly affecting health, including
guidance for all Federal agencies in the formulation of radiation
standards and in the establishment and execution of programs of cooperation with States. lnl

EPA cites this provision as authority to issue guidelines for nonionizing, as well as ionizing radiation. ORP is presently evaluating
the need to issue such guidelines. First, they must determine whether
there is a need to provide such guidance in the area of environmental
nonionizing radiation. ORP intended to make this decision, probably
in the affirmative, i:l March, 1978.;52 Second, if the decision is affirmative, they will try to develop a worbci.e standard for general population exposure.1 63 Finally EPA hi~l promulgate guidelines. In
promulgation, EPA will probably L:-:I :21 track procedures of the old
FRC. Since FRC ',vas made IIp 0"- r~:;r~sentatives from several different agencies, EPA will circula~e :::'e:.r craft guidelines to the affected
agencies for comment. EPA w~l:::~e:l =:1a~e any appropriate modifica159. Jd. Nonionizing :adlation at leas: ':~U2b" :':!l!s l:uder the broad definition of the term
"air pollutant" in the Clean Air Act as ame""::e~. "~::e '.=~:n 'air pollutant' means any air pollution agent or combination :'i' such agents. ':!c;:,,,Cn,, :l.!:'.' -:n'lsical, chemical, biological, radioactive
. . . substance or matter '-'!'hicn is emittc'.i :,.~..-C, .;:!2~:--"'~,e enters the ambient aiL" Clean Air
Amendments of 1977, Pub. L. No. 9:5-95.
;i,~; . . < :)l:il. 761, 769 (codified at 42 U.S.CA.
§ 7602(g) (West Supp. 1978)). EPA eit!:J.er :cc,,",,::u :.::un..... :~at this definition includes nonionizing
radiation, or prefers to '.lt1:ize :ts FRC-cl<-:-'.ve-..: :lUlDOr:1Y w ueal with this pollution agent, or else
simply has not considered the jXlssil">ilit)' of ~~2,,"ai1ng ~aGi0 frequency and microwave radiation
under the Clean Air Ac~. bract, it is Frana!:'!" ,lOl ;;. gooa icea, for many reasons, to use the
Clean Air Act for regulation of Clis poliu~m. _'::::'i1..K ~~-s :00 Iowa priority in EPA to receive
treatment under the Clean Air Act in t...'1c ".car :c.llllre. :::?"'.'s ORP is not equipped to handle such
an undertaking, and governmental centra; ..,f '::calf :}I .:::le spectrum makes NEMR particularly
poorly suited for regulation through the jta.l:;: :m!JJ",:nemanon plan system. Cf Stewart, Pyramids
of Sacrifice? Problems 0/ Federaiism jn . Vanila!JJ'1,! S,tl1e /moiemen/a/ion ifNa/ional Environmen/al
Policy, 86 YALE LJ. 1196 (J 977). This ",-rncle .::== :nany problems caused by the federalstate division of authority in the achievement .)f :::wonal <'llvironmental goals. Because the spectrum is federally controlled, many of tiles<: vroo;=s ;;an probably be avoided in NEMR regulation if special legislation is pass.:d for :illS :x;JUL'lllI-legislation that does not rely on state
implementation plans of the Clean Air Act t)'pe.
160. Pub. L No. 703, 68 Stat. 919.
161. 42 USC § 2021(h) (1976).
162. 1977 Hearings 74 (statement of Dr. W~llJaln Rowe). As of October 2, 1978, although the
ORP staff had recommended proceeding with promulgation of guidelines, a decision had not yet
been made at the administrative leveL Personal communication with David Janes, ORP, EPA
(Oct. 2, 1978).
163. 1977 Hearings 96 (statement of Dr. William Rowe).
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tions,164 following which the administrator will submit the guidelines to
the President for his approval, and the guidelines will be issued over
the President's signature. Once the guidelines are issued, individual
agencies must promulgate regulations to implement and enforce the
guidelines within their own spheres of action, with EPA assuming the
role of overseer of these operations. 165
EPA has not yet tested this FRe-derived authority in action and it
seems likely to encounter difficulties on at least two fronts if and when
it attempts to promulgate nonionizing radiation guidelines in this manner. First, such EPA action will probably come under jurisdictional
attack from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW)
and perhaps from the Department of Labor and other agencies as well.
In the past, HEW has contended that EPA's radiation protection autb.,;TIlY applies only to nuclear materials and that EPA has no legal
al:,-~ority to provide guidance or advice on medical x-rays or on no:::llOIl:7;ng radiation. 166 This position is supportable because FRe was
c;-c:ued to serve as a watchdog for radioactive fallout 167 and was never
used by the FRe to issue guidelines for nonionizing radiation. Seco::Ciy. the location of the FRe provision within the Atomic Energy Act
SLg~::sts that "radiation" was meant to refer to ionizing radiation. Un~il ':';;cently, this was its usage, especially when speaking of hazards,
si:.:ce at the time the FRe was established, nonionizing radiation
~l<::.=ards were not a matter of general national concern. In short, it is
:r:e ;::;'assic confrontation between the argument based on historical usa;::::: <2.!ld the intent implied from that usage) and the meaning of the
~;.2.Ilg~..lge, in this case the word "radiation." Each agency has assumed
:;. -:'>cslrion that suggests a desire to defend its turf. In general, however,
E.?"~::> i.J."1terpretation can be seen as closing a major gap in regulatory
:::-:.:::~:ions, in that no other body possesses general environmental au:..iomy over this type of radiation.
',>,-,. ?::;-sonal communication with David Janes, ORP, EPA (Dec. 8,1977).
:6S. 1977 Hearings 95 (statement of Dr. William Rowe).
1·~6. R.-\~JATION PROLIFERATION 19. The title of this report and the report itself concur to
some degree in the thesis of this Article that congressional action is needed to deal with the llncerUiIlIle5 that presently surround the question of government control of radiation. With respect to
':::?A. it is i:lteresting to note that an early draft of this report was entitled "Failure to Adequately
Protect tb" American People from the Hazards of Radiation. Environmental Protection Agency."
167. The original Protective Action Guides ofFRC concerned such substances as iodine 131
and strontium 90 and the institution of emergency procedures, for example, the protection of
national milk supplies following a "contaminating event." See Federal Radiation Council Protective Action Guides: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Research, Development and Radiation of the
Joinl Comm. on Atomic Energy, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 3-5 (1965) (statement of Dr. Paul C.
Tompkins).
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(b) Agencies with regulatory authority. Agencies with major
regulatory and enforcement authority within their general spheres of
action include HEW's Food and Drug Administration (FDA), operating through its Bureau of Radiological Health, and the Department of
Labor's OSHA. The Department of Defense, although not usually
considered a regulatory agency, does have an occupational-type regulatory authority over its own personnel and installations. The FCC conducts a major national (nongovernmental) source licensing program
with otht~r agencies having lesser programs. Two of these agencies with
regulatory authority, HEW and the Department of Defense, also have
substantial research programs; along with EPA, they account for about
ninety percent of the funds devoted to bioeffects research. 168

(i) Department of Health Education and Welfare
(HEW). Nonionizing radiation activities of HEW are divided among
several subdivisions. The National bstitute of Environmental Health
Sciences (NIEHS) conducts research imo both basic mechanisms and
bioeffects of NEMR.169 In aocition, :hey serve as the United States
-coordinator for collaborative re::.ear:::n conducted under a 1975 agreement with the Soviet UnionY"
Another HEW subsidiary wi(i .:ill important role is The National
Institute of Occu.pational Safety aud health (NIOSH), which serves as
a research and advisory arm :;cr :he ::Jepartment of Labor's OSHA.
NIOSH is responsible for conj:J..C'"..i:J.~ ::-esearch and investigations into
various toxic subs;.aIlces ane. otie.::- J<'::~::~.'ln's, including physical agents
such as electrOiIl:tgnetic f2.diauon. -~1'~lch may pose a danger in the
workplace. NIOSR prepar-e:-. :::::.::;:::a :'ocuments on these hazards and
then recommencs cccupaticu.:G :':::':."Josure standards and work practices
for adoption by OSHA.I?l :0iICS:2 ;JcTSOnnel also respond to requests
from workers or r:J:!anagemem :'01 ""Sc.;altb Hazard Evaluations"-inspections of individual WOfK?lac!S wnere ilazardous occupational environments are suspected. 172
NIOSH is currently pr:!?a.r:mg .:i criteria document on radio frequency and microwave radiation for :he purpose of proposing an occu168. 1917 Hearings 698 (statement of Dr. William Thaler).
169. Id. 668 (statement of Dr. DavJd R:llil. This :lccounts for all of the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) research in nonionizing rariiauon ex=t for a small program in the National Cancer Institute (NCI) concerning the uses of radio frequency (RF) or microwave radiation in cancer
therapy.
170. OTP, FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT 56.
J71. See 29 U.S.c. §§ 669-71 (1976) (establishing NIOSH and outlining duties with respect to
promulgation of health and safety standards by the Secretary of Labor under 29 U.s.c. § 655
(1976».
172. See 29 U.S.c. § 657(f), (g) (1976); 42 C.F.R. §§ 85.1-.12 (1978).
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pational exposure standard for OSHA adoption. Present in-house
research concentrates on the 10 to 40 MHz frequency range, which is
associated with many industrial radiation sources, and on the IO to 300
MHz radio frequency (RF) range in general. 173 This range is considered critical for several reasons. First, NIOSH field studies showed
that many employers (and thus employees) are not even aware that
they are using RF radiating equipment. 174 Second, the studies showed
that seventy-five percent of all workers using RF sealing and heating
equipment are exposed to radiation levels exceeding the guidelines, and
that the majority of these workers are females of child-bearing age,
who, if actually pregnant, may be one of the population groups most
sensitive to this environmental hazard. 175 Third, although the OSHA
guidelines purport to apply to radiation between IO MHz and 100
GHz, in fact they are inapplicable to the RF (10 to 300 MHz) range
because measurement in terms of power density (m W /cm 2 ) is "meanL""lgless" in this range l76 and "because exposure monitoring techniques
:lre not specified and electric 'and magnetic field monitoring instrument~:ion [E and H measurements being necessary in this range} has not
be;:;n commercially available."177 Finally, experimenters have concenc:-:.:ed their effort in the higher, microwave frequency range; therefore,
t2e:-e is little bioeffects information specifically concerning the radio
frequency region. 178 The techniques for extrapolation from one range
179
I,;) :h.e other are uncertain.
NIOSH plans to publish this criteria doc·:':.L:lent treating some of these problems by the end of fiscal year 1979. 180
The other component of HEW active in this area is the Bureau of
Health (BRH), under FDA, which exercises the regula"cr:-' 3.uthority assigned to HEW under the Radiation Control for
=-:;;:;:::.1:11 and Safety Act of 1968. 181 That act calls for: "the establish.:::1~nt . . . of an electronic product radiation control program which
s':::.ill include the development and administration of performance stan;:;':::.:rds to control the emission of electronic product radiation from elec:;~;j.::':io10gical

17::. OTP, FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT 23.
;;4. 1977 Hearings 586 (statement of Dr. Elliott Harris). Thus it is not at all certain how
= y workers nationally are exposed to RF and microwave radiation. One NIOSH study projec:ed as many as 21 million "potentially exposed." Id. 637 (NIOSH Attachment C).
175. Id. 587 (statement of Dr. Elliott Harris). The guideline used was ANSI C95.1 (1974),
:nodified to take account of E and H field strengths. See note 48 supra.
170. 1977 Hearings 589.
177. OTP, FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT 23.
178. 1977 Hearings 589.
179. See text accompanying notes 56-58 supra.
180. 1977 Hearings 583, 589 (statement of Dr. Elliott Harris).
181. 42 U.S.c. §§ 263b-263m (1976).
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tronic products."182 To date, BRH has set performance standards for
only two nonionizing radiation products-lasers l83 and microwave ovens. 184 It has issued proposed standards for sunlamp productsl85 and
mercury vapor lamps,186 and is developing a standard for microwave
diathermy machines. 18 ?
The microwave oven standard has generated considerable controversy. Maximum emission or leakage levels were ultimately set at I
mW jcm 2 before purchase, 5 mW jcm 2 in use, measured at a distance of
five cm from the surface of the oven at any poinL I88 Industry contends
that this emissions standard provides sufficient control to limit actual
exposures to levels within the conservative U.S.S.R. exposure standards. At least one prominent Eastern European scientist has endorsed
this position, stating:
Emission standards limiting nonintended radiation leakage should
ideally tend to eliminate any such radiation. This may be, [SIC] impracticable, however, from the teci:1ical or economic point at the
present time. The tendency to eliminate all nonintended radiation is
reflected in the U.S. Department of Ee3.~th. Education and Welfare
standard concerning microwave ove:lS . . . . The data presented
. . . indicate that microwave ave::" w2i..::' conform to this standard
182. Jd. § 263b. "[T]he term 'electronic ;;-CGuc,' UJ<!an.> (A) any manufactured or assembled
product which, when in operation, (i) cont:U:b .)r :iC:" a3 ~art of an electronic circuit and (ii) emits
(or in the absence of effective shielding or ot~,,~ ~am~c'i>, would emit) electronic product radiation,
. . . ." Jd. § 263c. Suh,ection (B) of ,Jut ,;:;:,::")E .::c!liC~S any "component" of an electronic
product that meets the above-quoted den:li;;or:. i"::::: -",'s re;::uiation interpreting the extent of their
jurisdiction under this broad definition i:;c:'J._'" .;;,.,;::, =:lcrowave products as "dryers, ovens, and
heaters [and] [rJadar devi..:es"; "signal ;cDc:-a,c'fs . :.c,~ :;SleG ;n both the "microwave" and "radio
and low frequency" categories. 21 c.;.-::;,. ~ :'"':'.'.:5 :'?'S). Although FDA had conducted
surveys on 17 kinds of nicrowave equipme:;.;. :;,i:;e' ~a.ll :wens and diathermy equipment, General Accounting Office, :\'iore Protect1on {rom :v!.icroy,ave Radiation Hazards Needed app. II, at
48 (1978), it has not proposed or promulgaLeG ::-eno;-;-nance st:l;1dards for any of these 17 products,
nor has it proposed such s',;andards for aD" :0,: ,:<1UElt:1ent it may have investigated, e.g., CB
radios or radio and TV broadcast "sig.llal '!er-.eraior,' 'H'!lCn may be significant sources of general
population exposures to ;.iE:viR. Most iillD<m.anuv, ;, ,'laS set no performance standards for any of
the numerous RF heaters and seaiers used in "aI'IOUS mcustrial processes. There is documentation
indicating that these heaters and sealers c;.msc ;:).1= ~uDational exposures. FDA also has the
authority to set standards for electronic =ciac:>a=maiers and other similar devices under the
Medical Device Amendments of 1976. Se,,:: :':3.':. § 36Did) (1976).
183. 21 C.F.R. § 104O.iO (1978). (Part iCi<¥.l ~ ueslgnated "Performance Standards for LightEmitting Products.")
184. 21 C.F.R. § 1030.10 (1978) (Pm 103<) is jesignated "Performance Standards for Microwave and Radiofrequency-Emitting ProduC".s").
185. 42 Fed. Reg. 65,189 (1977) (Proposed:1 c.F.R. § 1040.20).
186. 43 Fed. Reg. 16,997 (1978) (Proposed :1 C.F.R. § 1040.30).
187. See 1977 Hearings 19 (statement of Sher.0_'l Gardner); Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking-Performance Standards for Microwave Diathermy Equipment, 40 Fed. Reg. 23,877
(1975).
188. 1977 Hearings 235-37 (statement of Dr. John M. Osepchuk).
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. within the USSR safe exposure limits.189

Despite such assurances, environmental and consumers' groups
continue to raise questions about the safety of this product. 190 Even if
the physics data are correct, several factors suggest a need for conservatism-from the uncertainties surrounding the biological data, to questions concerning the assumptions made regarding the way such
products may be used by the unwary. Importantly, BRH has little control over these ovens once they leave the manufacturer. There is an
inspection program involving federal agencies and some states that accounts for about 4000 ovens per year I91 -1ess than one percent of the
ovc:ns. 192 The FDA does have a plan to make this testing more effective,193 but still only a fraction of the ovens can be reached. In the
event that a product line is defective and this defect is discovered by
BR."-I, it may result in a recall, as was the case with 36,845 GE ovens
found to be leaking in excess of the standard. 194 In general, however,
the private individual must simply trust that the standard is being met
"by b.is oven and that that standard is safe for him, provided he abides
::-'y the warning label, regardless of high temperature or humidity, or
3~ultaneous exposure to other sources of radiation.
(ii) lJepartment of Labor (lJOL)-Occupational So/ely
-tCfealth Administration (OSHA). OSHA administers the Occupa::0.:::a1 Safety and Health Act of 1970. 195 This act authorizes the estabLS :-'-nent of "mandatory occupational safety and health standards
.l:;:;li;::able to businesses affecting interstate commerce," 196 and provides
~~:":- 8spections and proceedings to enforce these standards. 197 In an
e"-:-.:'rt to have the program in operation at the earliest possible date, the
"""'""_C: required the adoption as an OSHA standard of "any national con::O~L5US standard and any established federal standard, unless [the Secr-c::a:-y of Labor] determines that the promulgation of such a standard
c;,,-o'.liQ. not result in improved safety or health for specifically desig::::icied employees."198 Under this authority, OSHA promulgated the
~T::i

:'39

BARANSKI 185.

190. See. e.g., Consumers Union of United States, Inc., Is Microwave Leakage Hazardous?,
C0NSGMER REP., June 1976, at 319.
19 L 1977 Hearings 65 (statement of FDA).
i92_ See RADIATION PROGRAM STATEMENT, supra note 31, at 17 Table 5 (estimating number
of ILlicrowave ovens in use in 1974 at one million).
193_ 1977 Hearings 65 (statement of FDA).
194. Id.240_

195. 29 U.S.c. §§ 651-678 (1976).
196. /d. § 651.
197. /d. §§ 651-678.
198. /d. § 655(a).
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1966 ANSI standard as a "Radiation Protection Guide" for NEMR
frequencies between 10 MHz and 100 GHz. The standard is 10

mW /cm 2 for periods of six minutes or longer, averaged over the sixminute period, including continuous or intermittent radiation, and
\vhole or partial body exposure. 199
This standard has many drawbacks. As was noted above, a standard expressed in terms of m W / cm2 is impracticable for the radio frequency range,2IX) and further frequency differentiation may prove
desirable as well. 2UI It does not apply to frequencies below 10 MHz at
all-which may include AM broadcasts and industrial heating equipment. Finally, an administrative law judge for the Occupational Safety
and Health Review Commission pronounced the standard "advisory"
only in the Swirnline Corporalion 202 case. The DOL takes the position
that the standard is mandatory in its tams--that deviation is allowed
only as long as "careful consideration" is given to reasons for the
deviation; otherwise compliam;e is rec:c:ired. DOL specifies no criteria
for "careful consideration," but it fOllows from Swimline that the standard as written is legally unenfcrce""bie.
The legal question may be 300i fvr two reasons. First, the standard is unenforceable not only :eg:Lly, ::,ut also practically in many or
most workplace situations since =:CSI :'1dustrial RF equipment (except
ovens?03 operates below 300 ~vf::-::=, generally in the ISM frequency
bands below 50 l'.IP...z.20 4 Secc.::'::'. ::::-~C:l:;enent activities are practically
nonexistent in tte radiation :':'::c:' ~'~~"":~:':''-g or nonionizing). Inspections
specifically to examine radi:':'::0r.: :~::o.=::.rds are extremely rare because
radiation hazards have a very ~~:'';' .::~crir:v in OSHA. Such hazards will
be investigated durij."lg the ge:::=:-::l;. ::Cs.vcction, but general inspections
by OSHA or staLe comphane:;; ':::~ce!"s ;::an cover only a tiny fraction of
the nation's workplaces eae:: :·c:!::-.'::;:'~t.us, an OSHA spokesperson
199. 29 C.F.R. § 191OJ7(a)(2) ; 1-';-'-;;.
200. See text accODnan;t!ng notes ; -.C-----: :,,;7,-a.
201. See text accompanying :lOtcS iij;-;-; ."ora.
202. EMPL SAFETY A:-<D HEALTH GLlDECC:c!)l1 :0,379 (Feb. 17, 1976), affd. EMPL SAFETY
A!'ID HEALTH GUIDE (CCH) ~ 21,556 t.'\Dr. I:" ;0/7).
203. See text accompan;ting notes; '7'"---:7 ;;-;Jora.
2M. IS~I stands for "Industrial. Scienrcic. :!';]G Medica!." These frequencies include 13.56.
27.12 and 40.68 MHz. OT? FOURTH A.""LA!. REPORT 23-24.
205. There are 1435 f~deral compliance cfficers who can cover about two percent of the na·
tion's places of employment per year. /977 Heari"gs S30. In addition, there are 998 state inspectors in the 25 states or jurisdictions iliat have assumed OSHA implementation under 29 U.S.c.
§ 667 (1976). 1977 Hearings 572, 530. OSH.~ repons l.'J.at during fiscal year 1976 radiation compliance activities included only 25 microwave and four laser inspections, nationwide. These
figures do not distinguish between inspections conducted specifically for nonionizing radiation
hazards and those made during general inspeCtions. fd. 574.
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concludes: "[I]t is clear that OSHA must rely heavily on voluntary
compliance of employers to assure safe and healthful workplaces."20/i
Such compliance is unlikely if, as NIOSH field studies indicate, employers and employees are not even aware of the radiation sources in
the workplace,207 or of the potentially hazardous nature of the sources.
(iii) Department of Difense (DOD). DOD, a pioneer in
thermal effects research, now has a new Tri-Services Program located
in the Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering
(ODDR & E) that coordinates the research activities of the three major
branches of the Armed Forces. 2os Because of the proliferation of
NEMR sources in the miliary environment, nonionizing radiation research has a higher priority in DOD than in other agencies or departmeats and more funding is available. In fact, DOD consistently
contributes between sixty and seventy percent of the total amount of
federal funds spent on NEMR research each year. 209 These funds go
~rir;}arily for the study of the bioeffects of exposures to NEMR at those
i:-e~:.lencies commonly encountered in the military environment. 2lo
In addition to their research activities, the Armed Services, like the
s:a:es, have the authority to develop standards for their own use. These
3t2.:1Jards must conform to OSHA criteria but may be stricter. The
:;e:r:ice standards generally conform to the OSHA or ANSI stan·j5.,:-GS. 211 However, a recent Air Force standard, issued in November of
1::":'"5, establishes exposure levels for lower frequencies-l kHz to 10
~<E2-than those covered by the OSHA guideline. The standard set
2
'y: :hat range is 50 mW /cm (average power density) for exposure peri,->J.:5 longer than six minutes and 3600 m W -sec/ cm2 for exposures less
C':::~l six miIlUtes.2 12 Curiously, the standard is given in terms of power
.ie~l:y rather than the E and H values, which, under current under:;i:.l:1ding, must be used for practicable standards at frequencies below

::c,o

~iHz?13

(iv) Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The
FCC's responsibilities with respect to nongovernmental uses of the no:::lionizing spectrum are to some extent analogous to those of NTIA in
206. /d. 580.
2m. See text accompanying note 174 supra.
208. OTP, FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT 35.
209. 1977 Hearings 698 (statement of Dr. William Thaler).
2 iO. 1d. 310 (statement of Capt. Frank Austin).
211. See BARANSKI 171-73 for a more detailed discussion of the U.S. Army Standard.
212. AFM 161-42, cited in OTP, FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT 55.
213. See text accompanying notes 176-77 supra.
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the governmental sphere. The FCC, too, must exercise its authority in
the "public interest."214 This authority includes the right to determine
the location of stations, to regulate the apparatus used, and to prescribe
and enforce licensing standards. 215 The FCC could conceivably require location, installation and operation of licensed equipment to conform to some standard for exposure levels beyond a posted and
confined area to which the general public would not have access. Indeed, in 1968, the Commission acknowledged its authority to deal with
radiation hazards and simultaneously repudiated a desire or intent to
do so:
The Commission has no primary responsibility in matters of
health and safety. Our regulations with a few exceptions are directed
toward ensuring an efficient, reliable and economic radio communications system. . . . While I believe we could concern ourselves
with the question of radiation hazards, we have not found it to be a
problem in the area of our responsibilities, and it is one which appears to be more appropriately deal, 'vith by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare botb. bec:luse the problem is one of
health and because as the pending l;:gisl.nlon [Radiation Control for
Health and Safety Act of 1968] ,eCCET:i-;:S, it covers a broader field
than that in which the Commission "uilL:ions?16

Although health and safety ::l~lt:=rs still may not be its primary
responsibility, the FCC, like other :;.gellcies. now has an additional duty
to deal with environmental (incbc:.::g ~le3.ith) matters, delegated to it
by the National Environmental ?slicf o-~~t of 1969 (NEPA)?17 Accordingly, the FCC has adopted N.c?-"~ ::-e:gdations.218 However, despite
the fact that EPA icemifies broacc3, :::-:ssiTIitters as the most environmentally significant source of PC?L: •.:.:.:~cn exposure to nonionizing radiation, the FCC reguhtions de ~,='I ~'.reI! iTIention the nonionizing
radiation hazard. /"'2 appendL";: ,;:; ::J.e e~eI!.Sive preamble that accompanied these regulations on promui¥aliufl ioes discuss the problem, but
specifies nonionizing radiation .fer :-:JULme -:::msideration in NEPA evaluations only in the case of sa:ei.lTl.e ;';:Jmm~'1ications earth terminals
(SATCOMS).219
Significantly, in, defining ::najor :lC"'jons under NEPA, the FCC includes antennas and supporting :>u ;.lCtures of 300 feet or more, but exempts from that category ce~nn antennas mounted on existing
buildings or antenna towers because "[I}he use of existing . . . build214,
21S.
216.
217.
218,
219.

See, e,g" 47 U.S.c. § 303(g) (1976).
/d. § 303.
Hearings on S. 2067 at 942 (letter of R..E. Lee, FCC).
42 US.c. §§ 4331-4332 (1976).
47 C.F.R, § l.1301, .1303, .1305, ,1311, .1313, ,1315, .i317 (1977).
39 Fed, Reg, 43,834, 43,843 (1974).
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ings and towers is an environmentally desirable alternative to the construction of new . . . towers and is encouraged."220 Whik this
statement may be aesthetically correct, from the health point of view
the mounting of antennas on building roofs and the intensifying of radiation from the addition of antennas to existing towers may be the
most dangerous alternative if other tall buildings are located nearby.221
The FCC was aware of this fact at the time it passed its regulations,222
but evidently did not consider the problem serious in comparison with
aesthetic values or migratory bird paths, values that it seeks to protect. 223
In its Federal Register notice, the Commission did express the belief that it has a duty "to see that the OSHA standard and such other
3.?plicable official standards as may be established by the responsible
Covernment agencies are met by Commission licensees."224 The FCC
r;;commends that licensees review and correct their operations in compEJ.I1ce with the OSHA standard, but notes that it considers radiation
.ie'Jels under NEPA only where an applicant cannot practicably comply
c;:,';:.:i "applicable official safety standards."225
Commission positions and practices, however, make enforcement
::if even this limited policy difficult. First, the above-noted provisions
:::0 =ot appear in the official FCC regulations in the Code of Federal
R:-![,,,lctions, and the FCC admittedly does not regularly review for
CS:2A compliance in NEPA or licensing proceedings,226 but will con:3lcier t~e question only if citizens enter such proceedings and object to
~Gme project on grounds of radiation hazards. Such an eventuality de;::;~:;.ds. of course, on a citizenry informed of the impending project and
c:: :.:le radiation dangers. Second, the FCC has interpreted the Swimline
~»,?oration decision differently from DOL, and does not consider the
CS:-iA standard "applicable" for its own purposes, or enforceable by
eiiller ~he FCC or OSHA. Nor is the Commission willing to prescribe
:;;lC~ a safety standard in NEPA proceedings on its own authorityY7
ine FCC position was well illustrated at a meeting among EPA,
OSHA and FCC personnel that followed EPA's disclosure that it had
measured field intensities on an FM tower at Mt. Wilson, California at
220. 47 C.F.R. § 1.1305 (1977).
221. See text accompanying note 141 supra.
222. 39 Fed. Reg. 43,843 (1974).
223. Id. 43,839·40.
224. Id. 43,843.
225. Id.
226. Id.
227. Personal communication with Mr. Will McGibbon, Acting Associate Chief Engineer,
FCC (Aug. 17, 1978).
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greater than 180 roW Icm 2 :
EPA said that their concern was for the tower workers which \vould
be controlled by OSHA. OSHA said they have no control over the
source which is a [sic] FM broadcast station controlled by FCC. OUf
[FCC] position is that since OSHA does not have an enforceable
standard. . . the most FCC could do would be to advise the station
owners of the condition that exists but here again, it is not the owner
or general public who are [sic] in danger but the tower workers over
which we have no control and very little contact. 228

(v) Other agencies with regulatory power. Other federal
agencies, though subject to FCC spectrum control, do have licensing or
other regulatory authority over installations under their jurisdiction
and could probably prescribe and enforce certain standards with respect to nonionizing radiation hazard.s. These agencies include the Department of Transportation (DOT), through the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA); the Depart::!le::n of Energy229 (DOE); and the
Nuclear Regulatorj Commisslon C~RC). All three conduct small research projects as well.
FAA formally denies any :-;;gulJ.tory power with respect to nonionizing radiation;230 however, F.A~~. ,::'oes have the power to set "minimum
standards governing the desig::. . _ . ~0ilstruction, and performance of
aircraft"231 and to establish m',--:;~um safety standards for the operation of the airports it certifies. ::2~ -:=-::-:::,e provisions arguably are broad
enough to allow f()f radiation -~;'--~J.:~;:;r., ::33 particularly in view of the
fact that FAA apparently do:;;,~ ~~e :LDstantial safety precautions for
the protection of the public ;:cr.;:: :::e:-son:::d within the airport environment. 234
Both NRC:: 35 and DOE .:.::aVt; .::e:-':am limited powers derived from
the Federal Power Commissio:L::: b :-e~arding the licensing of high volt228. FCC Internal \ieOTIor:mdum :0 :::le '':::ile!- ~'1gmeer from Mr. Will McGibbon. Acting
Associate Chief Engineer 8 (Aug. l~ 'Y-', ~'1:: :mtnor expr-:ssed his belief that the FCC must
work closely with OSHA to resolve tim. ,/tllaiiOlL .'d229. Department of E'1ergy O r g = n _-\c:. :-JD. L No. 95-91, 91 Stat. 565 (1977) (to be
codified in 42 U-S_c. § 7101).
230_ 1977 JJearings 1102 (letter from ~Jce Sellon, DOT, FAA)_
231. 49 U-S.c. § 142!(a)(l) (976)232. 1d. § 1432.
233. See provisions for airport planning and development at 49 U_S_C. §§ 1701-1742 (1976).
NEPA should apply to the national air;xm s;,stem pian and revisions, in which case nonionizing
radiation should certainly be treated thereunder. See id. § 1712.
234_ 1977 Hearings 1102-04 (letter from 3ruce Seifon, DOT, FAA). See, e.g_. DOT/FAA
Advisory Circular No. 20-68A (Apr. II, 1975) (an example of recommended safety precautionsconditions for ground operation of airborne weather radar).
235_ 42 U_S_c. §§ 2131-2140 (1976); 10 C.ER. § 50 (1978).
236, 16 U.S_c. § 797 (1976); 18 C.F.R. § 4 (1977).
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age transmission lines from power plants within their respective jurisdictions. Those lines that are placed on nonfederal land, however, are
subject to state regulation. 237
(c) Other research-nonregulatory agencies and authorities.
The ERMAC research program involves many other agencies whose
efforts often provide important information and support for the activities of the regulatory agencies, as well as for their own activities. One
of the most important of these agencies is the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in the Department of Commerce. The National Academy
of Sciences (NAS), though not an "agency," also cooperates in this research program.
NBS has a general responsibility to provide government agencies
with advice on technical and scientific matters and to develop instru~e~tation to serve their particular needs. The Bureau also has specific
a:':::;" ority to investigate radiation, which includes the means of trans::-i3sion of radio waves, the uses of radiation and the means of protect:::g ;:->ersons from its harmful effects?3R NBS has actively supported
c'.ne; federal agencies in their research on nonionizing radiation, devel;:r?i.::g important instrumentation and sometimes performing the mea5u::-e::1ents and research. 239
The National Research Council of NAS has performed some no:;:}l.)nizing radiation research and review for the Navy.24o The Academy
2.bo plans to commence a two-year study that will involve a critical
::-~'-:iew of existing data on the bioeffects of nonionizing radiation, in'::~'J.cing recommendations for further research and for protection
s:r;jes. This would be coupled with a three-year epidemiological
:=t:I.:,;,--an expansion and refinement of an ongoing study of Navy vet::.::-~s exposed to radar during the Korean War. 241 Additional propos:::.~~, 2.Ie also under consideration. One proposal is for a two-year study
of' ::le "impact on over-the-air communications systems and on other
:::nic::-.;:::wave-utilizing systems that would result from taking regulatory
:!ction on nonionizing radiation."242 Also under consideration is anoQer two-year study, this one on emerging technologies that produce
:lonionizing radiation and the potential health effects that may result
from their contributions to ambient levels of EMR.243 Of course, the
237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.

See 1977 Hearings 94 (;tatement of Dr. William Rowe).
15 u.S.c. § 272(1)(9) (1976).
OTP, FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT 45-46.
1977 Hearings 751 (statement of Dr. Richard Setlow).
/d. 762-63.
/d. 752.
/d.
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undertaking and completion of all of these studies is dependent on obtaining sufficient funding from agency budgets or through congressional appropriations. 244
Other agencies with research projects include the following: National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) -research on
proposed solar pm'ver satellite;245 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)international scientific literature review;246 State Department-Project
Pandora, monitoring of microwave levels, United States Embassy Moscow and follow-up medical studies of embassy personnel;247 Veterans
Administration (VA)-bioeffects research on behavioral and ocular effects of NEMR,248 as well as adjudications of claims for benefits for
disabiliti~s alleged to have been caused by military exposures to nonionizing radiation.2 49
2. State and A,funicipal Activities. In contrast to the control· of
ionizing radiation, for which many st3.tes have well-established programs, few states are active in tl--:e centrol of nonionizing radiation.
Twenty-one states have specific st3.~:ltes relating to the control of nonionizing sources. 250 Some of t::e:se S:.i:ULes are limited in terms of
source or frequency range-for e:C;:2.:::::;.-;:;le, they may apply to lasers
only.2s1 Other stales may h:l.',e :rcacter health protection statutes,
which could be used to regulate n'::.llicn.izing radiation, but few of those
states that have p . ssed enab1i25 ~=:;:si.:n:~:m have adopted regulations.
In many cases, the problem is ':::n:: ~:.~- ~~-::':'i:~d resources which the states
have felt would be better appii-;;;:i :;) ~m:;':::L1g radiation controp52 For
example, New Yark (which 22 ~,,:,;: ::'::;1c,11 of many states) has enabling legislation 253 but has ~r::::illl.l.!~.:ilec. ::'0 regulations dealing with
244. Id. 756.
245. OTP, FOURTH A .... NUAL RE?0R, 2~ --,'<!~ 'Jiase". supra note 36 (proponent's description
of space solar power gener:!tion).
246. OTP, FOURTH A~;-';lJAL RE?0K~ c.='.
247. /977 Hearings 268-278, 283-88 \staLe~e,.Tu "r"~r. Ee~!:Jert Pollack). The National Technical Information Service (Depar...lnent ·:Jf ;::;:;rr.men:e, ;:l3.S reproduced and released the recently
completed report on the State D~panmem ';iJonsorec e;'Hkmiological study of Moscow Embassy
personnel. The report concludes that ··?e~50!'..nei working .n the American Embassy in Moscow
from 1953 to 1976 suffered no ill effeCts from :...'1e :I'.JGowaves beamed at the Chancery." The
Johns Hopkins University, Foreign Serv!ce ~e:LL.'1 Status Study, Evaluation of Health Status of
Foreign Service and Other Empioyees from Se~~ed Eastern European Posts (July 31,1978). See
a/sa BRODEUR 95-134 (a very different ve~siOD of the story of the embassy irradiation).
248. OTP, FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT 50.
249. See genera/Iy 38 U.S.c. §§ 301-362 (19"76); BRODEUR 65 n.17.
250. /977 Hearings 703 (statement of Charles Hardin).
251. Id. 745.
252. One significant exception exists; several states do have regulations establishing inspection
programs for occupational exposure to nonioniLing radiation. Id.
253. N.Y. PUB. HEALTH LAWS §§ 201(:), 225(4)(p) (McKinney Supp. 1977-1978).
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nonionizing radiation. The State does respond to requests from individuals to monitor leakage from microwave ovens but does not generally survey such equipment. 254
One of the more advanced states in terms of nonionizing radiation
control is Texas. In 1971 Texas amended the Texas Radiation Control
Act to cover "electronic devices capable of stimulated emission of radiation to such energy density levels as to reasonably cause bodily
harm."255 Under the authority of this act, the Texas State Department
of Health has promulgated regulations controlling lasers 256 and radio
frequency (including microwave) radiation. 257 The latter regulations
are keyed to the 1974 ANSI standard and are for the protection of
"mankind." They do not apply to the employer-employee relationship,
but OSHA guidelines are applicable there; nor do the regulations apply
to RF medical treatment. Otherwise, persons who possess RF products
c3.;;able of emissions in excess of the ANSI standard are required to
;:-eg:ster those products and comply with the applicable state regula:iCIlS. There are special regulations for microwave ovens, which must
co:r:ply with the BRH standard. Two important exemptions are of
T:o:e. First, microwave ovens, except those used in commercial food
'fe:-ldi<tg service, are exempt from registration. Second, and very impO:1.ant, all telecommunications products or installations licensed by
:1:.;:; FCC are exempt from the regulations. 258
The strictest and most comprehensive regulatory proposal so far
;:;~:.c.e3 not from a state, but from the nation's largest city. New York
C::~"' ::~S recently proposed incorporation into the city Health Code of a
:;::::eral population exposure standard of 50 J.LW fcm 2 , a standard lower
::.::3.2: the ANSI and OSHA guidelines by a factor of 200. If adopted in
i:~ :;::-esent form, the New York City standard would apply to all
:;cu:-ces operating from 10 MHz to microwave frequencies "where such
e:::::..tssicns may affect persons in uncontrolled or unregulated areas, in::~JciiD.g residential or recreational areas and areas open or accessible to
:b.e ;::mblic," microwave ovens and mobile sources (including citizenba::l.:i radios) excepted.2 59
254. Personal communication with George Kerr, Bureau of Radiological Health, N.Y. State
Dep', of Health (Jan. 4, 1978).
255. TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. art. 4590f, § 3(b)(2) (Vernon 1971).
256. Texas Regulations for the Control of Laser Radiation Hazards. TRC Pts. 50, 66, 70
(Sept. 8, 1974).
257. Texas Regulations for the Control of Radio-Frequency Electromagnetic Radiation. TRC
Pts. 80, 90, 100. 2 Tex. Reg. 3668-76 (Sept. 27, 1977).
258. /d.
259. Proposed amendment to the New York City Health Code, § 175.125, "Microwave and
other radio frequency power density standards" (June 22, 1978). ("Mobile units generating such
radiation were exempted from the application of this section since their hazards to health are
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THE NEED FOR LEGISLATION

After four days of Oversight Hearings on Radiation Health and
Safety covering several hundred pages of testimony, Senator Adlai E.
Stevenson, presiding over the Hearings of the Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science and Transportation, remarked:
I have never gotten into a subject on which there has been so much
disagreement and so much confessed lack of knowledge. Everything
is either being studied or hasn't even started to be studied or is just
beginning to be identified as a possible problem.
If you could start from scratch with a clean Federal slate, how
would you organize the research and regulato?, activities of the Federal Government with respect to radiation?26

These remarks suggest that legislation may be needed in the field of
radiation, specifically to sort out agency research and regulatory roles.
Before examining this statement further, one should note that the
hearings, including Senator Stevenson's remarks, concerned ionizing as
well as nonionizing radiation. For policy purposes, however, the two
t:.'pes of radiation should be treated separately. The scientific and regul:ltorj problems they pose are for the most part quite different. FurcD ermore, when the two are tied together, nonionizing radiation tends
~o be subordinated to ionizing radiation. The hearings indicate that
:-erorms are needed in radiation programs across the spectrum, but the
nonionizing radiation problem is important and different enough that
C.::mgress should accord it individual treatment. 268 There is an immedi'::'c;;; 2.2d compelling need for comprehensive legislation concerning non.::;=.iZ::ng radiation, not only to deal with agency conflicts, but also to
;:-::)Vide much needed policy guidance. This section will document the
;..:.::-~ency of the need for this legislation and identify some of the defi'::::':::::ides of the present program in the areas of policy guidance, resea::-~h and agency structure.
r~.

Legis/ation for Prevention.

The call for legislation for prevention in the area of NEMR incor;Jorales both a conclusion about timing-when to legislate-and a
~Etement of policy. In both cases, the assertion that legislation is the
"best first step to solving the problem of prevention is grounded in an
assessment of the present environmental and governmental reality and
its implications for the future.
1.

Timing. In 1971 ERMAC recommended an accelerated no-

267. /d. 671 (statement of Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson).
268. /d. 687 (statement of Dr. William Thaler).
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nionizing radiation research program and a resolution of agency responsibilities, based in part on the observation that
[tJhis type of man-made radiation exposure has no counterpart in
man's evolutionary background; it was relatively negligible prior to
World War II.
Unless adequate monitoring programs and methods of control
are instituted in the near future, man may soon enter an era of energy pollution of the environment comparable, in public health and
ecologic implications, to the chemical pollution of today?69

ERMAC noted that decisions were already being made in the areas of
diplomacy (compliance of American overseas radar and communications transmissions with the safe~y criteria of the host country270)
and litigation (involving claims for .:-adar or other microwave-related
injuries and for property damages), ~ven in the absence of agreed-upon
safety standards or patterns of a:.1:!1cnty.271
Seven years later, the term "ele::::-onic smog" has been adopted by
the mass media. 272 In the .p3.':;" se'i;;:::l vears, there has been a rapid
proliferation of NEMR -emi:m::.g ?i"oducts. ERMAC's 1971 calculations, based on projected in..:::reas.es in output intensity from existing
VHF -TV transmjtters, precicled ~b.3.1 radiation levels might reach 2
mW /cm 2 or more in tall b.li1dings J.Jjacent to broadcast antennas. 273
EPA has recently measured ...:..::::.::ll ~e'jels as high as 97 IJ-W/cm 2 in a
small sample. 274 The practi.:::::"'; ~:;,~"":f.c::;.ace of this failure to develop the
necessary monitorhlg and ::':C::::-O.i ?-,cgTams becomes apparent when
one compares these figures ";C~.:.=. :::'e , \V / cm 1 figure, frequently suggested as a population ~x;:;csu::-e ':.:L""1card. and with New York City'S
proposed standard of 50 !J. 'A-" , ::::-r;:-. :"7~ ~egal and political actions in the
area are also oCCur~l1g 1I'.ore fTe~uemiv, or at least the press is reporting them more often. 276 "?::.cese .::~m:ro"ersies are being resolved by
~

-=

269. OTP, FIRST ANNUAL RE?0RT :mp. A.

:it

i-l.

270. fd. app" at 5·6. This is the!UlIlD'" of" cllDlOmalic problems given in the ERMAC report.

It is possible, however, that some of:he ::"~'¥!.AC illembers who drafted the report were also
concerned with governmental actions and .iip'omatic ?roblems involving the then·secret "Project
PANDORA" investigation of the ir.adiaticD vi ilie American Embassy in Moscow. At least one
of the ERMAC members, Dr. Poilack. "':1.'. "ware of L'lat problem at the time the report was
prepared. 1977 Hearings 268·69 (statement elf Jr. ::ferbert P. Pollack).
271. OTP, FIRST ANNUAL REPORT app. A. at 5-6.
272. See, e.g., Browne, supra note .!U; Palm, supra note 67.
273. OTP, FIRST ANNUAL REPORT app. A. at 2.
274. See text accompanying note 141 supra.
275. See note 259 supra and accompanying text.
276. See, e.g., BRODEUR 65 (successful suits for Veteran's benefits, microwave-related injuries); Cape Cod Radar Base to Get Environmental Study, N.Y. Times, Apr. 13, 1978, at A18, col. I;
New York Dbputes Coast Guard on Microwave Towersfor Harbor, N.Y. Times, Mar. 27, 1978, at
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courts and agencies at both the state and federal levels without the benefit of legislative guidance.
The ineffectiveness of agency action in slowing or halting the process predicted by ERMAC suggests that the time has come for Congress to intervene. Seven years is a sufficient period of time to
demonstrate that the current research and regulatory arrangements are
inadequate to deal with the complex problems of NEMR. Admittedly,
the implementation of new legislation will require a certain amount of
"start-up time," particularly if it not only clarifies but also restructures
agency roles. This makes legislation within the next year or so particularly desirable in order to prevent further loss of time and to provide
guidance before NTIA and the agencies make their own modifications
in the research program. It would also be preferable to legislate before
EPA promulgates its projected nonionizing radiation guidelines,277 in
creer to avoid or at least alleviate the problems such a situation could
c,e:ite. Prompt congressional action would ensure that any agency
s~::.ndards would be set in accordance with c01?-gressional policy.

The Logic of Prevention Policy. As the House Committee on
and Foreign Commerce noted when it decided to legislate for
';::'0~deterioration in the 1977 Clean Air Act amendments:
"[ C}ommonsense dictates that it is substantially less expensive to pre';;2I J.ir pollution problems-and health problems-before they de',:: :':.? than it is to abate dangerous pollution levels."278 This conclusion
:;:-::gJ.::-ding the necessity of prevention calls for legislation, both to make
~2~ :"-2encies act and to make them act in the most effective manner.
2.

lr~:e::-state

ill order to bring about agency action, nonionizing radiation must
::::2D a higher position in the agencies' priority system. Agency priori:':'::5 2.re generally determined by events. Because the health protection
2g::.:::cies, particularly EPA, generally have insufficient funds and mant:n.i.~S to deal with all problems, they can respond only to the most urge::.! problems or crises. Such crises are either immediate and acute,
ike the kepone and vinyl chloride pollution incidents, or recognized,
L~~lt is, legislated, chronic problems like the "listed" chemical air pollu~1.IS such as particulates and photo-chemical oxidants?79

Analysis of the priority problems suggests that much environmenB2. coL I; Lawsuit Says Police Radar Poses a Health Hazard, N.Y. Times, Feb. 21,1977, at 14, col.
6.
277. See note 162 supra and accompanying text.
278. H.R. REP. No. 294, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. \36, reprinted in [1977] U.S. CODE CONGo & AD.
NEWS 1077, 1215.
279. 40 C.F.R. §§ 50.7-.8 (1977).
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tal legislation to date has dealt primarily with problems of "clean-up"
rather than prevention. Legislative action such as the Clean Air Act
nondeterioration provisions indicates that Congress has learned the necessity of prevention, but the agencies still need prodding. A colloquy
on nonionizing radiation control between Dr. Rowe of EPA and Senator Adlai Stevenson highlights the limited perspective of the agencies
that must implement this legislation:
Dr. Rowe: [W]e have to bring two things together, the health effects
levels and the ambient levels to get an idea of the scope of the problem.
Senator Stevenson: If! could interrupt right there. You are going to
have to do more than that. You are going to have to project what the
levels are going to be as a result of the decisions that are being made.
It is not present levels I am concerned about as much as it is future
levels.
Dr. Rowe: I think you are r~ght. sir. . . . If the problem is very
large, there will be new requirerrlt:Gts for institutional arrangements.
If the problem is not too large :ben .?erha~s what we have now will
be satisfactory with only ffiL.iOr :i:mges. 2 0

It is difficult to see how the probiem could be other than very
large, considering the unresolvec cc:u;:-oversy over low-level health effects, the increase in L.'1cidences oI ;"'''-;-;O:''llg and potentially dangerous
NEMR interference, and the w:uesprea\l and increasing dependence of
American society on nonior:;-:":~g: :-a2.:.;.nion technology. Estimates
made in 1976 placed the nati.:;:.: Os :2:':?L:ci3.ted capital investment in radio spectrum-dependent elec:::-::-rucs :c;'..l~?I:lent at over $100 billion, divided roughly equally belwee~ ::::ubiic :!l:C private sectors. The 1977
estimate for the federal govecmc:l.t sccor alone was $55.2 billion. 281
This value includes the vast gove7"'"'mem communications systems and
a huge array of elec\:ronics we~;'::;Clli-V .Cor national defense. One official
aptly describes telecomrrmcic:::..Iicm SVSlems as the "nervous system" of
modern society and concludes ~t:al :ht: Lmted States "has as much dependence on availability of ;3.60 :;~uencies as . . . [it has] on availability of energy resources."282 ~e developing tension between the
protection of health and the operation of these national electronics systems, be they government or privale, presents a thorny problem. Spectrum crowding and interferel1ce efec+..s are another cause for concern.
Congress must act, and act now, if it wishes to prevent these conflicts
from becoming crises.
Adoption of a principle of prevention demands that the legislative
280. 1977 Hearings 87.
281. /d. 699 (statement of Dr. William Thaler).
281. Jansky, The Management of the Radio Spectrum and /ts Relationship to the Environment,
in ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE 4.
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action be immediate. Immediate action would prevent the ERMAC
predictions from coming to fruition, prevent the agencies from acting
wrongly or inconsistently because they lack congressional guidance,
and cause them to act preventively. The remainder of this Article will
consider this policy problem and offer some approaches to dealing with
it through legislation.
B.

Legislation for National Policy Directives.

When Congress passes comprehensive legislation on a subject, it
usually begins by setting out its findings and purposes. It then formulates a strategy that it believes will achieve those purposes, incorporating this strategy into legislative provisions for agency implementation.
For example, in the 1970 Clean Air Act, Congress consciously chose
protection of the public health as the guiding purpose of air pollution
reg'.llation. 283 It chose ambient air standards, deadlines and "technology-forcing" as the strategy for achieving that goal, and determined
I1:ar if industry did not meet the standards, the offending businesses
~;;,,·cli':'d be closed. 284 Then, in the 1977 amendments to the Clean Air
A::, Congress, though it reaffirmed the health protection principle, not
c::ly !!1odified deadlines in the face of reality, but also bent the health
p::-mection principle to accommodate certain other policies. For examPl;;. (rle amendments allow compliance extensions for stationary
:::o,:::-;,;:.:s converting from natural gas or oil to domestic coal as a primary
e::::;. =~gv source. 285
:21S description of Clean Air legislation illustrates two points:
=::-:::, :2at we expect Congress to make our major policy choices; second,
:'::"2;''Jcmetimes public health bows to other national objectives and
=Te~~e::e2ces. As Congress has passed no comprehensive legislation
2.22~G :=.t the control of nonionizing radiation, it has not yet articulated
::::;':::':lonal policy or chosen priorities in this area. The single brief provi286
.,l;::n z.llocating a very general radiation control function to EPA
and
e'.!e~ ::"e Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968,287 which
:Cas ?roven limited in relation to the nature and scope of the NEMR
?molem, contrast with the detailed provisions of the amended Clean
283. See 42 U.S.C.A. § 7401(b)(I) (West Supp. 1978).
2i--i. S. REP. No. 1196, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 2-3 (1970).
285. 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 74 \3 (d), 7410(1) (West Supp. 1978). In another example, Congress bowed
:0 t..'1e public opposition to parking surcharges and bridge tolls and legislated that states can
neither be required to adopt such measures in order to gain approval from EPA for their transportE.tion control plans, nor can such provisions be included in an EPA-formulated state implementation plan under 42 U.S.C.A. § 7410(c)(2)(S).
286. 42 U.S.c. § 202 I (h) (1976).
287. 42 U.S.c. §§ 263b-263n (1976).
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Air Act or of the Toxic Substances Control Act. 2R8 Absent additional
guidelines for implementation of their authority, EPA and the other
agencies will be left to make policy choices that have the potential to
affect American society significantly. This situation indicates a need
for legislative clarification of policy. When the playing cards are public
health, national communications and national defense, the legislature
has a responsibility to the American public and to the principle of democratic accountability to define the rules of the game. Whatever policy
goals are chosen will inform the legislative decisions on the proper institutional structure and implementation strategies needed to deal with
the nonionizing radiation hazards.
C.

Legislation for Research.

There are several reasons why legislation is needed to correct the
deficiencies of the present gover~'TIeQL:ll e£farts in nonionizing radiation research. First, legislation is ~eec:.ed for its exhortatory value.
That Congress is interested enough :n 2.:1 issue to pass legislation indicates that it is a matter of some pri',:)!it~J '..vi-;' !.he majority of legislators.
This symbolic value alone may b,; c;'~Scie~t to prod the agencies into
providing more funds and man-hours ::'OT =->JEMR research.
An important point about the prese:l!. ?f:Jgram is that, except for
the drive to satisfy the curiosity 0f indiVIdual scientists or administrative personnel, there is no real lIl:::er::ive ::::::r a...D agency to devote more
funds to the problem of nOniGIliz.::.::-:g ::-~':~:l'~0n research than its own
programs might require. As one s::tn::s, ?"llted out:
It may be unfortunatt: that Wi!2Fl ,~l~ ~ ::itei S.z.tes there is no single
source of major fundi.'lg for :.::i::: :~~;;<irc:::. \Vhiie many of us intimately involved with electwlli.;:;g:1::::lC r:ldiauon research may tend to
look upon it as the alpha and crr::.e?3.. ;;::lC.:1 2.2e.:1c::ris heed with many
other research responsiblities (Or :l~::~er ;;I1cr:ry._1S9

Many problems--cancer, or toxic :;;}DSLanC:;:$ in our air, water and food,
for example-may deserve prei.::e:1ce [!"om agencies conCerned with
these matters as well as with -'2cciorrizing radiation. Nevertheless,
many scientists, like the one c;UOteC., ..:onclude that NEMR warrants
increasing national attention. 290 Tl::e 3ere existence of legislation on
nonionizing radiation, regardless of iIS coment. should raise the visibility of the problem and serve as aa illcelitive and a justification for devoting more agency resources to NEMR research.
Second, legislation is needed to resolve questions concerning the
288. IS U.S.c. § 2601 (1976).
289. Tyler 9.
290. Eg., Id; 1977 Hearings 683 (statement of Dr. William Thaler).
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status and location of the research coordinating function. With its
present ad hoc status, the program is subject to relocation as an adjunct
to some other function, without consideration of the merits of that
transfer for the research program itself-as in the recent transfer of research coordination from OTP to NTIA. The program may lose stature and effectiveness by being operated from within a sister agency,
rather than from the Executive Office of the President (EOP). Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the Department of Commerce, in overseeing NTIA, will not attempt to skew the program in line with its own
agency purpose,291 which is primarily commercial development and
not the protection of health. 292 It is not clear that health research coordination and technical spectrum management should be controlled by
the same entity, regardless of whether that entity is an independent exect!tive agency or a division of EOP. In any case, legislation should
exam.ine these questions.
Third, legislation could improve the research coordination role it:~eLf. The program as it now operates is not without its flaws. For ex::L""lP1e, the coordinator's authority over both the funding and the
C():llent of research projects is recommendatory only. The agencies ac(:epL or reject the advice of NTIA and ERMAC as interest and funds
:.l~iow. As a result, significant gaps exist in some areas of research. 2?3
::: ;jcll a limitation of authority is probably desirable as long as the pro';:-~::l is located in the Department of Commerce. However, should the
-::~ca::ch coordination role be relocated by legislation to a more com::,::::.ijie environment, Congress could take steps to close research gaps
2::::: ~::; create a new, more effective and more coherent research proFinally, any legislative mandate must be accompanied by appro::~:l.lons of sufficient funds to conduct the necessary research. Without
2":
.-.lc~eG.

OTP identified its program as having the dual goals of, first, insuring that man is not
by the use of energy from nonionizing radiation; and second, avoiding unnecessary re-

s:~c:ions

of spectrum use. Healer, Federal Bioejfects of EM Energy, in ENVIRONMENTAL Expo;23. !f OTP has attempted to subordinate the first goal to the second, that is not apparent
:mD program reports; the emphasis of the research seems to have been almost exclusively on
biocrrects. The second goal, however, could probably await implementation in the treatment of
.h" results of the bioeffects research, with respect to OTP's (now NTIA's) spectrum management
?C~i;;:es. What action is taken by NTIA based on NEMR research (now that the "five year plan"
is aver and as more research results are reported) is as important as seeing that the research was
done.
292. One way to limit the opportunities for such bias would be to continue the practice of the
present program-allowing research funding decisions to be made by the individual agencies. See
1977 Hearings 688 (statement of Dr. William Thaler). This plan has drawbacks as well, however.
The problem will be considered in more detail in text accompanying notes 387-427 infra.
293. 1911 Hearings 688.
S~"p_"
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congressional mandates and increased budget authorizations, important research may not be performed. For example, the proposed NAS
studies described above 294 were the subject of the following colloquy
between Senator Adlai Stevenson and Dr. Alvin G. Lazen (Associate
Executive Director, Assembly of Life Sciences, National Academy of
Sciences) at the recent Senate Hearings:
Senator Stevenson: How could we in the Congress move this process
along? Is additional funding necessary? Is a congressional mandate
necessary?
Dr. Lazen: We would hope that our process of touching bases with
the various Federal agencies would elicit enough interest from them
that they would be willing to support su;:h a study. If, however, Congress mandates a study, it certainly facilitates matters.
Senator Stevenson: Should that manfut.;: include additional funding
or do you think the funds are ahead:.; available?
Dr. Lazen: There are several n:::w tGD1C:; that have been introduced
in the course of discussion .... it V-C'1..:.~d require additional sums of
money if that [emerging tecL"}okgles 3.nd their potential health effects] were also to be studied. . . .
Senator Stevenson: In addition to :io::ie ';::hich might be available?
Dr. Lazen: That is correct?95

The fate of such important propcsab :::''''-:'ot be left to the decisions of
individual agencies Ll1 the CO:lt~XI.:;f :!:ei.~ :Jwn agency needs and budgets. Even more important may~e :,:,l.t: ileed for more basic research in
the field,296 particularly in crc:.e7 ::; 5:::: ?roper standards. Most researchers agree that nonioniz.L."l~ -~c.:a=cn lS much more complex than
ionizing radiation 297 and tt2~ ::J.:':'~2. ~ess is known about it. 298
Futhermore, this basic resea:c~ ,f.::JT -::~-;':l3?le, L'ltO mechanisms of interaction) is not sufficiently f\2ncec ·~eC:ii.~se ;.:)f the "mission orientation"
of the agencies; nor do individ:l:L. '!~e.::lCle~ ;;~rrently have sufficient and
stable funds to undertake ratlci-:;:~::!cc :ong-term chronic exposure or
epidemiological experiments. ::~.,..
Perhaps the mest telling 3Clc Cl ilon 0i' t~e insufficiency of the pres294. See text accompanying notes 2·H~ supra.
295. 1977 Hearings 756.
296. One part of the proposed NAS studies would be a literature review accompanied by
recommendations. As one expert testified:
\Vhen one reviews all of these various ,=rch ==endations, one is struck by their
similarities. . . . This is not surprising, sm~ ;t is ;)bvious to anyone working in the field
and familiar with the current literature. what is and is not known. There seem to be
more people reviewing the problem :md ffi""'ing recommendations than there are people
doing the research.
Id 368 (statement of Capt. Paul E. Tyler).
297. E.g., id. 358; Hearings on S 2067 at 718 (statement of Dr. Susskind).
298. Fg., Hearings on S. 2067 (statement of Dr. Susskind); OTP, FIRST ANNUAL REPORT 3.
See afro 1977 Hearings 692 (statement of Dr. William Thaler).
299. 1977 Hearings 685 (statement of Dr. William Thaler).
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ent research is provided by a reexamination of the 1971 ERMAC report that became the basis for the OTP research program. That report
recommended "[a]n immediate, integrated, and sustained research effort over a five-year period"3oo and a "resolution of [agency] responsibilities"30I in order to meet a potentially serious pollution problem
given the rapid and virtually uncontrolled proliferation of sources.
Seven year later, the research effort that attempted to fulfill that recommendation has provided "more questions than answers."302 Nor has
the second prerequisite, "resolution of agency responsibilities,"303 been
met. This is another reason why legislation is needed.

D.

Legislation .for Regulation.

The previous description of agency regulatory roles identified
so::ne areas in which there are current conflicts as to the division of
:esponsibility for nonionizing radiation control. Two of the most outsp0ken critics of the present regulatory system have been the states and
NBS. The latter offers the following assessment of the situation:
There is some confusion about respective responsibilities of state and
federal regulatory agencies. The variety of possible agreements, contracts and preemptions adds to this confusion. In addition, many
regulations at the federal and state levels have boundaries or limitations which are not immediately obvious .... The confusion is confounded because of the several federal agencies involved and the
sometimes apparent duplication ofJurisdiction and inadequate co orsination between federal agencies. - ()4
-=-~l.'.S

c:onfusion suggests why the Conference of Radiation Control Pro-

3:-2::::1 directors favor congressional consideration of some consolidation

2Y i'ec1eral agencies in the area of radiation protection or, at the very

clarification of existing agency responsibilities. 30s With respect to
i:s :)wn task of providing measurement support for the various regula~()~v' programs, the NBS adds that "[a]t this time, appreciable effort is
::x.?ended in coordination of activities with the various agencies, and
serving as a communications link or referee among them."306
~~CtSL

1.

The Trouble with EPA. To the extent that there exists a single

300. OTP, FIRST ANNUAL REPORT app. A, at 6.
301. /d. app. A, at 5.
302. Tyler II.
303. OTP, FIRST ANNUAL REPORT App. A, at 6.
304. 1977 Jlearings 1119 (letter from Ernest Ambler).
305. See text accompanying notes 265-66 supra.
306. 1977 JIearings 1119 (letter from Ernest Ambler). Reference is to radiation control programs in general, ionizing as well as nonionizing. but the discussion here will continue to deal
only with the latter radiation problem.
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agency in the regulatory arena with a coordinating function, that
agency is EPA, operating under authority derived from the old FRC. 307
However, EPA has encountered considerable opposition, both from
OSHA and HEW-FDA, to its assertions of authority to formulate and
issue guidelines in the areas of occupational exposure and the healing
arts. Both battles, which have recently come to tentative resolutions in
interagency agreements,J08 were fought in the context of ionizing radiation. The opposition promises to be even stiffer, at least from HEW,
when EPA attempts to formulate ge:leral guidelines for nonionizing radiation. HEW has not yet conceded that EPA has any authority over
this portion of the spectrum. 309
Despite both the inefficiencies of the present system and the unresolved controversy surroundin.g its potential exercise of FRC authority (no guidelines have yet bee!) sllor:litted for presidential signature),
EPA asserts that there is no ::ecd f:::r legislative action with respect to
federal agency coordination, i~s ?RC authority being "adequate to assure coordination of radi:uion protection activities among Federal
agencies."310 Even assuming t2J.: ::::?-\'s own interpretation of the
scope of its authority is corn::c:. ,2::C2.S5Uming that its position would be
confirmed by presidential sigr:2.a:.::-e ('n the contemplated nonionizing
radiation guidelines, it is q'-!es,:oI:3. ~-..i.:,: ";..:hether FRC authority alone is
adequate to assure the leve~ ,~,f ;-, te::-age:lcy cooperation needed.
First, legislative action :=:.:.; '::-e ::::cessary to assure that EPA's
ORP will have the abiiity :u e~~;;:::-:::se liS authority, in the most basic
sense of possessing adequa~e c::~lc.ing ~lj manpower for the task. ORP
has suffered continual red:lc::ons :cJ"} :mcgd and personnel since its creation in 1971,31, and, at the .?re::e::t tL1t:, "[r]adiation protection is the
least funded of all EPA ?roi7~"",·s."J':' -:::: a recent study of EPA's radiation protection activities, :::e=:::::1t!::-ai Accounting Office noted that
[s Jeveral [EPA] officials '3.lG :'::3.. ;'Jr:he::- :-eductions of personnel will
require that certain lowe; ?::or:r,r ::u.ilmion control efforts be discontinued. The officials sai.i ;:.::ar 'De ?rogram has been drastically reduced because the Office of :bciaoon Programs could not compete
for EPA's limited resourc~ W18 other major pollution control programs. They explained L~at because the Congress has not specifically
mandated that EPA provide ~a':':'ailon protection, radiation protec307. See note 159 supra and text accom?a."1ying notes 159-61 supra.
308. Radiation Protection in Healing Am; Guidance to Federal Agencies-MOU: HEW,
EPA, 42 Fed. Reg. 5123 (1977); Regulation of Toxic and Hazardous Substances, Interagency
Agreement: OSHA, CPSC, HEW, EPA, 42 Fed. Reg. 54,856 (1977).
309. See note 166 supra and accompanying text.
310. 1977 Hearings 99 (statement of Dr. William Rowe).
311. RADIA nON PROLIFERAnON 21-22.
312. /d. 34.
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tion has not received the same priority in EPA as other congressionally authorized programs. 3 \3

Some agency officials also admitted that in the past radiation protection has been "crisis oriented," with shifts in resources to meet each
publicly perceived crisis as it developed. 314 To anyone familiar with
other EPA programs, this admission is not surprising. The shifts occur
at two levels. In response to legislation or national attention there may
be resource reallocations at a departmental level (for example, from
ORP to Toxic Substances) as well as within the department (for example, within ORP from nonionizing radiation to nuclear wastes). Because the health hazard posed by nonionizing radiation in terms of
general population exposure levels appears to be primarily a potential
problem, and, to the extent that it is a present hazard, cause-effect correlations are difficult to make, this particular pollution problem has not
:;e: assumed the proportions of a "crisis."315 When it does become a
c:isis and EPA allocates more resources of its own accord, the nation
w:ll have lost both the opportunity to undertake a program of prevention, rather than cure, and the time necessary to examine carefully the
most cost-efficient and beneficial course for such a program. Thus, if
EPA is to have an effective role in overseeing nonionizing radiation
-;cllution in the environment, it will require a congressional mandate
Jeiic'1.ing this role, accompanied by appropriate funding. 316
2.

Clarification

0/ Agency Roles.

Such a mandate addressed to

:='?p'. would necessarily resolve in its favor the question of EPA juris':':ic~ion over nonionizing radiation. At a minimum, legislation could
-:Gerely affirm the application of FRC-derived authority to the non:c:::iillng spectrum and leave to the agencies the questions of role clarifi.:..:.::..:ion, such as how this broad authority meshes with responsibilities of
3:::<'H under the Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968 317
or of OSHA under the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970. 318
-:-:::is course of action is unsatisfactory for two major reasons.
The first reason is that the process of clarification at the agency

313. /d. 22.
314. /d. 29.
3 IS. See 1977 Hearings 683 (statement of Dr. William Thaler).
316. While the need for legislation may be greatest with respect to EPA because of its coordinating role, it is clear that the other regulatory agencies need a similar incentive in order to take
action on NEMR-from OSHA, whose nonionizing radiation protection activities have been minimal, to the FCC, which has virtually ignored its potential to regulate the nonionizing radiation
hazards created by its licensees. See text accompanying notes 195-207 supra (OSHA); text accompanying notes 214-28 supra (FCC).
317. 42 U.S.c. §§263b-263n (1976).
318. 29 U.S.c. §§ 651-678 (1976).
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level is time-consuming and inefficient. Considerable agency time and
manpower have already been expended to resolve the jurisdictional
dispute concerning federal guidelines on medical use of radiationspecifically x-rays-but the resulting Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) by no means solved the problem. 3 !9 During this process of resolution, agencies may continue to duplicate each other's regulatory efforts in some areas, each confident that it is fulfilling its delegated
duties. The states and other agencies such as NBS must face these inefficiencies on their own levels of operation hi dealing with several different agencies regarding a single problem. Nor is the end result, a series
of interagency agreements and MOUs d~aling with various subject
matters, the most desirable solution from the point of clarity.
The second reason that the clari5.ca:.ion of roles should not be left
to the agencies is that there are impcr.2"::: :;oiicy questions that may be
settled without adequate considera:ion. C:lce again, the EPA-HEW jurisdictional dispute over the heal;~g a..:-:3 c;':0'es as a paradigm for the
problem of agency role c1arificatian-;;r-..:cclarly that of further definition of EPA's FRC authority.
At the 1977 Senate hearinzs ;)ll ,aji:uion control, both BRH and
EPA denied the need for an
of ';=-::.:!:'.g::~S$ to settle this question. 320
EPA's response was that the Pr~sicie::n '7Vuuld serve as referee in the
dispute. 32 ! The implication is Iiat ~i' 2e sig::::lS the EPA guidelines, this
act constitutes recognition of E? ,.~ .~:,:,::s.:J.c:iDn to formulate the guidelines. In one scenario, the Presicc:::: .::1e'/:::- cocsiders the question of
jurisdiction; his decision to sign::r ':,>1 :0 ::;:,::1'1 is based on his opinion
regarding whether the gt!ldelL,,"cs r:: ::.ec::::ssJ.ry and, if so, whether he
approves the proposed guidelin:!s. ~:is scenario poses the question
whether the jurisdictional issue SIlCbd '~ ..;C{.-;ced in this manner, without iJldependent considerction. ,-'-c ~TO~: question is, if a decision to
sign the guidelines would si,::"'1; fV AC~e:Ju:rrC:;: cf EPA's interpretation of
the scope of its FRC jurisdiction.. worue. :i:le President's failure to sign
mean that EPA lacks jurisdiction? Ce:uly this seems unreasonable if
the President's decision not to sip. :'s ~ased on disapproval of certain
provisions contained in the guide:int!S. In an alternative scenario,
HEW and EPA argue the separate question of jurisdiction to the President, and he deals with the issue directly. This scenario focuses on the
underlying question: Is the President the proper decisionmaker for this
dispute? Should these jurisdictional issues be resolved piecemeal, in

a;

319. See note 308 supra and accompanying text. See also 1977 Hearings 26,68·69.
320, 1977 Hearings 27 (statement of Sherwin Gardner); id. 82 (statement of Dr. William
Rowe).
321. Id. 82 (statement of Dr. William Rowe).
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the context of EPA regulatory authority in the individual area of diagnostic x-rays, or should the whole question of the extent of EPA's FRC
authority be confronted at once?
3. Reexamining the Federal Radiation COUflCt! Concept. The possibility that Congress would reexamine FRC authority in its entirety
may lie behind EPA's insistence that no legislation is needed to facilitate agency coordination. Like all agencies, EPA is jealous of its allocations of responsibility, even when it lacks sufficient resources to
implement them. 322 If, after due consideration of the problem, Congress \-vere to enact legislation aimed at clarifying agency roles, it is
possible that EPA's FRC-derived authority might be circumscribed, or
even transferred.
Indeed, there was some discussion in the recent Senate hearings of
3. possible revival of FRC itself. 323 There was testimony to the effect
~:J.t when FRC was formed in the late 1950s, the concept of placing
ge:lcral authority to set standards in a single agency was apparently
s',~died in depth (the Cutler study) and rejected. 324 Instead, FRC itself
cC1TI?rised the heads of departments with radiation responsibilities.
=-.;:.1:-0 member in turn assigned one top radiation expert to a working
g:oup that met weekly?25 In theory, it would be even more problem~::;:: ~o have this agency oversight authority (particularly in its broadest
£7.-'\ interpretation) vested in a sister agency. In light of the problems
;':":l: the EPA has encountered thus far, it is worth noting the conclu-'~C'.:l5 of the Cutler study that led to the original decision not to locate
?::~ c: i..l a single agency:
(a) No one agency could provide the breadth of coverage
:1-ceded for the development of radiation protection standards.
(b) No one agency could be assured, in the field of radiation
protection of adequate cooperation by all other concerned agencies.
(c) Interagency committees in the normal sense were traditionally ineffective and frequently served only for window dressing.
(d) Bureaucratic necessities stimulate a kind of rivalry that is
;:;ostly and inefficient. 326

-:-iis analysis serves to highlight the question whether EPA has the aur~crity necessary to ensure the coordination of radiation protection acti-y-ities.
322. See text accompanying notes 311-14 supra.
323. Eg., 1977 Hearings 152 (statement of Dr. Lauriston S. Taylor); id. 482 (statement of Lee
V. Gossick, NRC).
324. The 1959 "Cutler study" was the work of Dr. Robert Cutler, Bureau of the BUdget. Jd.
i37 (statement of Dr. Lauriston S. Taylor).
325. 1977 Hearings 137.
326. Jd.
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4. The Changing Picture. When the regulatory roles of all agencies are viewed together, it is notable that since PRC was formed and
its duties defined in 1959 there has been an evolution, approaching a
revolution, both of the radiation problem and of the structure of the
federal bureaucracy in relation to that problem. In 1959, little was
known about the health effects of nonionizing radiation; virtually nothing about nonthermal effects. Certainly the Council itself was not
designed to deal with the nonionizing radiation problem. In 1968,
when Congress passed the Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act
of 1968,327 the potential health problem of nonionizing radiation was
just beginning to be considered seriously, but that act was designed to
deal not with environmental levels of radiation, but with individual
electronics products. The environmental "revolution" had not yet hit
the federal government in such a way that Congress would have contemplated enacting comprehensive leg':slation of the sort typified by the
Clean Air Act of 1970321l-nor was tic,;: radiation problem perceived to
be; of a scope to require such atte:::::on. Congress delegated authority
for the administration of the Radi3.:::on Control Act to HEW. OSHA
and the Occupational Safety a:r:d :-1 ;:2l~~ Act3 29 did not exist at that
time, nor did EPA. In 1970, wbe:: :je E?A was created, the PRC was
dissolved and its authority was ~::-J.:lsi"c:7ed to the new agency;330 that
authority had never been used f.J1'" :::cI:lOcizing radiation control. Accompanying all these changes. ,,~:lc:e ;9.5?, there has been a spiraling
growth in the number of NEM?_ 'C:'"C:l'.lCL:.g sources in this country and
a fitful expansion of knowledg:::::)::c:e-';:.g the health hazards these
sources may pose. The result i:' ,::::~O:: ;;:J:::j:;':sed patchwork of authorities
that exists today, prompting ca~~.; ;:,)f :Jar-:.ncation and consolidation.
Only legislation can resolve :::::' ::"-ceje;n ::ccause only Congress possesses the perspective of an Oil!:';'ue ubse;v~7" with a duty to define and
delegate responsibilities, the "JOICe 21 J.!2L1orii:Y to which all the agencies
will listen and the funds to I':lee~ :D.e :;';:'lDlem.
IV.

FORMULATI~G."'. ~'::'GISLATIVE RESPONSE

This section is divided LitO cwo major subsections. The first deals
with the issues of policy and strategy. t..~e second with the creation of
institutional structures. The ime:lt is :lot to propose legislation in detail, but only to identify issues for consideration and suggest congressional approaches to the problems that emerge.
327.
328.
329.
330.

Pub. L. No. 90-602, 82 Stat. 1173.
42 U.S.c. §§ 7401-7642 (1970).
29 U.S.c. §§ 651-678 (1976).
See text accompanying note 159 supra.
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Developing Policy and Strategy.

1. Health Protection-Setting Standards. The complexity of
NEMR as an environmental and health problem makes the setting of
traditional ambient health protection standards-a' single numberdifficult and perhaps misleading. Such standards are only one tool in
pollution control, and other tools may sometimes be more important;
nevertheless, it is hard to imagine pollution control, ambient or occupational, without relation to some standards. This subsection will first
examine some of the factors that should be considered in setting a
health standard as they relate to the NEMR problem and then emphasize the importance of having a health protection standard for microwave and radio frequency radiation.

(a) The difinition 0/ health. One of the reasons for the general national concern with microwave and radio frequency radiation
1:::':5 been the wide discrepancy between the American and the Soviet
(.::'.:1d East European) occupational exposure "standards," both of which
P'J.:-port to have the same goal-protection of the health of persons oc;;:;;,,;,p3.tionally exposed to these radiations. Scientific commentators offer
.1 variety of explanations for this discrepancy.331 The most notable is
the identification of a philosophical basis for the difference in stan:i::.rds. The OTP staff discussed this matter at some length at the 1977
Eearings and in follow-up written responses. They stressed the distinc~i,::;::J. between an effect and a hazard, pointing out that moderate exerc:ise can cause physiological changes such as "increased heart rate,
:::ir::'llatory and respiratory effects, etc., which are not considered
~l.lZ:lrds under normal circumstances."332 Relating this observation to
:::e Soviet standard-setting philosophy as he understands it, Dr. Thaler,
:::e:l Acting Director of OTP, explained:
[T]he Soviets may use allY physiological changes, even transient and
subjective symptoms, as a basis for establishing safety criteria some
appropriate order of magnitude below the lowest level at which such
phenomena are found to occur. \Ve generally look for objective signs
and pathology and base our determinations of what constitutes a
"hazard" on such objective criteria as a point of departure for the
establishment of safety standards or criteria?33

This difference in the definition of safe levels raises some questions
concerning the adequacy of American standard-setting philosophies
that merit legislative consideration. First, the hazards-effects distinction is of questionable validity in a field such as nonionizing radiation
33 L See note 70 supra.
332. 1911 Hearings 701 (statement of Dr. William Thaler).
333. Id.
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where there are so many uncertainties. Before the hazards-effects dichotomy can have any real meaning, the ability both to predict the
changes that will occur in the body because of exposure to some agent
and to distinguish between harmful and benign changes is required.
The understanding of the biological activity of microwave and radio
frequency radiation has not yet reached this stage. As long as scientists
are uncertain as to the mechanisms producing some of the observed
effects, they cannot predict the harmfulness of those effects. Researchers are still discovering possible new effects, and scientists have not yet
fully investigated many of those already reported. Thorough investigations are necessary since some effects may have deleterious implications
that are not immediately apparent.
Second, even with additional knowledge, there are problems with
the practical operation of the hazards-effects distinction when dealing
with a national ambient standard for J.:!l extremely varied population.
Different people react differently cO tns: same stimulus. For example,
even moderate exercise can ca:.:sc ~22:::rdous physiological changes in
some individuals. If their doctc)rs :C:lve informed them of this hazard,
they may choose not to engage ~n 5'..lC::: dc:ivity, or to ignore the medical
advice, knowing the possible cor.sc~u.e::lces. It is well established that
more stringent standards are ;::.-;;:ecc:G :-or i.l1Voluntary risks such as subjecting persons to high ambiem ~evei.s of nonionizing radiation whenever they sit on a terrace or ·;;;a~'-:i..)wn 2 street.
In setting standards, the :::.:-s:ox. ;Oplllation to be protected must be
identified. For examp1e, Cor.~:-ess jas ':':'c:.::rmined that in setting ambient exposure standards unc~::- :..:::e Ce3.ll A..ir Act, "public health" means
the health of the most sensi:ive :::nemoe;::; of the population. 334 In the
present case, ihis group ::nig.':lr ~nciuue persons wearing electronic cardiac pacemakers or those ~av;.ng: ::lela! 00ne pins. If these persons are
included, then the general ..c.~e:-ican population standard must be
lower than that which protcc:s :ne 3. verage healthy person, since some
electronic cardiac pacemaker-..". ar :.c3..SL. ;:;'ave been shown to be affected
at very low levels of NE:viRY:' :l..lte-=-:nalively, it might be possible to
redesign and better shield these .?acemakers336 and to substitute other
materials for bone pins, but some provision must be made for the wearers in connection with settillg health standards. In addition, research
may point to other population groups who, for nonmodifiable physiological reasons, are likely to sU;Jer from exposure to levels of nonioniz334. H.R. REP. No. 294, supra note 278, at 50, reprinted in [1977] U.S. CODE CONGo & AD.
1128.
335. See note 125 supra.
336. See 1977 Jlearings 213 (statement of Dr. John Osepchuk).
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ing radiation that would not be hazardous to the average person.
Third, a standard must account not only for those whom it protects, but also for the conditions under which that protection is effective. Since Congress cannot control the climate, its definition of health
should in some way encompass health under all ambient conditions,
including high ambient temperatures and humidity.337 These factors
alone would require a lower ambient standard than 10 mW /cm 2 because thermal effects occur at or below that level.
These observations hold true with respect to the failure of American standards to account for transient and subjective symptoms. This
failure may indicate more serious problems or problems that are serious in some situations. As OTP noted in one report: "[S]ubtle central
nervous system effects, even if reversible, might disrupt or affect the
judgment of individuals performing critical tasks,"338 such as pilots or
au~omobile drivers.
Such questions mayor may not be resolved differently depending
OD. whether an occupational or a general population exposure standard
is under consideration. Sometimes a more lenient standard can be used
in i:he occupational situation if other workplace and individual controls
sucb. as shielding, protective clothing and regular medical checkups are
2.vailable to augment the protection provided by the standard. 339 On
the other hand, prolonged exposure to a pollutant, especially if there is
~ Dotential for a cumulative health impact, may offset other factors that
=-j~ht permit a less protective occupational standard.
(b) The benifits of nonionizing electromagnetic radiation
·\E/'dR) and the need for a standard. Some persons involved with
]~;.,.

See H.R. REP. No. 294, supra note 278, at 121-22. reprinted in [1977] U.S. CODF. CONGo &
1200-0\; see text accompanying note 114 supra. In fact, OSHA at one point proposed
~G ~nCDrporate a temperature humidity index (THI) into its standard, 29 C.F.R. § 1910.345 (1978),
;;',. :.=lecommunications workers. This proposed standard would have decreased the maximum
j;;'I~ ?"wer density progressively from 10 m W /cm 2 at a THI of 70 or less, down to I roW /cm 2 at a
,c-'i1 of 79 or more. 38 Fed. Reg. 23,040, 23,046 (1973). Because of objections lodged as to the
2i:Iiculty of administering such a graduated standard and the accuracy of the THI formulativn,
:::"5 provision was deleted from the final rule and the 10 roW /cm 2 standard was retained. 40 Fed.
=:eg. 13.436, 13,438 (1975). One of the comments cited as support for deletion of that provision
c . .ne from BRH, whose conclusion following its criticism of the THI was flot implemented. BRH
5n2:.2:ested that the Microwave Radiation Protection Guide (MRPG) should be lowered to 1
m W/cm 2 averaged over any 0.1 hour period and added that "[p]ersons having dependence on the
use of electronic medical devices such as implanted cardiac pacemakers and other electromechanical prosthetic devices may need additional guidance for protection." Bureau of Radiological
Health, Comments on the Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration's Proposed Safety and Health Standards for the Telecommunications Industry 2 (Oct. 19,
1973).
338. OTP, 1ST ANNUAL REPORT app. A, at 4.
339. See REVIEW OF RADIATION PROTECTION ACTIVITIES 1974, supra note 61, at 89.
C':';.
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communications view with alarm the prospect of broad implementation of an ambient radio frequency/microwave radiation safety standard, particularly one lower than 10mW /cm 2 , the present American
occupational guideline. They suggest that any such limitation could
affect the operating ability of certain communications systems. 340 The
possibility of such a conflict does suggest the need to consider other
national interests in formulating a health-based nonionizing radiation
standard for the protection of the general population. 341
Congress recognized such a need for balancing conflicting interests
in the legislative history of the CleaTl Air Act Amendments of 1977. It
noted the findings of NAS that there are adverse health effects at lower
ambient levels than was thought at ~he time the standards were set.
This fact, coupled with the limitations on present scientific knowledge,
caused NAS to conclude thaI, f,)l' :::~ ~sted pollutants, the only standard protective of health would be =~:-O.J42 Congress rejected suggestions that it adopt zero as an. .lmbie:-:r standard for any of the listed
pollutants. As the House CoC"'~-=i:tee-:.u Foreign and Interstate Commerce concluded: "[OJbvious!y >2:5 DO risk philosophy ignores all economic and social consequences :mc is inopractical."343 Similarly, an
EPA representative, speaking ~Zl :::on.:::ec::'on with the setting of ionizing
radiation standards, noted tha~ ";1':; j-:di "iduals and as a whole population we accept risks whe.::1 the::-= ;::.::-e -::,~::-:eiits from the activity which
more than offset the risks."J"'" ::: =-::,;:.::.-:::- case, however, did Congress
or responsible officials reject :.:::::: ~::;e;J. ;)r- establishing some inviolable
health standard, proposing 2st~ali -c· rely on cost-benefit analysis
alone. Not only have standarcs j~:l ::-e::llned, but supplementary preventive principles have been. ::::QCDLcC• .:;ucn as the "non-deterioration"
policy of the Clean Air A.:t ,:l;;?iiC3.bie cD areas already cleaner than
340. Jansky. supra note 282, at I:::. irr 3"::le3i. Jf:ose:1t J.illbient levels of NEMR appear to be
well below to mW/cm 2 and even beiow :. ~'':''- '-"IT': :t.A;:)IATION PROTECTIO:-; ACTIVITIES 1976 at
95. If some present systems would vjoiate .9. ?rnpo,;ea ambient environmental standard, it might
be possible to modify either the s:,stems Of :h:::ir siung so :is to comply with that standard.
341. Critics of the Soviet and Ea..'t E:lf(J!)"= standards sometimes point out that the Departments of Defense and Interior in those Clations ::iTt: :lOt bound by the strict standards, and that
operation of a modern military while adher::ng ,-C' a 10 ;.c \IV /cm 2 occupational exposure standard
would be impractical. Jansky, .S'.Ipra nOle lie, :l.t 16: /9 7 7 Hearings 279 (statement of Dr. Herbert
P. Pollack). Whether these foreign agencies have olDer standards is not discussed and is probably
not known. Such practical problems deserve consider:Hion in fonnulating occupational and ambient standards for the protection of health.
342. H.R. REP. No. 294, supra note 278, at 112, reprinted in [1977] U.S. CODE CONGo & AD.
NEWS 1190.
343. H.R. REP. No. 294. supra note 278, at 127. reprinted in [1977] U.S. CODE CONGo & AD.
NEWS 1206.
344. See Rowe, supra note 76, at 265.
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national ambient standards. 345 These actions represent a determination
of the inappropriateness of including valuations of human life in costbenefit analysis. Our environmental health legislation assumes that
death and life-crippling diseases are an unacceptable price to pay for
whatever general societal benefits may accompany pollution, and that
cost-benefit analysis can only come into play below the level at which a
health standard has been set.
The fact that the benefits of the pollution in question are so
great-national defense, essential communications, first amendment
values-may even enhance the need for such a standard confining the
operation of cost-benefit analysis. One commentator analyzes the situation thus:
Society's historical empirical approach to arriving at acceptable balances of technological benefit and social cost by trial, error and subsequent corrective steps create in advanced societies today a critical
situation for two reasons: 1) the difficulty in changing a technical
subsystem once it has been woven into the economic, political, and
cultural structures and 2) the techniques for societal diffusion of a
new technology and its subsequent exploitation are now so highly
developed that widespread use of a new technological development
may occur before its social impact can be properly asscssect and
before any empirical a'!justment of the benefit-versus-cost relations
is obviously indicated. 3 6

The very fact that society places a high value on defense and communi(::l:ions makes them likdy to develop more rapidly than other technolo~r:::s and to become instantly "essentiaL" Since traditional market
~t'chanisms have failed to account for health costs, health protection
:-e~ :llres special governmental attention. Other efforts may be made
';i:i~hin the process of cost-benefit analysis to deal with this problem, but
:.:::.e health-based pollution standard serves as a necessary safeguard in a
Jreventive program.
In determining what the ceiling should be, one should be aware of
[~e important technologies and national functions potentially affected;
345. H.R. REP. No. 294, supra note 278, at 127, reprinted in [1977) U.S. CODE CONGo & AD.
1206; see 42 U.S.c. §§ 7470-7479 (1976).
346. BEIR II REPORT 23. Such thoughts have been echoed in several court opinions in recent
years. See, e.g., Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1,6 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 426 U.S. 941 (1976)
('""'ian's ability to alter his environment has developed far more rapidly than his ability to foresee
with certainty the effects of his alterations. It is only recently that we have begun to appreciate the
danger posed by unregulated modification of the world around us, and have created watchdog
agencies whose task it is to warn us and protect us, when technological 'advances' present dangers
unappreciated-<>r unrevealed-by their supporters."); Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1067, 1080
(D.C. Cir. 1971) ("The public's need for information is especially great in the field of science and
technology, for the growth of specialized scientific knowledge threatens to outstrip our collective
ability to control its effects on our lives.")
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but one must reject the misguided suggestion that there must be "conclusive scientific evidence" of the threat before critical communications
will be restricted. 347 First, this suggestion ignores the realities of regulating on "the frontiers of scientific knowledge" where conclusive proof
is probably impossible absent human experimentation or the occurrence of the very accidents a preventive policy seeks to avoid. 348 Second, this position adopts the traditional bias in favor of existing
technology rather than human health. As Congress has recognized in
recent years in its formulations of environmental legislation, our society needs a corrective bias in favor of health protection; those who support continued use of technologies harmful to health should have the
burden of proof. Furthermore, certain absolute standards must be set,
because merely imposing the burden of proof on industry has been
shown insufficient. It has been necessary :0 resort to "technology-forcing" provisions 349 to induce industry 0 co -,;,:nat it can (but claims that
it cannot) do to reduce pollution. ~t~ i::1deed, nonionizing radiation
poses the case of a pollutant for wbdl anoient levels are still safe, then
this standard will help keep the!TI S0. 1: ';..;ill be "technology controlling," channeling research and dev::lopme:::t efforts in communications
and other affected industries into :.ie Cre:.lllOU of nonradiative alternative technologies. 350
In fact, the American scientific '~Offitll,mjty is not in full agreement
regarding the "philosophy" of se:Eilg je2.1~11 protection standards. 351
Practically, Congress should de:c:;::::re ~o .)oo.e government agency the
task of determining the standarc._ :..,:::c:~~=g :::u: in the legislation the basis on which the standard is to be ;0;;:: .:.:::-.i ,::e meaning, in policy terms,
of such phrases as "protection ot "ieJiIl:' ~:ld "margin of safety."352

2. We!fare Polic),. CO::1g:r~s :::::::'USI -,150 provide guidance and
some structure for controlling g:-o-w"ill :::t:10W :he health-based pollution
347. RADIO FREQUENCY SPECTRe,", .",--.
348. See generally Ethyl Corp. v. EPA. <: ..!.! :::.:,i 'D.C Cir.), cert. denied, 426 U.S. 941
(1976); H.R. REP. No. 294, supra note 278 ...H .!3-~ i. ."epn!ued in [1977J U.s. CODE CONGo & AD.
]<;f:WS 1121-29 (discussion of Ethyl); KarstadL. ..=>r'JJec:mg Public Health pom Hazardous Sub ..
stances: Federal Regulation of Environmentai ComamJltants. 5 ENVIR. L. REP_ 50165, 50169-76
(1976).
349. For an introduction to the concept of ""tecnnotogy-forcing," see, for example, International Harvester Co_ V. Ruckelshaus, 478 F.:d 6;5 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (discussing the Clean Air
Amendments of 1970); Society of Plastics Incus., be. v. OSHA, 509 F.2d 1301, 1309 (2d Cir.), cert.
denied, 421 U.S. 992 (1975) (interpreting the Occupationai Safety and Health Act).
350. See text accompanying notes 373-74 irfta.
351. See, e.g., Johnson, Research Needs for Establishing a Radio Frequency Electromagnetic
Radiation Sofely Standard, reprinted in 8 J. MICROWAVE POWER 367, 382 (1973) (later adopted as
ANSI C95 Policy Statement).
352. See note 43 supra for a brief discussion of the margin of safety concept.
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ceiling-to provide for the public "welfare," as the Clean Air Act terms
this area. 353 There must be some balancing of competing values, including the balancing of interference effects and any health effects not
covered by the standard against national security, communications,
and so forth. There must be a determination of the method and degree
of control over growth needed in order to minimize costs and maximize
benefits to the society.
(a) Determining the scope 0/ the problem. On the national
level, Congress can begin to ascertain the scope of the problem from
the EPA survey of ambient radiation levels,354 and then compare this to
proposed environmental health standards. Congress should also examine, when completed, the proposed NAS study on emerging radiation technologies and their health effects.355 This report will be highly
speculative, but optimally it will set forth ranges of calculated health
effects from projected growth. If it appears from the study that uncontrolled growth of nonionizing radiation sources in populated areas will
rapidly raise ambient pollution levels close to the level of the health
standard, then congressional controls will have to be substantial.
In order to select the proper control strategy, several factors pecuEar to the nature of this form of pollution should be considered. First,
unlike chemical pollution and most ionizing radiation (medical x-rays
~xcepted), the release of nonionizing radiation is generally intentional
2nd necessary to the performance of some task. The radiation from a
~roadcast tower or a radar installation is not a waste or by-product, but
is the very purpose for existence of the source. Sometimes there may be
J.hernatives to microwave communications or radio frequency broadC:lsts, but when the airwaves are used in this manner, effective operation requires minimum power outputs, not maximums. This is also
true of radar, for which no functional equivalent exists.
Second, unlike ionizing radiation that requires a long-term commitment to cumulative pollution build-up from radioactive wastes,
nonionizing radiation pollution would dissipate rapidly if its sources
were "turned off." While this point is of some importance in calculating costs, risks, benefits and error costs of a wrong decision, it should be
kept in perspective. Eliminating automobiles and stopping power production in fossil fuel plants would also quickly eliminate chemical pollution problems, but these technologies as we1l as national
communications and defense systems are "technical subsystem[s] .
353. 42 u.s.c. § 7602(h) (1976).
354. See text accompanying notes 130-45 supra.
355. See text accompanying note 243 supra.
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V,,'oven into the economic, political and cultural structures" of American society.356 Our commitment to them may be, practically speaking,
as irrevocable as our commitment to radioactive wastes from nuclear
reactors. 357
Third, the nonionizing or radio frequency spectrum is a curious
type of "natural resource." Although its usable portion is limited, it is
not exhausted by use. It can be squandered or polluted, however, in
the sense that inefficient or sloppy management of transmissions can
cause costly interference, limit the numbers who may use the spectrum
and alter the quality of that use. 358 To date there has been little quality
control and spectrum management per se in the government sector and
insufficient FCC control in the private sector to eliminate interference
and inefficiences. 359 Because the spectnm is free and its use is controlled by regulation, not economics, t:1erC have been no private incentives to eliminate these interference pf00lems. 36o Recognizing these
failures in the face of spectrum sal'.l':-:iiicn, OTP and related government bodies have recently sou~'1t :'0 ievelop management plans to allow for more, and more efficient, 2.st: of the spectrum.36I This muchneeded step, which should DC' 2eiph::.: 1...'1 dealing with interference
hazards, will also vitiate the ir..direct CGntrol placed on ambient levels
of nonionizing radiation by spec::U:Il sat'..lration and perhaps spur an
increase in the already rapid ;;r(;wc.n ;"~te of radiating sources and ambient levels of NEMR.
Finally, the speclrum's fr·;:"~'.2;;:,::ci;:;:i C~ airwaves are "owned" and
allocated by the federal gove:-::::nenr.-"': Consequently, every source
that emits nonionizing radia~io:G
::;:'::':1Jt:c: to federal control--control
356. See note 346 S'..:pra.
357. The only relief in either case wouie ~e :<lrouci1 ;ne development of new technologies that
can deal with these problem,. On that oc~)r~. :;.r :::'bt ,;omo:: :":lo::rnatives to nonionizing radiation
are avctilable, while ultimate solutions Tor ~'le ~limrnaCl0n .)f tht: radioactive wastes problem are
apparently beyond pre-eni c3;;ahiillles.
358. RADIO FREQuE!'JCY SP!'CTRL':'vl ..;.,-~.
359. /d. E·19.
360. /d. A-7.
361. Id. E·20.
362. See Federal Communications Act of 2?3-l, 4i U.s.c. § 301 (1976). The main rationale
for this government control is the physicai Scarc.-1IY .:)f SDt:Ctr.lill resources, a theory advanced by
the Supreme Court in National BroaJcasnng CO. Y. United States, 319 U.S. 190, 216 (1943).
Whether this justifies nontechnological regulation, i.e .. the composition and content regulation for
a "public interest, convenience, or nt:cessity." is beyond the scope of this Article. See generalf.y I
N. DORSEN, P. BENDER,

B. NEUBORNE, EMERSON, n-'UlER & DORSEN'S POLITICAL AND CIVIL

STATES 588·91 (4th ed., law school ed. 1976), and sources cited therein.
That source also cites public or government ownership of the airwaves as another possible justifi.
cation for their regulation-a somewhat circular argument. fd.590. A third justification might be
that some regulation is necessary and proper for national defense, which today is dependent upon
exclusive use of certain frequencies free from interference of other channels. Finally, the current
RIGHTS IN THE UNITED
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that is to be exercised in the "public interest."
This latter factor, coupled with the fact that the federal government is the major user of the spectrum for services of national importance, suggests that the controls should be largely national in character.
(b) l//eighing the costs and benifits-the limits oj economic
analysis. The most ambitious plan would be to build on the NAS studies and conduct a spectrum-wide cost-benefit analysis of major emissions sources; value all benefits accruing from existing and projected
uses and all health costs; examine control alternatives; determine the
most cost-effective controls and the optimal cost-benefit mix; and have
the agencies implement this program through spectrum management,
NEPA and licensing standards. This plan is too ambitious either for
cost-benefit analysis or for our political system. The cost-benefit analysis would encounter formidable problems as a result of the very specubtive nature of much of the information on both the costs and the
be!1efits. It is difficult to value even the economic costs of untested new
;echnologies. Scientific uncertainties make the health costs of additi.)n::il emissions sources highly speculative and subjective. On the ben~5:s side, one must confront such questions as: What are the benefits of
::i:lew defense system that allows detection of enemy attack five min:':'Ies sooner? How does one figure the discount factors in relation to the
~isk of such attack, or the risk of such attack tomorrow as against five
-·,rears from now? Can such factors really be objectively converted into
i'--il~ar values?
In the field of ionizing radiation where there seem to be fewer un:;:::-:ainties on both sides of the equation, a committee of NAS has con::.::.:ded that cost-benefit analysis can "only determine choices at
Lec"'lnicallevels where the technical information is available and cannot
iic::ate choices or replace the ultimate responsibility of the decision2akcr at higher levels where policy decisions must inevitably include
::Jere value judgments."363 At these "higher" levels, NAS concluded
:hat cost-benefit analysis could be useful as a "framework and a set of
procedures to help organize the available information, display tradeoffs, and point out uncertainties."364
On the political level, the total control that the suggested plan
might imply is alien to our political and economic system. It is hard to
imagine some agency's notion of optimal welfare dictating how many
knowledge of the potential hazards of unrestricted use of electromagnetic radiation gives rise to a
federal police power justification for regulation of the spectrum.
363. BEIR II REPORT 10.
364. /d. 70.
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CB radios could be manufactured and sold in a certain area if that area
were also to support x number of television stations and x number of
microwave ovens. Yet prevention requires planning for the future, and
some method must be devised to assure that the planning is rational
and also accounts for social and political values. Because such valuation is subjective, there should be public involvement on this matter.
How to allow for this involvement in a program that requires a high
level of national uniformity is a difficult problem to resolve.
In its recent report concerning ionizing radiation, NAS confronted
a similar problem. The Academy identi:ied two value systems-the
traditional cost-benefit analysis that "seeks to maximize human welfare
primarily through increasing economic well-being"365 and another system that considers future generations. It concluded that "the problem
of incorporating both of the traditionally separate value systems into
the decisionmaking process is perha::::s ~je :najor quesiton of the coming decades. The short- versus :ong-ce:-:n trade-offs depend on the
manner of incorporation of the t::-ac;'IlCD2.11y separate value systems
into the decision-making process."]"" :":AS's suggested solution for this
problem is to use weighting factors ~Il~j:: c::)st-benefit analysis for factors traditionally undervalued by :lJ.e :7l3.r!i:etplace and to have these
factors "established by society in ge:lcnl. ";;,'nether through the political
process, public survey, or other 2ea.LS ... o"c
The prospect of Congress ..?~:"2:.:"';';' \;:::;~'1g on multipliers for the
factors on each side of a traditi..::n:.J.':.>·:::JLs:':J.cted cost-benefit equation
suggests that such action ma:,! be :::e:r:1er ra:ional nor helpful. As an
alternative, Congress might esta:;Esh :l ::;l2c~ure of agency review procedures, veto powers and so fCr:.2. ~e ='Tocess of political compromise
should produce an agency stI\lC::lTe :.1:2.1 "weights" the cost-benefit
analyses performed so as to r~2e::: :.:JC ::refe:-ences of the people as
voiced by their congressional .::-e?re::.enlanves.
Proposals for such a struc~'.lr~ wi.il be oifered below. The following
subsection will first examine so IDe :>-peC.Jic strategies for preventive action in NEMR pollution control.

3. Policy Implementation-Cho,mng Pollution Control Strategies.
It seems unlikely, given the numerous ll.::lcertainties, the complexity of
the radiation problem and the imponam national political interests at
stake, that the first attempt at legislation wiH be wholly satisfactory. A
question of some importance, then, is how far-reaching the new legisla365. /d.69.
366. /d. 70.
367. /d.
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tion should be. The uncertainties involved may suggest the need for
somewhat cautious initial legislation accompanied by vigorous research:
[T]he need for alternative technologies and the extent of any such use
would be influenced by what electromagnetic field exposure conditions-frequency, waveform, power density, time, etc.-might be
found to be responsible for any harmful effects. For example, a finding that such affects [sic] occur only under certain conditions (of frequency, etc.) would affect any such considerations?68

As a counter to this position, it is worth reemphasizing the commonsense position that health uncertainties call for more controls not
less. Since the agencies seem to have a natural tendency to inertia, that
is, to wait for the resolution of all uncertainties before acting, it would
probably be wiser to provide them with this counter position as a guiding principle. Whatever its extent, the program should concentrate on
cD~trol of those sources that may contribute most to the exposure levels
of the general population. These would probably include the high-;.:;owered government sources (some defense radars and SATCOMS
:l::ld the proposed solar satellite power systems) and broadcast transmitte:S.

(a) Control 0/ government sources. An important first move
-':';o'u.ld be to require consideration ofNEMR in the preparation of envi:-:-::l:ilcntal impact statements under NEP A. 369 Specifically, the defini:~::;::l of "major Federal actions"37o should include radiation output
_::;-,-els as a standard for requiring an impact statement. It might be pos.:i::~e to key the standards to regional variations on a scale correlating
:::::-.;:ssions levels with ambient levels to determine when the impact
.:;-;.a:~:nent process would be triggered. To facilitate the impact state=e21 process, Congress should legislate several other strategies, such as
;:::rvernment organization of regional spectrum management centers;371
:::xte:J.sive use of a data bank showing ambient radiation levels as an aid
G selecting sites, particularly for defense installations; formulation of
"r:ew source performance" standards for individual agencies to minimize and control NEMR emissions from their projects.
The government should carefully examine the alternatives to its
C"Ih'U uses of NEMR. President Carter recently announced his intention
to transfer sensitive government communications from microwave relay to cables in order to avoid the possibility of capture of signals by
368. 1977 Hearings 700 (statement of Dr. William Thaler)_
369. 42 U.S.c. §§ 4321-4374 (1976).
370. Id. § 4332.
371. q 47 C.F.R. § 0.38 (1978) (FCC regional spectrum management).
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foreign intelligence sources. 372 The government might take analogous
actions with respect to other, more significant radiation sources for
health protection reasons. For example, it has been suggested that a
"substantial part of satellite communications could be replaced by
cables, fibers and millimeter waveguide" and that it is only the economic advantages that prevent the use of these alternatives. 373 Utilization of these options would limit the need for some sources of potential
radiation health hazards. It would also provide improved communications, just as cable television provides improved reception, because of
the elimination of interference from atmospheric and topographic conditions that affect microwave and radio frequency communications. 374
When these factors are included in the calculation, the alternatives may
even prove to be advantageous in the classical economic sense. Considering the health question involved, tbe government should examine the
available options, implement so~c: or :b.c::l on a trial basis and in other
ways encourage the developmenL of .::l~e8atives.
(b) Control ofprivare br{)c;:'cc:s; sources. FCC regulation of
the channels delegated to pri V2.~:: :..;.;',c :$ in some respects more advanced than governmental use S lIS jevelopment of decentralized
spectrum management and tbe :lse elf d2.ta banks and processing systems. 375 However, the FCC a.i:,o ShOUld 2corporate nonionizing radiation health costs into its NEPA :.:::c. jc~=-s:]2g standards and its concept
of regulation in the "public in!e;~:\~:'
Congress should requir~ :::e .::-c:=- :~\?ay particular attention to
broadcast stations and should =-_2n..i2.te :.::::: development of siting criteria for transmitters. Siting C;i[ei"ia.;nouid ~ake into account the possibility of exposure to tee near ::ek :Jf :2e :mtenna (as with persons on
the top floors of tall buildh'1gs ,er 3.:::ne:ma.s located on the roof of their
building or nearby buildings) ane ;;uso :2e ambient levels of NEMR in
the area to which the far t1eid ::adiation Of ;:ie antenna may contribute.
Such criteria could be supplied :0 ::ne_ocal zonL.'1g boards that make
the initial decisions with respec! ~o JJ.e location of antennas. It is already technically feasible to repiace airwaves broadcasts with coaxial
or fiberoptics cable systems that provide L'TIproved service and more
channels for programming.:m C.:;=.gress might also include provisions
specifically designed to encourage the switch to cable, particularly for
372. Burnham, Carter Approves Plan to COl!'!oat Phone S.p.Fing by Other Nations, N.Y. Times,
Nov. 20, 1977, at 34, col. I.
373. 1911 Hearings 699 (statement of Dr_ William Thaler).
374_ /d.
375. See 47 C.F.R. § 0.38 (1978).
376. 1911 Hearini:s 699.
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television, where transmissions are to fixed locations.
The FCC could accomplish this by limiting the amount of the
spectrum that is allocated to television broadcast use. This move would
be very difficult politically for several reasons. First, to date, the FCC
has not even adopted technically achievable standards for airwaves
broadcasts that would require upgrading to conserve spectrum space.
It has not taken such action because of an expressed "reluctance to risk
disturbing so large an investment."377 Given the strength of the television lobby, Congress may be equally reluctant to act in this area. Although recent actions of Congress and the FCC suggest that the current
regulations that protect broadcasters in both the cable and the broadcast industries may be revoked, there is no indication that the health
advantages of cable television are being given any consideration. Perhaps with a different perspective imparted by a legislative mandate to
the FCC and other agencies to control radiation health hazards, accompanying changes in attitude in support of the cable industry would be
f::;:1hcoming; however, the political clout of the broadcast networks
SD.ould not be underrated.3 78
It is also possible that there would be adverse public response to a
c::mgressional mandate for change on first amendment grounds. In
feiet, a properly engineered transition from broadcast to cable television
2.cross the board should improve rather than limit service and at the
.=;a:ne time help to limit the most pervasive source of elevated ambient
le'c"els of nonionizing radiation. The real problem is that cable televi~O'Jn costs money and the per-household costs might be higher in
:::p2.rc;ely populated areas. 379 Since urban areas would generally benefit
::::.~,st in terms of health from the limitation on the numbers and power
:'Ltputs of broadcast transmitters, it might be reasonable to equalize
-;'"~1at would otherwise be disproportionate rates and spread the costs.
?u~lic opposition to any change at all, however, might be considerable.
·::;:1e can rationalize the fee charged for cable as a sort of tax for health
:3'77. RADIO FREQUENCY SPECTRUM 0-37 to 38.
3'78. In June 1978, the Communications subcommittee of the House Committee on Interstate
a..,c Foreign Commerce unveiled its plans for general revision of the 1934 Communications Act.
T~e bill provides for the complete deregulation of the cable television industry. Coupled with
proposed charges to television broadcasters for spectrum use, see note 386 io/ra, this could result
:hrough market forces in a gradual reduction in broadcast facilities because of cable competition
and therefore in a reduction in radiation pollution from this source. Of course, these provisions
may not survive lobbying and conference procedures. Even if they should, market-forced reduction in broadcast emissions is at best speculative and the time-frame for the process is uncertain.
Furthermore, until Congress addresses the health question explicitly and consciously attempts to
limit electromagnetic pollution levels, any frequencies unused by broadcasters will simply be reallocated to other sources, making net reduction in ambient nonionizing radiation levels unlikely.
379. See 1977 Hearings 699.
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protection; consumers would only be paying the true costs of this protection, which is not provided by traditional airwaves broadcasterscosts that were formerly externalized. Nevertheless, there are some
prices that people are unwilling to pay for improved health and longer
lives. 38o Congress should certainly investigate this possibility.
Alternatives are also available for AM and FM broadcasts that
reach both mobile and fixed radio receivers. One possibility is to limit
antenna power output and substitute several antennas with lesser outputs broadcasting from various local points on the same channeP81
Another method for reducing environmental radiation and alleviating
interference problems in urban areas is to use a combination of relay
towers and cables. 3il2 This method cOllid loe used by the rapidly growing land-mobile communications syste::1s as well. A third possibility,
when there is no alternative to 'J.:-1::a:-: siti.'1g, would be to have the
broadcaster purchase developmen~ r:;j:s £'rom neighboring lot owners
to prevent construction of tall bt.:i~.i::'~gs ::icse to and in the main beam
of the antenna. Legislation shouL: :c;::: ~~:-":: :-esearch into and consideration by the licensee of all these aLe::::l2.:::"/::s, leading eventually to their
cost-effective implementation.
(c) Control through ?'::J::ttuied spectrum management.
Adoption of the control method.::.; ~;.;.~g::sted, particularly increased use
and enforcement of spectrum 22"':;.g::::le:lI techniques, has the potential to all but eliminaie iIlterfe::-e:::c::: :;=-e~:s, 2-'1 important aspect of the
pollution problem. Particularl:; ::- :.:~:'Y:r:.;ion to cable television is effectuated or if changes are II:2.Ce S :.:Dle=.na siting (including revision
of the present FCC policy fav(;,::::::.g :ie =tounting of antennas on existing structures in urba.n areas':, :.:::s .eglsiation would also reduce or at
least retard the grow"th in ambi.e::l Icv~lS of radiation. In anticipation
of future growth, however, an': ;,... ~en-c.b. :Jf iational control strategies,
Congress should consider man.c.ari:!lg ilve:-.1:igation of other, more comprehensive methods of control. 0:!le ?ossibility is the use of spectrum
management as a tool net enly for 2.5Sur.cng spectrum purity, but also
for ambient level control. The proposai to limit frequency allocations
for television broadcast is one example of such a control. In general,
limiting the size of the frequency ba!1d assigned to a particular use is an
indirect, though partially effective, way of controlling the NEMR pol380. See note 285 supra and accompanying text.
381. This, apparently, is the practice in some European countries, e.g., West Germany. Per·
sonal communication with Norbert Hankin, Electromagnetic Analysis Branch, ORP, EPA (Jan.
19, 1978).
382. 1977 Hearings 699.
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lution contribution from that category of sources. However, one undesirable response to the spectrum saturation inherent in this system may
be for licensees to increase power outputs (as in the case of broadcast
stations) in an effort to overcome interference.
Such a regime would be more effective if supplemented by output
ceilings for each band. This proposal faces a major problem, however,
because the present FCC decentralized spectrum management presumably reflects demands for spectrum use in that area. The establishment
of ceilings would make desirable more systematic public involvement
than is afforded by individual and essentially ad hoc licensing hearings.
If all potential spectrum users could not be accommodated, it would be
necessary to ensure that those services most desired by the community
were allowed, but local communities would probably lack the resources
to generate their own growth scenarios. Neither do public referenda
(vote for spectrum management plan one, two or three) seem feasible.
As the FCC or federal government presently allocates frequencies, has
the expertise and, to the extent available, the information for this task,
::t:blic licensing hearings may be the best vehicle for public participatiel!} in the decisionmaking process. Local governments should have
t~e option to petition the FCC for reallocation of frequencies within
d:e established radiation ceiling.
This system would have to be coordinated with federal governm~nt usage of the spectrum. In the context of ambient levels, it seems
'UJ.-:reasonable simply to exempt government uses, as is done in some
383
-;Ja:1S of Eastern Europe.
Given the heavy governmental use of the
~?ectrum in some areas, with concomitant contributions to radiation
~;;\-els, a government exemption could render the established pollution
.:eiling meaningless. Nor should these important national systems be
:'.lbjected to local control, as is the case with most governmental install'::'lions under the Clean Air Act. 384 Rather, certain localities would be
::-eql!.ired to limit their own radiation output to accommodate federal
sources in the area. Government should attempt to minimize this ad\.'e!'"se local impact by siting in areas with low ambient levels and by
sw.-iving to reduce emissions.
It still seems inevitable, under such a regime, that some areas will
pay disproportionately in terms of local spectrum space (though not in
terms of health) for benefits that accrue to the nation as a whole (for
example, a defense installation). In addition, in contrast to the Clean
Air Act's non deterioration policy, this policy would contribute to the
383. See note 341 supra. The nondeterioration provisions of the Clean Air Act also include
potentially substantial ex.emptions. 42 U.S.c. § 7473(c)(I) (1976).
384. 42 U.S.C. § 7418 (1976).
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equalization of ambient levels of NEMR pollution nationwide, unless
the ceilings under the spectrum zoning plan were differentially set. If
the health ceiling itself is low enough to provide substantial health protection, this fact may not be cause for much concern. Nonionizing radiation pollution produces no visibility problems nor other adverse
aesthetic effects as does, for example, particulate air pollution. If, however, the ceilings designed to prevent adverse consequences to human
health were found not protective of wildlife, causing death, fetal defects
or other adverse effects in plants and animals,385 and if ambient radiation were rising to damaging levels on farmlands or in wildlife habitats,
it would be necessary to revise the equalization policy accordingly.
Such a scheme seems to offer a means for adequate comprehensive control, if political barriers can be overcome. 386
385. While the linear dose hypothesis '~nJerlyin~ :onizing radiation protection policy is based
on the accepted scientific premise that "ether ::msmutents of the biosphere . . . are no more
radiosensitive than humans," EPA Polic;; Srau?me,~1 on Relationship Between RaJiation Dose and
Effect, in RADIATION P~OLIFERATJON app, ;" '" 38--"J, :his premise does not hold for nonionizing
radiation. As a result of the phenomeu0ll ::;r ,es<)Tlam:e, see text accompanying notes 101-07 supra,
and to man's superior thermoreguiawry capahiiiues. s"" text accompanying notes 52-53 supra, it is
probable that most other organisms are Dore -aillosensitive than man at many nonionizing frequencies. See MARHA 2 (attributing :h.e Tec,,~t ,esurgence of interest in nonionizing rJ.diation
bioetfects research to "the discovery thai ."::U"TIaLs :L.'ld ?bats decline and die in electromagnetic
fields of a certain minimum power de:ls;,: i~ t~e ~"nt!Ineter (cm) band.")
3R6. Another possible method of ~'c:c::r:::liing oi=romagnetic radiation levels would be the
institution of a pollution charge or POlill[;Q!, '":Si:s :~n[~::;1 strategy. Environmental analysts have
advocat~d the use of such charges >-,efDf" -" 30iutJOUS :0 air and water clean-up problems, but
these proposals have not been adopted i;, "~:?L:ice, St':'!. e.f!., 3, ACKERMAN, S. ROSE-ACKERMAN,
J. SAWYER & D. HENDEi{SON, THE t>JC~?::" ,u1o; _,E_"','{CH ;'OR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 260-81
(1974). One reason is that such proposais _~lwa:' :ace 7'outical opposition from powerful industrial interests. Broadcasters and Olnef 3p=:-um L!Se!'S are no exception. Fierce opposition to any
change in the status quo---"free" use oL:1::: :llrwav",~ for jce!l5ed equipment-is to be expected. In
spite of this fact, and undoubtedly wi~i1 :..'1-:: 'eti~:u ~'lGget .:md spectrum saturation mther than
radiation levels in mind. the newly L.'1tr<:x:ucoa :::::;nILLluruc:ltions Act of 1978, H.R. 13015, 95th
Cong" 2d Sess. (1978), "[e]stablisbes a license'-"" :nal wouid reflect both the cost of processing the
license application and the value of t!le S?,,:::-::-uID ,xc.mied by the user (applies to broadcasting
and non broadcasting services)." i24 COSG. ~{:=c. 2.:'::3! :caily ed. June 8, 1978). "Value" will be
computed on the basis of local frequency d=and and. !o:r broadcast stations, on the basis of the
ratio between the number of stations in Ibe area dnd the number of households served during
prime time.
This is a radical proposal that may :lot 5UfV1 v e :~e political process. If it is to be implemented, the computation of "value" should inc~ude the health costs imposed by the spectrum use
in question. This requirement would render these calculations even more difficult.
In addition, some environmentalists have in the past objected on philosophical grounds to the
concept of awarding "rights" to pollute and awarding them on the basis of willingness or ability to
pay. Market mechanisms seem particularly ill-suited to control in an area characterized by a
tradition of heavy governmental regulation, heavy governmental use of the resource in question
(spectrum space) and possible strong public prderences among pollution sources on the basis of
values not accounted for in the marketplace. While it may be possible to overcome these hurdles,
legislators should examine all proposals from the perspective of health protection and consider the
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Restructuring the Institutions.

One of the most difficult problems in this area is to determine the
proper administrative structure and the proper allocation of responsibilities among the agencies in order to ensure effective implementation
and enforcement of the proposed radiation control legislation. The
keys to the problem are clarification, coordination and some consolidation of agency roles to close gaps, eliminate duplication and create an
administrative system as free as possible from agency in-fighting and
jealousies. At the outset, it should be reemphasized that nonionizing
radiation is a multiagency problem. While this makes it administratively difficult to handle, it may in the long run make it a stronger and
better program. It cannot be allotted to a single agency, seemingly giving other agencies a license to ignore the problem. 387 The task, then, is
~o ensure that all agencies involved with this problem are encompassed
I!: a structure that encourages communication and allows critique of
tie proposed programs from the various agency viewpoints and sci en:ii'i,:; backgrounds. This goal must be accomplished in both the research
d:1Ci the regulatory fields, without unnecessary disruption of ongoing
?rograms.
1. The Research Program-Choosing a Coordinator. Two of the
!lJC>st basic problems with the radiation research program as it now
';"Cands are the location of the program in NTIA within the Department
,; Commerce and the inadequate allocation of funds. The obvious so:~::0n to the former problem would have been to keep the research
-:::;·.:rdination function in EOP. Since the President recognized that
::GSC OTP functions properly belonged within EOP, he did not transfer
~.::;:m to Commerce, but to himself, for reallocation within EOP. Those
;-~'lctions that reverted to the President may be reasonably interpreted
388
:0 include coordination of the bioeffects research program.
Given
:.he inappropriateness of locating this program in the Department of
Cv:nmerce 389 and the available alternative, it is not clear how or why
need for the sort of spectrum management proposed above as either an element of, or an alternarive to, the marketplace scheme of the new communications bill.
387. See 1977 Hearings 781-82.
388. See text accompanying notes 151-52 supra. Adoption of this interpretation would have
effected a divorce of frequency allocation (now clearly in NTIA) and research coordination. This
would not necessarily be an undesirable result. Some commentators have criticized the lack of
objectivity in research conducted by regulatory agencies. Eg., Karstadt. supra note 348, at 50106. Although OTP performed no research, its role as regulator of governmental spectrum use
subjected to bias its exercise of research coordination and advisory functions. If the coordinating
role were strengthened to allow the coordinator to provide more direction, such a combination of
responsibilities would become more problematic.
389. See 1977 Hearings 677 (statement of David P. Rail) ("We believe this [OTP] coordination
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the program was transferred to NTIA.
Had the program remained in EOP, the President would have
found it necessary to allot it to one of the offices that survived the reorganization. 390 Of these offices, only three have functions that are sufficiently related to telecommunications or environmental effects
problems to make them logical choices: the Office of Management and
Budget, the Office of Science and Technology Policy, and the Council
on Environmental Quality.
(a) Office oj' Managemenr and Budget (OiWB). In his
"Message" accompanying Reorganization Plan No.1, the President allocated to OMB most of the functions reserved to EOP by the Plan,
including responsibility for "telecommunications procurement and
management policy and arbitration of interagency disputes about frequency allocation."391 He transferr>;!G ill other functions to NTIA except "developing Presidential pclicy options."392 The last Acting
Director of OTP identified the :-adiJ..ion research program as one of
"the major policy-making funcIions"';9J :)f OTP, so logically it might be
viewed as a part of OMB's new ~;:~ec;:;I:1munications functions.
OMB might have certain 2.;::V:l.:.'l:ages as a research coordinator
over the old OTP administration. ?::-Sl, iT can help resolve the funding
problem. On its face, that prcbie.::n ;5 ::iiDpk. Several existing research
plans similarly denne the cd::c~~ :::.eei::> ;,.., the area and make recommendations for concentration c:- :;:::::::17::::' ;;:fforts; these plans represent
the consensus of the scientific:;J!::l.:It'..!...:."'llt;i.:;c4 OTP has suggested that
funding at two to three times L:1~ :=:-eSe:::ll i,:vel of $9 million would support such a progra.ln. 395 Cong:::ss:::::USt I:0.erely authorize the appropriation. Such a general app:cprianon. ::owever, would be a dramatic
departure from the previous pr3L.-:lce::Jr:nerly, individual agencies allocated the funds from with i 71 ~:~=l1" own ;-esearch budgets. The total
size of that budget was dete:r:-""T'ed ~ O~B. The congressional appropriation would require a new s....-..:ccture for funding allocation that
OMB can provide. The past Dl:r~or of OTP expressed concern that
authorizing OTP to allocate fU:lGs :night create tensions in an otherwise amicable and cooperative eifort. producing a feeling in the agenfunction is needed and should be maintained :it :>orne locus at an appropriately high level in the
Executive Branch.")
390. Presidential Message, supra note 154. at 1011.
391. 1d.
392. /d.
393. 1977 Hearings 687 (statement of Dr. William Thaler).
394. See note 296 supra.
395. 1977 Hearings 700 (statement of Dr. William Thaler).
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cies that "we were imposing our will on their efforts."396 However, this
problem is less likely to materialize under OMB allocation because that
office controls agency funding in any event.
OMB could rely on recommendations from ERMAC, an NAS
committee, or some other organization with expertise in the field, as a
basis for granting the moneys. The projects could be assigned according to agency mission, but should include much-needed basic research
and long-range research projects not undertaken under the existing regime. OMB would then be able to accomplish the goal of providing
more priority, direction and supervision for the program. In order to
maintain some agency autonomy and in recognition of the fact that
individual agencies may be the best judges of their own research capabilities, OMB's role should be limited to the assignment of NEMR rese2.rch priorities, leaving to the agencies the choice of specific research
Fe:;.;:.;;t design.
Allocation of the program to OMB clearly has some attractive aspe:;ts, but there are potential problems as well. The main problem con(;e2S OMB's general orientation. In analyzing OMB's failure to
,.J'.~rsee and support the NEPA process, one commentator noted that
"~~~::::. many respects OMB shares the perspective of development-orie::lleC agencies whose emphasis on economic growth overlooks imporl..:.::t social values which are usually neglected in traditional economic
a::0.l;sis."397 Similarly, in the controversy over OMB's Quality of Life
?,e-,'ie'N of EPA regulations, OMB was criticized for its delay of and
::::;;.:sition to EPA proposals for strong environmental controls. 398 Be;;:::...:.:>e the program in question involves research coordination rather
:.:.-:;:::.:.-: ::-~gulation and because OMB would be administering on the basis
:.'~' ~.:ie recommendations of scientists knowledgeable in the field of
::-ioeEects of nonionizing radiation, these problems might not prove too
.::e:-:'CllS; but recognition of their potential does suggest the desirability
=.f {;.Ssuring the scientific objectivity of the advisors and formulators of
399
2.:W DIan that OMB would administer.
3%. /d. 688.
397. Anderson, The National Environmental Policy Act in FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
:38, ::'51 (E. Dolgin & T. Guilbert eds. 1974).
398. See generally [1976) 7 ENVIR. REP. (BNA) 693, 1197, 1243, 1443.
399. Because many of the specialists in the nonionizing radiation field come from defense or
industry, both of which have a strong interest in promoting radiation technologies and a history of
supporting the "thermal effects only" position, there is danger that these biases will creep into
advisory council analyses and recommendations, compounding the problem of OMB orientation.
Thus, it might be wise to rely on CEQ or the health-oriented agencies to suggest advisory council
or panel membership. An established rotation of membership would also be a useful principle to
assure fresh ideas and a balance between policymakers (who may change with administrations)
and experts.
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(b) Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP). Under
the language of the Reorganization Plan: OMB may have the strongest
claim to the bioeffects research program, but there is no reason that
Congress could not allocate it to another division of EOP. On paper,
OSTP appears to be a likely candidate to serve as coordinator of the
research program. That Office was established to advance the national
policy for science and technology, which includes among its first principles:
(1) The continuing development and implementation of strategies
for determining and achieving the appropriate scope, level, direction,
and extent of scientific and technological efforts based upon a continuous appraisal of the role of science and technology in achieving
goals and formulating policies of the U!1jted States, and reflecting the
views of State and local govemme:lb a.Tid representative public
groups.
(2) The enlistment of science and tecl:::::,o10gy to foster a healthy
economy in which the directions of ;r~wlj :lnd innovation are compatible with the prudent and fr:ig:11 crse c;." resources and with the
preservation of a benign enviror..we::n:*'('
OSTP also possesses substructures~hat ~2 some extent correspond to
the lRAC-ERMAC Side Efiects Wc:-L-:g Group structure and could
easily take on these functions. 401 -::-:-:e:-e is even a specific statutory
mandate for the development of 5.-,e-,;-·::2.::- outlook and analysis reports
on "current and emerging proble:ns .)[ :::':l!lonal significance that are
identified through scientific reSC2::-::'::' "40: --·;;:cich could be adapted to
deal with a new five-year plan fer ::O:::':0T'·::r;.g radiation research. This
authority, formerly exercised by ,-:::·S-=-? --::::;'5 :-ecently transferred to the
National Science Foundation
SC::-',:,",J·: ~'::':lS NSF could, through a
committee or panel, perform t.J.t'::?,---\t~C ::':nctions for OSTP.
The idea of integrating cDc:ircI'-=1enUl 2nd health considerations
into science and teclli'1oiogy dec::'siomIluing is the ideal. It is the idea
behind NEPA. It is the idea ;:':.a1 ;rOill?ted OTP, as regulator of government use of the spectrum, to S;:;:EI: '1}vesiigating the possible ill effects
associated with its activities. b gene:-:li.. !:lowever, organizations do not
conform to the ideal of integraIed :lGTvity and often are not really
designed to do so. Thus, industries designed to earn a profit may lose
sight of questions related to the ::r:eans used in pursuit of that end.
OSTP, as successor to the Office of Science and Technology, probably
has as much of a developmental orientation as OMB. While it may
400. 42 u.s.c. § 6602(a)(I), (2) (1976).
401. 42 usc. §§ 6601-6618 (1970), as modfied by Reorg. Plan No. I of 1977, supra note 150;
Presidential Message, supra note 154.
402. 42 U.S.c. § 6615(a)(l) (1976).
403. Reorg. Plan No. I of 1977, supra note 150, § 5.
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resemble an Office of Technology Assessment on paper, OSTP basically serves as a research and development arm of the government with
strong ties to the Department of Defense, the largest user of the spectrum and of nonionizing radiation technologies in the government.
From this standpoint, OSTP may offer an even more inhospitable environment for bioeffects research coordination than the Commerce Department.
In fact, however, OSTP has been looking into the nonionizing radiation problem and has prepared a report 404 that includes an assessment of the biological hazards associated with radio frequency and
microwave technologies. That report may give some clues as to the
ability of OSTP to transcend the inherent conflict between support for
technological advances to meet certain national goals (its traditional
role) and full and objective examination of the possible environmental
and health problems of new technologies.
(c) Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ). In terms of its
general orientation, CEQ is the entity within EOP that is best suited to
clG-ninister the research program. Its duty is to "review and appraise
:l::e '.rarious programs and activities of the Federal Government in the
L:b.t of the policy set forth in subchapter 1"405 which recognizes "the
pr:::JI'ound influences of . . . new and expanding technological ad'i.:;.:;ces"406 and the responsibility of the government to ensure "that the
""< arion may. . . attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the envi~::;rr:nent without degradation, risk to health or safety, or other undesir2.:J~::: and unintended consequences."407 Although serving as
2:Ja ..:linator of an ongoing program would be a deviation from the
2CrD. of CEQ activities, it is not very different from oversight of NEP A.
::,~ ,:~urse, the Council would need an infusion of resources, primarily
?e:-s.J:!lnel. Another possible problem, applicable to OSTP as well, con.:::::-:::5 the proposal for independent funding for the program. Neither
'=;ST? nor CEQ has OMB's advantage in this area, and since CEQ
~:.:.st work closely with the agencies, notably NEPA, on numerous en. '::ronmental matters, it would be unfortunate if its control of the purse
s::ings adversely affected its relationship with the federal agencies.
Tills might not prove a serious issue in practice, and if it did, a reversion to the present pattern of individual agency funding would be pos404. Office of Science and Technology Policy. A Technical Review of the Biological Effects of
Radiation (May 15, 1978).
405. 42 U.S.c. § 4344(3) (1976).
406. /d. § 4331(a).
407. /d. § 433 I (b)(3).
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sible.
Congress should carefully examine all the advantages and disadvantages of each of these executive offices as coordinator of the interagency nonionizing radiation bioeffects research program. It should
also consider the possibility of creating a new office whose functions
would include administration of the program. An alternative would be
to combine program administration by CEQ, OMB and OSTP. Congress should then incorporate its decision into a clear legislative mandate to administer such a program, so that it will no longer be
unrecognized in EOP reorganizations. This mandate should include
increased power to determine research priorities. It should also include
appropriation of sufficient funds earmarked for this bioeffects research,
including provisions for funding :ong-term and basic research projects
that are currently not underta:.cen because research and funding decisions are made on the individual z.g;;:ncy level. 408

2. The Regulatory PTOg~_?m. Clne of the most basic criticisms of
the proposal to create a siilglc i:liiaiion control agency was that the
agency would be an anomaly ;" t::e existing executive structure, which
is organized along functionai :J.L::J.er tl1an subject-matter lines. A consolidated agency would have ~;) cu?licate, in all areas, the tasks carried
on by other agencies-sucb .is ills~ections for occupational hazards,
protection in the healing ,::.::::s Jr e::vironmental monitoring-rather
than utilizing the existing ;;:~:?e:1.:se .m the area. 409 In the present format, a similar charge cOL;ld. :Je ~aGc J.gainst EPA, with its proposals to
issue guidelines in the heal::..::~ 3.J.-:s ::u:.i occupational safety. Whether in
the ionizing or the nonioI:''''''''g,:omex:. these are not areas of EPA expertise. Given the inad.e~12.3.CleS QI' :':5 present Office of Radiation Programs,410 high quality i"~il.J.IS wouid "::;e a minor miracle. One possible
solution to this problem -.:vOlllG ~e a ::-edefinition of EPA's role and a
revival of the FRC.
(a) A new Federal Radimion Councilfor nonionizing radiation.
The advantages of the FRe stmcture as derived from the Cutler study
are breadth of coverage (multidisciplinary); cooperation of all involved
agencies (multi agency); permanence and participation of top agency
experts and administrators, which are not generally found in interagency committees; and elimination of wasteful bureaucratic rival408. See, e.g., 1977 Hearings 677 (identifying the need for a "focal point for determining the
direction of the total research effort"); see text accompanying note 289 supra (recommending centralized funding allocation).
409. 1977 Hearings 1101-02 (statement of Dr. William Thaler).
410. See text accompanying notes 311-14 supra.
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ries. 411 When coupled with a redefinition of EPA's role, this structure
would allow recognition of the superior knowledge of BRH or OSHA
in certain areas and ensure their cooperation,412 which EPA cannot
presently compel.
The revived Council as proposed here would deal only with nonionizing radiation matters. Membership in the Council would be modified from that of the old Council to eliminate any agencies with
interests solely in the ionizing radiation spectrum and to account for
the fact that other agencies now have regulatory authority that encompasses nonionizing radiation sources. Agencies with a strong research
interest in NEMR should also have a representative attend these meetings. The Council should meet on a regular basis. The major responsibility of the Council would be to develop general guidelines similar to
the CEQ guidelines for environmental impact statements. 413 The preli..""""'linary task of devising a health standard should be assigned to EPA.
The proposed standard should be published in the Federal Register for
p(;.clic comment, then subjected to review by the Council, with EPA,
:::'oUfever, having the final say. In light of this standard, the Council
sn0uld then proceed to develop general standards for the agency members. This guidance should include specification of uniform measure:nent techniques to be used in development of the individual agency
:::~dards. The guidelines, including the EPA standard, would be issued under the President's signature, as is presently the case. The agen:.::;;:5 '.liould then proceed to develop and promulgate standards for their
.::.-';;":1 spheres of operation in accordance with the guidelines. These
::.:::.ndards would again be subjected to public comment procedures and
"2e::. accompanied by environmental impact statements, subjected to
;-~';;ew by other Council members.
In commenting on the general process of environmental impact
.=;:alement review, one analyst of environmental law and policy noted
~~t in practice there was a reluctance of agencies to divert resources to
::::)mmenting on the projects of others, adding that: "[t]his attitude of
benign neglect will be transcended only when an agency perceives that
another's project is threatening its own programs. In this case an
agency's comments will be primarily those of an advocate. Such advocacy will often be extremely valuable."414 The proposed Radiation
Council process is designed to encourage just this sort of valuable criti411.
412.
413.
414.
155.

See text accompanying note 326 supra.
See 1977 Hearings 481-82 (statement of Lee Gossick).
CEQ Guidelines, 40 C.F.R. § 1500 (1977).
B. ACKERMAN, S. ROSE-ACKERMAN, J. SAWYER & D.

HENDERSON,

supra note 386, at
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.::sm. because the agencies will essentially be competing for spectrum
,pace and radiation allotments. The standards would then be incorpor;teJ into the spectrum management programs of the FCC and the new
ST1:\ in the Department of Commerce.
The individual agencies would be responsible for the implementali,1n and enforcement of their own standards. An already existing
mucture. the ~E'\1R Commitee of the Interagency Regulatory Liaison
Group (IRLG),415 might be enlisted to undertake health standards
,-nersight duties, including recommendations for adjustment in stanJ.Hds and notifications of the need for enforcement to agencies who are
:::mi<s in their duties. These tasks would be accomplished through coNdin:!tion among these agencies on the regional level, through an
iRLG representative at EPA or FDA :.-egional offices and through the
regional spectrum management cemers.4i6 There would be a presumpi:on in favor of modifications and e::foT·:::e2ent actions in line with the
IRLG recommendations, which sl1ou:G l-;e made on a principle o[unar:imity. If an agency failed to res:;onc. ?:"ocedures would have to be
c:;tablished for adjudication of th;; :5::'U::. l~' an agency failed to enforce
ItS o·;.n standards, citizens shoulC. ~":.lVe ~.he Tight to sue for enforcement.
Ii would be possible to grant 2?'\ s.a.:,cing to sue the recalcitrant
aseccy for failure to enforce, 0:.2,. ~~:~ ·';'ic.:ld have the drawback of cre:iting animosity between EPA :l:::lG '.ie other agency, with whom
friendly cooperation is essen:i2.~. L :.c':::::~on, this procedure would be
far I:-om optimal in the case cf :~ ::-:::i.'::;:-_ "'C'cnded standard adj ustment,
b:ca:>e choosing cetween t·.,:;.iC c':::::::'i:":"':~ s:J.2cards may be beyond the
cOffiF<:!c:::,cC of even the mOSl co=.sde:::,c,:,ot:.:;Jf our courts.
The Council wadd. have[:~; :;el :.:.?~:.' Clwn review procedures or
arbilr3.tion system to deal VYit!: :nesc -:;IcJlems. It is hoped that instanc~s of agency failure to ::c:::em =sc... 0 rec:ommendations would be
rare. but if some compromise COllle -:Jot :)c -';"'oTked out, then it would be
nece~sa~,- to resort to S;Jcb. prxec-ures. ~'l that case, perhaps a simple
majo;ity vote of the whole C;'Llcil ~~cdd be sufficient, based on
IRLG's recommendation. The 3.3e:J.cy &:lC L.~LG would each have the
41'- Tb> group is romposed of re?resem.au~ ,'rom EPA. OSHA, FDA and the Consumer
Prod".;: S~!:y CC'Dmlssion (CPS C). CPSC, ~oie on ~he ~::MR rommittee of IRLG is necessarlJ; Il:::C::;± ~~ause. under present legislatIOn. CPSC b.as :10 'iuthority over the radiation aspects of
c;cct::c.: ?:xiuct., it is preempted in this area by FDA's authority under the Radiation Control
f,)r li~lti sd Sai~ty Act of 1963. 42 U.S.C §§ 263b (1976); 15 U.S.C § 2080 (1976). Although
r.e ... :~fs~::cn ccl.l:d change this division of responsibilities. given HEW's substantial overall in.ohe:::cI L:.d eX?'!rtise in the area of nonionizing radiation. there is good reason to allow HEW's
BRH :.: ~c'=::nue i:s role in emissions CGntro~ven though it has not been as vigorous as one
::::gl-:: "':0-:' :::1 its i.--::plementation of its authority over radio frequency and microwave radiation
cmlt::~~ :': :.:uc:.s.. See le~t accompanying notes 182-87 supra.
4:to S~ :=:<; .oi:cornpahying note 371 supra.
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opportunity to present its case, through either written submissions or
oral argument. The agency would then be obligated to comply with the
decision, which would be final. Sanctions would probably not be in
order in such a situation.
Although this could create problems of reluctant enforcement of
the standard objected to by the responsible agency, such a problem
would probably exist to an even greater degree if the standards themselves were promulgated by EPA rather than by the individual agency.
Resolution of this problem may be possible only at the expense of creating other problems.

(b) Redtjinition of the EPA role. Certain of EPA's most important functions under the new system are outlined above. Congress
should also, of course, confirm EPA's jurisdiction to carry out its general functions in the area of nonionizing radiation, such as environmental monitoring. 417 The monitoring program should be made a part
of the general legislative package. Outside of its Council and monitorxg duties, EPA's ORP would be concerned primarily with the setting
;J[ ambient environmental standards. Given the complexity of the no~;orlizing radiation problem, this would be a difficult task, because it
";,Jould require the setting of a series of standards to account for fre;::ilency variations, near and far field problems, and so forth. In add iti0:l, EPA's Office of Research and Development would continue to be
:l !najor component of the research program. Such a redefinition of
E:?A duties should enable ORP to overcome its serious deficiencies and
2-=vote to its more limited duties the quantity and quality of attention
:.::1e:J deserve.
(c) Other agencies-OSHA. Other agencies would also
some infusion of funds to accompany their redefinition of roles.
l~e FCC would require additional personnel to accomplish its new
::uties, but in general, agency adjustments could be confined largely to
: ~ l.ernal reorganizations.
OSHA, however, presents another major problem. The agency
seems to be having trouble fulfilling its legislative mandate. Inspections for radiation hazards are apparently at the bottom of its list of
priorities,418 perhaps with some justification, since many toxic chemical
substances appear to pose more serious occupational hazards than nonionizing radiation, and these chemicals are also under controlled. The
result, however, is that there is virtually no enforcement of radiation
::-~c.uire

417. See text accompanying notes 127-45 supra.
418. See text accompanying note 205 supra.
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standards and guidelines in the workplace. 419 Congress should devote
particular attention to OSHA, giving it a strict and specific mandate
and allocating the funds necessary to hire trained personnel to deal
with this hazard and to purchase the necessary equipment to monitor
hazards at the lower RF frequencies at which most industrial equipment operates. 420 Since BRH assumes authority over full compliance
for some electronics products in the medical environment421 and for
microwave ovens, it is possible to learn from its experience when upgrading OSHA's program in this area. OSHA and BRH might develop
a cooperative agreement covering field inspections. Such cooperation
offers, among other advantages, the opportunity to cut costs and improve the programs of both agencies.
(d) Federal-state re!cnonshjps. Close cooperation between
OSHA and BRH in the field i=-s?e~~ion area would be particularly valuable in the awarding of er:.2~Jrce~ent contracts to the states. Both
agencies engage in this practice ';;.ben the states' own inspection programs meet certain standaids:~::: -:-";5 allows the agencies to operate
with fewer illspection pe~s:::Ili:.e:' c,:' their own and to cover more
ground. If BRH and OSHA ·:O(;J~i~ted in the awarding of these contracts for nonionizing radia~ion =::-:,-;::ecions, it would streamline the bureaucratic and funding pr(ces::,c::s ';-:::r some states, thus making the
contract prospect more ET:r3.c::ve ~o states with limited finances to
devote to inspection perscr:=~_ "LC ecuipment.
Indeed, this seems to Co;:: :.:::.;:~ .'. :~ G. Df consolidation the states have
been requesting. 423 This, C _;1::C. ",-uh the establishment of regional
spectrum committees COiZ?CS;:2J.( ?CC:, NTIA and EPA representatives, would limit to twc It::: =llS::-e:- of federal entities with which the
states would have to deal <:::l ~';:::::VI~ ?r8b1ems. Maintenance of a joint
computer flJe by these two :::=.:::les:'cr Ine reporting of radiation incidents would be anotb.er wa:" :.c ~"i~jjtate interagency coordination.
419. See text accompa:lyng note:; :;.!.. ~5 S'Jora.
420. See text accompany!ng note :J<i ~--uora. Better cooperation with NIOSH is also high on
the list of reforms needed at OSHA.. .->J.:1::ou~:> dose relationship between the two agencies is
contemplated by the Occupational Saferv and Health Act, 29 U.S.c. § 671 (1976), Grover Wrenn,
Director of OSHA's He:>lth Standards ?-:-2g=~ expressed his ignorance of the existence of very
important NIOSH studies of the NEMR occupailon:>l en\iironment. 1977 Hearings 578. Furthermore, OSHA is not obligated to take any action in response to NIOSH criteria documents. If
NIOSH does present OSHA with a docur::lem supporting the establishment of a radio freqUt:ncy/
microwave occupational health standard. OSHA may cboose not to act on it.
421. See 1977 Hearings 73S (statement of Conference of Radiation Control Program Director).
422. 29 U.S.c. § 667 (1976) (OSHA); 42 U.S.c. § 263m (1976) (BRH); see 1977 Hearings 65
(OSHA); id. 579-80 (BRH).
423. See text accompanying note 265 supra.
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(e) Adjudication of agency jurisdictional disputes. If these
proposals are adopted, or if other attempts are made to define agency
roles more clearly, particularly that of EPA, and to eliminate overlapping authorities, then the frequent agency disputes over "turf" should
greatly diminish. Disagreements are unlikely to disappear altogether,
however. There should be some structure to allow parties to a dispute
to resolve the problem quickly. Although the parties will probably be
reluctant to submit the dispute to adjudication or arbitration, each fearing to lose some function it believes rightfully its own, it seems unlikely
that such a disagreement could fail to affect the FRC. It is hoped that
the cooperative atmosphere of the Council would be such that other
members might informally advise the parties and help mediate the dispute. If all efforts should fail to resolve such a disagreement within
some time period, such as six months, the Council should require that
:l1e parties submit notification of their failure to resolve the problem.
T!le Council could then discuss the matter and, if it determined that the
,?Dblem was a significant one, vote on a resolution that it be submitted
-:0 adjudication. (The parties should, of course, have the option to subQi~ the question to adjudication voluntarily.) But adjudication in this
L--::Scance does not mean resolution by the federal judiciary-there
:;~Ould be some executive structure to resolve such disputes. In the
;:;ast, both OMB 424 and CEQ425 have sometimes assumed this function.
3ecause of its general environmental oversight functions, CEQ is prob:;~ly the more logical choice for arbitrator of interagency disputes over
:Juilution control functions. OMB already has official appeal jurisdic~iCil of interagency disputes over NTIA's frequency allocations,426 a
:t:.~ction in line with its general duties. However, if either of these of:ices is assigned a role in radiation research management,427 this could
?otentially affect the impartiality of that office as arbitrator of the dis-:::.ltes in question. Congress should consider the situation and allocate
i':s?ute resolution responsibilities to an appropriate component of
EO?
424. See 1911 Hearings 92.
425. The duties of CEQ. as revised by the President"s Reorg. Plan No.1 of 1977, supra note
150. and the accompanying "Message of the President," supra note 154, at 1012, are to "provide
an independent assessment of our policies for improving the environment. Towards this end, it
will analyze long term trends and conditions in the environment. It will advise OMB on the
reorganization of natural resources functions within the Federal government." Id. See B. ACKERMAN, S. ROSE-AcKERMAN, J. SAWYER & D. HENDERSON, supra note 386, at 161.
426. See note 159 supra.
427. See, for example. proposals at text accompanying notes 388-99, 405-08 supra.
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CONCLUSION

When confronted with the complexities and uncertainties of the
scientific enterprise, and with a bureaucracy that is in some ways disorganized, often inefficient, and always overburdened, even explaining
the radiation problem, let alone proposing how the bureaucracy might
control it, seems overwhelming. Congress has confronted the problem
several times over the past decade, patiently questioning scientists and
policymakers, private and public, in an attempt to find a path through
the morass. The purpose of the examination of the problem undertaken by this Article has been first, to try to convince the reader that it
is now time, or past time, to start making concrete legislative proposals
for dealing with a problem that is grJwL'1g with each day of delay. Second, this Article has made such prcposals-proposals for adapting existing agency structures, for CreaLi.:lg some new institutions and for
opening new channels of CO~l::L.icEl.Lion among the numerous agencies, each with an important rol:: :C) pl2.y in confronting and resolving
the problems of controlling £.c::::cri::i::g radiation.
It is important to emph2.3-i=e b.~:-e what has not been proposed.
What has not been proposed is d;:l=33.ting all, or even most, of the responsibility for nonionizhig ::-J.Giation control to a single agency. By
comparison, controlling air 3.~C -.::,:J.~:;:::- pollution may begin to look easy.
The regulators here are besg 2.sii:;;:c to regulate themselves, as well as
private industry, because he:;::: :.:le govE-w.ment is as much a polluter as
the private sector. If nor:ic.L.~=! -:;,"':'lJ.:ion is to be controlled, the Department of Defense car.....'1 0 •. ;-;;:: ;:'-i~:-.:. .:;:::-::e blanche simply because it is
the Department of Defense.
~: :':':~.::Jl.j.::ts for one quarter of spectrum
use. The multiplicity of 3.3:::::';::' .::ence=s must be integrated and coordinated into some sort of '..:.=-~ior:::J. .::..:::prcach. NEPA points in the right
direction, but it is much tee -·;,:e~ .:J.:.201 J:O deal with the complex problem of nonionizi.llg rad:.l:ioD. -::-'-;5 Article only introduces the
problems and proposes a st:--':C:2T::!.l ::r.:unework for confronting them. It
is hoped that Congress ",-ill :ll:: some oi these suggestions and, through
legislation, provide the age::1cies "A,."11n the direction they need to deal
with the problems effectively. ~"';-oD.ionizing radiation pollution presents
to Congress a clear chalkc.ge to transiate the concept of technology
assessment into practice on 3. r:alioDal scale, assuring that the health
and environmental perspectives gain their rightful place. First Congress and then the agencies must meet the challenge of making difficult
choices and decisions creatively and forcefully-and without delay.
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